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Asymmetric Challenges To
U. S. Military Superiority
Nearly all potential adversaries and challengers-state and
nonstate-recognize the demonstrated conventional mWtary superiority of the U.S. armed forces. After watching our
forces in the Gulf War, what rational adversary would wish to
challenge them on open terrain, at least in the near term?
We would, quite frankly, annihilate them.
This doesn't mean that our enemies are abandoning plans
to oppose us. On the contrary; a number of them, regardless
of their conventional military limitations, are determined to
oppose the United States. Our military excellence forces
them to adopt asymmetric approaches to achieve their ends
either by negating our conventional capabilities or by preventing uS from bringing those capabilities fully to bear.
This asymmetric approach pits an opponent's strength
against a perceived U.S. military weakness or seeks to nullify our advantage by changing the nature of the conflict. The
classic case was the Vietnam War, where North Vietnam
chose to fight a war of attrition that was intended more to
influence American public opinion rather than to win on the
battlefield.
In today's world, we face a wide variety of asymmetric
challenges that exist at the strategic, operational, or tactical
levels and involve both conventional and unconventional
weapons. These challenges include transnational terrorism;
illict drug operations; exploitation of ethnic, religious, and
regional hatred; and other tactics 10 undermine international stability and security. None, however, is more troubling to
our nation and our deployed forces than me use of weapons
of mass destruction (WMD): chemical, biological, nuclear,
and radiological weapons, along with the missiles that can
deliver memo
The logic of asymmetry was apparent decades ago, well
before the current focus on WMD and ballistic missiles. It
was clear to states like Iraq, Iran, and North Korea, long
before the end of the Cold War, that their conventional arsenals were not adequate for challenging the United States.
Some of these states actually entered the unconventional
arena out of concern for regional rivals, but mey quickly
realiZed that missiles and WMD could fill an important niche
in their troubled security relations with the United States.
Interest in ballistic missiles is virtually inseparable from
interest in WMD memselves.
This asymmetric logic can apply on a purely regional basis,
as with Pakistan's investment in WMD and missiles co coun-

teract India's conventional superiority. India instituted a
permanent strategic arms race on the subcontinent by
investing in WMD. Anti-U.S. asymmetrical strategies and
regional rivalries provide a powerful set of motivations
toward acquiring WMD and ballistic missiles. Unfortunately;
our counterproliferarion efforts have not significantly tamed
those motivations.
The end of the Cold War intensified these dynamics.
According to the Defense Intelligence Agency; the threat
posed by regional WMD is now the greatest threat 10
deployed American forces-and this threat will increase. It
is also not limited 10 our forces overseas. Ominous changes
in the strategic threat to our homeland have appeared on the
horizon. Today, only Russia and China are capable of targeting the United States with ballistic missiles. However, we

now face the prospect that less dependable, hostile
nations-particularly North Korea and Iran-will develop
that capability dUring the next several years.
Weapons of mass destruction pose a most serious challenge to the security of the United St.ates. At least two dozen
nations around the world already possess chemical and biological weapons or have active development programs to
build them. Globalization of the world economy and
increasing ease of information transfer make knowledge of
these weapons available to even more states and nonstates.
Even more alarming is that more than 20 nations have theater ballistic missiles to deliver WMD.
The U.S. missile defense program reflects the urgency 0
this immediate threat. Through our Theater Air and Missile
Defense Programs and our National Missile Defense
Program, we are developing, as quickly as possible, a highly
effective defense system against emerging rogue nation
strategic ballistic mis iles. We also continue development of
technology to improve ballistic and cruise missile defense!
systems.
I am pleased to see this issue devoted to air and missile
defense and the Army's role in protecting the United States
and our deployed forces. We must maintain our vigilance to
defend our dtiZens, our allies, and our friends from this
growing threat.

Paul J. Hoeper
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The PATRIOT Advanced Capability-3 missile is shown being launched during a missile guidance flight test at White Sands Missile Range. NM. The other photos show
the missile intercepting a tactical ballistic missile test target.

INTERVIEW
WITH
LTG JAMES M. LINK
DEPUTY COMMANDING GENERAL
U.S. ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND (AMC)
Army RD&A: Can you give some background rega.rding
AMC's involvement with Army acquisition programs?
LTG Link: The Army Materiel Command has a long history in
acquisition management. We built this command in 1962 by
combining the functions of the Chief of Ordnance and the
Quartermaster General and theother technical services into a
single command that became AMC. All the major weapon programs and upgrades we had up through the 1980s resulted
from the process begun in the early 1960s. A major change
came with the Goldwater-Nichols Act in the late 1980s. At t11at
time, we saw the advent of program executive officers and program managers (PMs) in charge of major programs outside
AMC. The idea was to streamline the structure and the Army
acquisition process to reduce levels of review and shorten the
time it takes to get weapon systems inro the hands of our soldiers. By 1992 or so, the major systems had gone 10 program
executive offices and we in AMC managed the Acquisition
Category (ACAl) 111 and ACJ>J IV systems. Most of those systems have been in the field for a long time, but some still
involved research, development and engineering efforts.
In 1996, the Army saw a need 10 revisit the PM structure.
AMC established a position called Deputy for System
Acquisition (D A) at earn of our three major buying commands: the Tank-automotive and Armaments Command, the
Communications-Electronics Command, and what became the
Aviation and Missile Command. That aUowed us once again 10
bring programs under AMC that require significant research
and development (R&D) in the acquisition process. 1n faer,
some ACAT lC programs came to AMC and we now also manage 10 ACJ>J U programs,
Army RD&A: How many
acquisition programs are
now managed by AMC?
LTG Link: We currendy have
60 board-selected PMs managing or overseeing 372 programs, a significant piece of the
business. Of course, some programs are so stable they are
managed by our integrated
materiel management centers
(lMMCs) as a logistical function. In addition, the way we
are structured to prOVide
matrix support to program
executive officers and PMs is
essential because a large PM
office in the program executive
2
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office structure u ually has a relatively small core of folks-maybe 25-who belong to that PM. The remainder are
matrixed from AMC. AMC also provides general support to
PMs from our research, development and engineering centers (RDECs); our IMMCs; our acquisition centers; lawyers;
public affairs offices; and afery offices. A whole myriad of
matrix suppOrt comes from AMC.
Army RD&A: What other efforts has AMC made to sup-portPMs?
LTG Link: Well, we have intentionally collocated much of
our AMC matrix support 0 that the PM is able to build a
team. The PM knows that the AMC folks he is paying for in
a reimbursable fashion are in fact working for him on his
project. That matrix suppOrt has been very succe ful and,
of course, those AMC employees often feel they are working
for the PM, and that's OK The important dling is that we are
abLe, from a larger, big Army standpoint, to shift resources
from one program to another to accommodate the system's
life cycle. We can also accommodate changes in resource
streams to be able to tailor the matrix su pport we provide to
the PM to match his needs.
AnllY RD&A: When you talk of shifting resources, does
AMC receive criticism for moving money around that
people think is not yours to move?
LTG Link: There are times, and it's not surprising, that a
PM, just like a battalion or a brigade commander, looks at his
program as being all-important because that's what he's paid
to do, The role that the DSAs
and HQ AMC play is to take a
broader view from a total
Army perspective. Now, what
we perhaps have not been as
successful in doing is ensuring that each PM is cognizant
of where major dollars are
spent in support of his pro·
gram, Those are usually
operations and support
(0&) costs-the operations, the supportability, the
logistical tail, or if you will,
the logistical mu de-that
take place after the R&D,
after the fieLding of the
equipment. Recently, there
has been an attempt to get
PMs more involved in design-
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Command. Other than those exceptions, MDA rests with
AMC, and specifkally with the DSAs we put in position in the
commodity commands.
Army RD&A: Officers seeking to be PMs feel that being
an AMC PM is not as career enhancing as being a program
executive office (PEa) PM. Can you comment on this?
LTG Link: Yes, in fact LTG Paul Kern Ithe Military Deputy to
the ASARDA, and Director, Acqui ition Career Management]
and J have worked closely together to dispel that perception.
We've done this by jointly sponsoring quarterly Acquisition
Workshops, and we have gone out of our way to assure PMs
who work for AMC that they are just as important as the other
PMs we have in the Acquisition Corps. Now I think because
ACAT I programs are often very large with a great deal of vlsibility, they get more attention because of their inherent
resources and development risk. Those programs are key to
modernizing the Army, so some think they are better PM jobs.
But in the Acquisition Corps busines , all our Army programs
are tremendously important and we recognize the contributions those programs make to our Army. Our intention is to
reward those contributions appropriately.
ing in supportability, designing in diagnostics through builtin test and built-in test equipment (6IT/8ITE). This causes
the PM to be involved in the total life cycle of a given program. With that comes the recognition that the PM is responsible for all costs tied to his weapon system, that he does not
just hand it off or throw it aero s the transom to AMC. Now,
a caution. We cannot have every PM learning how to build his
own AMC and going through the learning curve of what's
involved in supporting a system from the standpoint of maintenance engineering, provl ioning, total package fielding,
item management, and RDEe work such as engineering services and software engineering. 50 we in AMC, in partnership with the PMs and program executive officers, have created a series of memoranda of understanding that outline the
servlces we provide PM. We recognize that we have to provide the best value to a PM so he wants to do business with u .
Of course, we are experimenting with di.fferem methods to
provlde best value. Apache prime vendor support is an example, and fleet management for the M109 family is another.
The important things we in AMC provide are the expertise and
decades of experience in supporting a particular commodity.
We have world-class cientists. engineers and logisticians
whether you are talking about automotive and armaments
technology,
communications-electronics,
bio/chemical
defense, or the aviation and mi ile business. This is the kind
of expertise we bring to any particular program, and we do
this by significantly leveraging indu try rather than building a
duplicative capability in-house. For instance, at our RDECs.
about 60 percent of their re ources go to contractors, to
industry, rather than to in-house efforts. In some areas such as
software engineering, it's about 80 percent contractor work
and only 20 percent in-house. AMC is moving to become a
manager of suppliers rather than a supplier ourselves.
Anny RD&A: Has milestone decision authority been
delegated for ACAT systems managed by AMC?
LTG Link: Paul Hoeper, Assistant Secretary of the Army for
Research, Development and AcqUisition (A ARDA), and the
Army Acquisition Executive, has ret."lined milestone decision
authority (MDA) for ACAT IC programs. That's true for Kiowa
Warrior and the Blackhawk, and for two other ACAT [] sy terns: the Close Combat Tactical Trainer managed by the
Simulation, Training and In trumentation Command; and
Land Warrior, at the Soldier and Biological ChemICal
March-April 1999

Army RD&A: What is the annual RDA budget managed
byAMC?
LTG Link: Within AMC, our research, development, test, and
evaluation (RDT&E) and procurement dollars are approx.imately $4.4 billion. A lot of people don't understand that
AMC manages a great deal of the Army's money and a great
deal of DOD's money in support of the other Services. For
example, this past year we spent $17.7 million in support of
the other Services. Thirty-four percent of that came from nonArmy sources. Then, a great deal of our money-about 50
percent-i reimbursable from Army sources such as PEas
and PMs. The remainder is directly funded.
Army RD&A: How are you involved in the acquisition
programs?
LTG Link: I'm very much involved in that we have put the
AMC Deputy Commanding Gen raJ in the rating chain of our
major PMs, many of whom have subordinate product managers. 1 also oversee, with our D5As, the execution of those
programs for which AMC is responsible. I meet quarterly with
all the PMs I senior rate. Along with the DSAs, I attend conferences and various other fora to ensure that I know what
our folks are doing. I also work with MG John Caldwell,
AMC's RD&A chief, to keep tabs on how our programs are
being managed. We take very seriously our responsibility in
making sure we have a handle on how AMC is doing its job in
the business of program management.
AnllY RD&A; What challenges face AMC and its PMs?
LTG Link: QUI' major challenge is to manage, with the scarce
resources we have, those programs--the Army's programs-that will continue to be reqUired into the next millennium.
We are managing about 80 percent of the Army's legacy system . These are the systems that will have to be maintained
and perhaps modernized to support Force XXI and the Army
After Next. We are the folks who will have to ensure that we
are able to meet those challenges, and we are actively involved
with Headquarters, DA, in pursuing a variety of initiatives.
Some of those efforts include modernization through spares,
horizontal technology integration, and various forms of contractor logistical support. There is also a myriad of initiatives
that fall under the aegis of total ownership cost reduction, a
DOD initiative. rd say our toughest challenge is to "think
outside the box" about how to support every system.
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The Army
must adapt
its air defense
technology
to defeat
the primary
current
and future
threat:

missiles.
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Introduction

Unique Challenges

Today, extremely powerful weapons of
mass destruction are in the hands of
reckless people who will not hesitate to
use them.
Declared enemies of the
United States Like Osama bin Laden and
Saddam Hussein have the will and the
re ources to obtain weapons of mass
destruction. Iran has recruited Russian
scientists with experience in chemical
and biological warfare. North Korea
has apparently continued its own
nuclear weapons program, despite
pledges not to do so. Approximately 25
other countries have developed or are
developing nuclear, biological Or chemical weapon and have the means to
deliver them.
Terrorists, religious
zealots, and organized crime groups are
also trying to acqu ire these weapons
either directly or through supportive
countries.
As part of a joint acquisition team
responding to this ever-increasing
threat of weapons of mass destruction,
the Program Executive Office for Air
and Missile Defense (pEO AMD) is
developing systems that provide theater
air and missile defense (TAMD) for the
protection of deployed troops and
assets, as well as technologies for
national missile defense of the United
States.

The PEO AMD is unique among Army
PEOs. Because air and missile defense is
not an Army-only mission, the PEO AMD
has both Service-specific and jointService responsibilities. There are many
joint and combined interoperability
requirements that Army air and missile
defense
systems
must
satisfy.
Coordination with the Army staff, other
Services, and the Ballistic Missile Defense
Organization (BMDO) i maintained to
ensure the necessary interoperability for
total force protection. The PEO AMD
participates in the joint theater air and
m.i it defense OTAMD) proce • which
includes interaction with the staff of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff. BMOO, and the commanders-in-chief (CINCs).
The PEO AMD works for Army
Acquisition Executive Paul J. Hoeper,
the Assistant Secretary of the Army
(Research,
Development
and
Acquisition), but also reports to and
receives significant program direction:"
and funding from LTG Lester Lyles,
Director, BMDO. who is the Acquisition
Executive for Ballistic Missile Defense.
This working arrangement is defined in
a memorandum of agreement between
the Army and BMOO. The majority of
the PEO AMD administrative, research
and engineering staff is provided as
matrix support from the U.S. Space and

I
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Missile Defense Command and the U.S.
Army Aviation and Missile Command.
I

_Protecting Our Soldiers
0430, Local Southwest Asia
Combat Zone: Taking a short
break from the road march, tired
and dusty, MAl Reeves lumbered
~.
into the Tactical Operations
Center (TOC). In the corner he
heard the CNN announcer droning on ..... At'my spokesperson
stated ... fighting is over ... fewel'
losses than expected ... related
• story ... militant movement, ... all
means available ... punish the
United States ... " Given the suc....
cess of the offensive, not much
was going on in the TOC
Suddenly the dark morning sky
filled with blazing ligbt and earshattering explosions.
Chaos
., erupted as vehicles loaded with
fuel and munitions exploded.
>r
Cries ofpain could be heardfrom
every direction. Trying to get
back to his unit, MAl Reeves was
struck in the leg by hot shrapnel.
Later at the aid station, he
learned that four Scud-class taco
tical ballistic missiles (TBMs)
I. • held beenfit'ed at u.s. forces. 7Wo
had hit near the TOC. The only
good news was that tbey wel'e
not carrying any biological or
chemical agents. Nevel'tbeless,
the results were devastating.
The PEO AMD is working to prevent
I. ~this scenario from ever occurring. The
_. PEO AMD is responsible for developing
and fielding systems to defend our
,. deployed force whenever and wherev.
er needed while negating lethal ground
• 'effects that can result when a missile
warhead is not completely destroyed.
f- 'In other words, systems tbat not only
... engage the threat, bur also provide total
protection for our forces from air and
missile attacks.
The Army's legacy air defense systems,
with roots in the 1960s and 1970s, were
· ,primarily designed to cou mer massed
air power. which is no longer tbe dom~ inant threat. The Army must adapt its
air defense technology to defeat the
~ primary current and future threat: missiles.
Although the Phased Array
Tracking To Intercept Of Target
~ ..(PATRIOT)
Advanced Capabiliry 2
(PAC-2) missile provided limited
• defense against Scuds during the Gulf
War, dle continued evolution of our
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existing air defense systems today cannot provide the Army with weapons
that will effectively protect ground
forces from missile attacks.
As a consequence of the recent proliferation of ballistic missile technology,
our potential adversaries can engage
our forces at a fraction of the cost of
acquiring and maintaining a traditional
air force. Magnifying this danger is the
use of these missiles to deliver weapons
of mass destruction. Our current TAMD
systems cannot effectively counter tb is
emerging threat. Characterized by reentry peed of more than 10,000 mph,
evasive maneuvering capabilities and
decoys, the T13M threat is driving tbe
need for new TAMD technologies.
The PEO AMD is responsible for providing the Army with the Theater High
Altitude Area Defense (THMD), PATRIOT,
Medium Extended Air Defense System
(MEADS), and the Joint Tactical Ground
Station 01l\GS) weapon systems.
The THAAD system defends ground
forces and higb-vaIue assets from TBM
attack. With its high-power radar and
long-range missile, it will conduct
high-altitude engagements of ballistic
missiles that threaten dle entire theater.
The PATRIOT is a medium-range, allweather TAMD system to counter
advanced aircraft, TBMs, and cruise
mi siles. A series of enhancements,
including a new missile, will be incorporated into tbe PATRIOT system beginning later this year. This PATRIOT
Advanced Capability 3 (PAC-3) will
increase the effectiveness of the PATRlOT
against hallistic and cruise missiles.
The MEADS will protect the maneuver
force from T13Ms, cruise missiles, and
other air-breathing threats (unmanned
aerial vehicles, and fixed- and rotarywinged aircraft). It will be designed as
a higbly survivable system fully capable
of accompanying the maneuver forces
wherever deployed. It is dle only system being developed to protect the
front-line maneuver forces.
The JTAGS provides the theater ClNC
a deployable in-theater capability to
receive and process ballistic missile
launch data collected by space-based
infrared sensors. Using this data, JTAGS
disseminates warning, alerting and cueing data to other sy terns. J1l\G cues
the active TAMD systems, provides
launch points for attack operations, and
issues timely warning for passive
defense.

New Scenario
Let's revisit MAJ Reeves, this time with
these new TAMD systems in place.
0430, Local Southwest Asia
Combat Zone: Taking a short
break from the road marcb, tired
and dusty, MAl Reeves lumbered
into the TOC In the comet he
heard the CNN announcer droning on "... Army spokesperson
stated ... fighting is over ... fewet·
losses than expected ... related
stol'Y ... militant movemel1l, ".
all means available ... punisb tbe
United States ... » Given tbe sue·
cess of tbe offensive, not much
was going on in the TOC. In fact,
the Ot~ly cell fully manned
appeared to be the Air Defense
Coordination Cell. Suddenly his
blood froze as he beal'd "TBM
Alert"fl'Om a speaker. ]TAGS was
providing warning of a TBM
launch. QUickly dOtlning his protective mask, MAl Reeves was
drawn to the situational awal'eness display at the front of the
TOC Overlaid on tbe troop positions, it now showed tracks of
four missiles, two of which were
predicted to Impact at the TOC!
Suddenly he heard a cheet· from
the AII' Defense Cell "THAAD just
got one!" "Make that two!" Two
of the tracks disappeared from
tbe display. Still there was one
headed for the TOC Nearby, he
heard a couple of small explosions. MEADS was engaging.
eemingly an eternity later, he
saw a third missile track disappeat· fl'Om the display. MEADS
got it! He later found out that the
fourth missile, targeted fol' tbe
seaport, was destroyed by
PATRIOT. Well, enough excitement for 1 day, lime to get his
unit on the move again. After all,
he had a mission to accomplish.

Development Objectives
While developing these systems, the
PEO AMD must satiSfy critical core
objectives as follows: provide a strategically deployable and tactically mobile
TAMD capability, provide a "nearleakproof" TAMD through a two-tier
concept. maximize the leth.ality at the
pOint of missile intercept, and support
tbe JTAMD vision. The TAMD rwo·tier
(upper and lower) engagement concept uses systems designed to
AnllY RD&A
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Figure 1.
The Army components of the air and missile defense family of systems will protect the highly mobile forces
of future battlefields.
complement each other. lntegmtion
and interoperability between upper
and lower tier systems provide the
greatest number of engagement oppor·
tunities during the incoming ballistic
missile's trajectory. Although complementary, each ThMD system has a specific role in protecting the force (Figure
1). PATRIOT defends the rear area
against aircraft and engages ballistic
missiles in the lower tier. MEADS, like
PATRIOT, engages threats in the lower
tier wh.i1e defending the maneuver
forces, and THAAD engages missiles
launched from greater ranges, in the
upp r tier throughout the theater area.
The lower tier systems engage targets
in the atmospheric region below 25
kilometers in altitude. The upper tier
THAAD system engages targets in the
ex03lmosphere (at an altitude of 100
kilometers and beyond) and in the high

6
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endoatmospberic region above the
dense atmosphere (at an altirude
between 40 and 100 kilometers).
Although engagements can occur at any
altitude, the high endoatmo pheric
region can be viewed as the " weet
spot" for TAMD. Within this region,
threat countermeasures are least effective. The threat's infrared signature is
increasing as it re-enters the almO phere, making it easier to acquire. The
air is still too thin, however, to allow for
effective threat warhead maneuvers but
is thick enough to strip away the lighter
debris, decoys, Or other penetration
aids that may be accompanying the
threat. Therefore, engagement within
this sweet spot provide the greate t
opportunity for success. Taking advantage of thiS, the THAAD missile is
de igned to engage in both the exoatmospheric and this high endoarmos-

~

pheric region. However, the incoming
missile must not only be intercepted, it
must be engaged with sufficient force
to fully destroy tbe warhead. In othet'
words, we must provide a "quality kill"
of the threat.
.
An engagement that protects the pri·....
mary asset but results in a damaged (but
potentially lethal) warhead liilling on
friendly forces is unacceptable. The need
for an extremely lethal engagement is
most critical when the missile is deliver~ .
ing a weapon of mass destruction.

Key TAMD Technologies
The technology that will provide
ThMD system widl the reqUired lethality for countering ballistic missiles is
called hit to kill. Thi technology is the;
cornerstone of the future effectiveness
of PATRIOT, THAAD, and MEADS.
~
Hit to kiU works. In a series of tech·
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The PEO AMD is designated to oversee
development of the Army contribution
to NMD: ground-based interceptor,
ground-based radar, and related com·
ponems of battle management/com·
mand, control, and communications.
The Ground-Based Elements Program
Office reports to the
MD Joint
Program Office for the development
and integration of the e elements in the
NMD system.

Conclusion

Figure 2.
• Shown is the evolutionary development of hit-to-kill technology. This includes
the Homing Overlay Experiment, the Flexible Lightweight Agile-Guided
Experiment, the Exo-atmospheric Re-entry Vehicle Interceptor Subsystem, the
Extended Range Interceptor (ERINT) Guided Test Flight (GTF) 2, the ERINT GTF
3, and the ERINT GTF 4.

• nology demonstrations, beginning with
the Homing Overlay Experiment (HOE)
in 1984, the Army has consistently
shown the effectiveness of this technology as the best mean to counter balhs• tic missiles (Figure 2). The tremendous
kinetic energy released at the point of
- - impact results in a near-total de truetion of the ballistic missile and its pay·
load. This minimizes the potential for
• collateral damage that could result
from a viable payload falling on ground
- forces following an otherwise '·success·
iul" intercept.
The legacy of interoperability among
air defense systems is fdcilitating their
integration with other digital elements
of the Army. Through these integration
efforts, TAMD systems will provide
• alerting and warning information to
the maneuver force commanders.
"'Integration
with
specific
Army
Bartlefield Functional Area components
will empower the commanders with situational awareness of the air bartle.
Marcil-April 1999

Protecting The Nation
As technology evolves, the ballistic
missile threat will no longer be con·
strained to the tactical battlefield. This
reality is not lost on those forces
throughout the world that oppose the
United States. They already have the
will and. with the proliferation of missile technology, they soon will have the
means to directly attack the United
States. Given the ever.increasing range,
accllracy, and lethality of ballistic mis·
siles, a direct attack on the United
States will no longer be limited to the
tuditional military powers.
Rogue
nations, accidental launches, and
sophisticated terrorists will threaten the
nited States with ballistic missile
attack.
In response, the Department of
Defense is pursuing missile defenSive
technologies as part of the ationa!
Missile Defense (NMD) Program. Each
Service ha been given specific respon·
sibilities in developing this defense.

The PEO AMD is responding to the
potential threat on both the theater and
national levels by creating air and missile defense system that will help shape
the battlefield of the future and by
preparing state-of-the-art systems that
will give the Army even greater capabilities to defend itself and the nation.
As we face the challenges of the 21st
century, it is vital to the defense of the
United States and to our deployed
forces that we develop and field the best
possible air and miSSile defense systems.
The PEa AMD's aggressive application
of emerging technologies to increase
lethality and interoperability will tesult
in air and missile defense weapon systems that can defeat this formidable
threat, interoperate with our joint
forces, and most im portantly, protect
our soldiers.

BG DANIEL L MONTGOMERY is the
Program Executive Officer, Air and
Missile Defense. He has a B.5. degree
in mathematics from Presbyterian
College. Clinton, sc, and an M.s.
degree in electrical engineering
from Ihe University of Jexas at El
Ftlso. In addition, he attended the
Army Command and General Staff
College, Defense Systems Management College, and Industrial College
ofthe Armed Forces.
JAME M. TiNKHAM is a Senior
Systems Ana(ystfor Sigmatech Inc.,
Huntsville, AL. He has a B.A in
economics from Wofford College,
Spartanburg, C, and an M.s. in
systems management from the
Florida Institute of Technology.
KEITH A GODWiN is a Senior
.ystems Engineer for igmatech
lnG., Huntsville, Ai. He has a B.S.
in engineering ]i'om the u.s.
Mililmy Academy.
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WY
'HIT
TO K LL'?
Anthony W. Cosby
Introduction
Tbe primary objectives of theater
missile defense (TMD) are the
protection of defended assets and
negation of the LethaL effects on the
ground that can result from the
intercept of theater ballistic missiles
(TBMs). Thi has led the Army to
demand the highesr possible "quality of
kiJJ" from itS TMD syStem, like the
Phased Array Tracking To Intercept Of
Target (PATRIOT) missile and Theater
High Altitude Area Defen e (THAAD).
The necessary quality of kill to en ure
minimization of lethal effects on the
ground can best be attained with hit·tokill (HTK) weapons.
Although the
chance of hitting a TBM somewh re
along its body may be better with a
blast-fragmentation warhead, the ability
to ensure the survival of defended areas
is much greater witll HTK weapons.
The Army's key discriminator in
pur uing HTK weapons rather than
blast·fragmentation warheads is the
robustness of HTK weapons
again t a broad spectrum of TBM
threat
payload
types
and
conftgurations. This lethality i
especially critical when payload
are weapons of mass destruction
(WMD).

HTK Versus Blast
Fragmentation
Both blast·fragmenta.tion war·
heads and HTK weapons are
effective again t TBM from the
standpoint of potential energy
deposited on the target. However,
controlling tile placement of tlle
blast fragments on the payload is
no tess complex and may prove a
more daunting technical chaJJenge

8
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than HTK technology.
Thi i a
particular challenge for engagements in
the endoatmo phere (up to an altitude
of 100 kilometers).
Nuclear, chemical and biological
payloads constitute the principal WMD
of TMD concern. Of these, nuclear
payloads are tl,e easiest to kill. By
penetrating and di rupring the "phy ic
package" or firing mechanism of the e
weapons, they will either fail to
detonate or will have their yield
reduced to the point that their
effectiveness is greatly diminished.
Also, by making the intercepts high in
the endoatmosphere, there will be no
appreciable effects on the ground
(particularly given the yields expected
in TBMs).
While bLast fragmentation will have
some success against these payloads, it
is not as ffective as an HTK weapon.
This is because it is much more difficult
for a potential enemy to counter an

The necessary
quality of kill
to ensure
minimization of
lethal effects
on the ground
can best be attained
with hit-to-kill weapons.

HTK weapon by manipulating or
hardening the internal strucrure of rhe
payload or to evade the defensive
missile (assuming equivalent letllality
requirements). Although HTK weapon \
ar
dependent on a demanding
guidance scheme to en 'ure body-ro-body contact between interceptor and
TBM, bla t-fragmentation warheads
have an even m:tller tolerance for error
in their fuzing function.
Chemical and biological weapons
have proven to be tlle most challenging
WMD.
When constructed with'
multiple-tiered
submunitions
or
bomblet , they must be countered by
delivery of sufficient energy and
penetration of tlle tiers at high altitudes
to ensure minimal lethal effects on the ground. . HTK weapon deliver orders ~
a f magmtude more destructive energy
than even the most effici.ent blast· ~
fragmentation warhead (Figure 1).
Although blast-fragmentation warheads
will deliver enough energy to
rupture simple bulk chemical"
warheads, they lack sufficient.
penetration to destroy submunition payloads. Penetration perfoffilance has been assessed via ground
and flight te ts as well as
hydrocode simulations.

HTK Success

...

Former President Ronald Reagan's
Strategic
Defense
Initiative, ...
beginning in 1983, provid d the
funding and focus necessary to
advance tlle state of the art in key., <
areas of HTK technology. The
Army's 'pace and Missile Defense...
Command (SMDC) was at rhe
forefront in the development of
these techno Logie and their application in kinetic kill interceptors.
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Figure 1.
Sled test results confirm that HTK provides superior energy and penetration for robust kill of chemical submunitions.

Through a series of programs
conducted
by
SMOC
and
its
••predecessors, the technologies of HTK
_ .were improved.
For example, the
Homing Overlay Experiment (HOE)
- resulted in successful interception of a
Jong-range stra.tegic missile in June
1984·, and the Exo-atmospheric Re-entry
Vehicle lnterceptor Subsystem (ERIS)
• successfully intercepted a TBM in 1991.
fIn addition, the High Endo-atmospheric
Defense Interceptor (HEDI), Flexible
- Lightweight Agile-GUided Experiment
(FLAGE) and the Extended Range
Interceptor
Technology
(ERIN'I)
• 'programs improved HTK technologies.
In fact, aU, except HEOI, which never
lflew an intercept test, achieved HTK
intercepts during flight tests. These
... tests demon trated the ability to achieve
HTK
intercepts
in
both
the
endoatmosphere and exoatmosphere.

HTK Technologies
The principal technical challenge that
must be met for HTK technology to
become a battlefield reality is tile need
to achieve suffici,ently small "miss
distances." Miss distance is the distance
between the actual impact point and
the impact point that will result in
greatest damage to the target.
Historically, the lack of maturity in the
technologies that would result in
sufficiently small miss distances led to
ballistic missile defense interceptors
using nuclear warheads to overcome
guidance inaccuracies.
The main
challenge for these 1960s and 19705
systems was to ensure that the
interceptor's airfraJne was capable of
enduring the stre. ses of high dynamic
pressure and thermal loading to which
all ballistic missile defense interceptors
are subjected.

To achieve the accuracy necessary to
ensure acceptable miss distances at
closing velocities in excess of 4
kilometer per second, researchers
had to make advancements in five key
technology areas: very accurate seeker
measurement devices; high·speed
igna! processors to proce s the
seeker information; mall, accurate
inertial measurement units (IMUs);
high-speed data processors for
guidance and course correction
computations; and a fast control
system (and agile airframe) to steer
the interceptor. A block diagram of
these
components
and
their
interaction are shown in Figure 2.

Seekers
To achieve an HTK capability, an
interceptor must actively "seek out" the
threat using onboard measurements of

)
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Figure 2.
Key interceptor components to achieve hit to kill.
the target. These measurements are
performed u ing the interceptor
seeker(s). These measurements must
be accurate and be provided at a high
data rate. HTK interceptors have used
eimer miWmeter wave (MMW) radio
frequency seekers (FLAGE, ERINT,
PATRJOT Advanced Capability (PAC)-3)
or infrared (IR) seekers (HOE, ERIS,
HEDl, THAAD). The main difference
berween mese seekers is that lR seekers
are smaller and lighter weight. MMW
seekers are considerably heavier but
provide range-to-target data at low
altitudes where clouds could block me
mreat lR signature. Bom of these
seeker types can provide target
direction information to the signal
processor up to 100 times per second
with an accuracy of 100 to 300 !Lrads.
Data rates and measurement accuracy
on this order of magnitude are reqUired
for HTK interceptors and are now
achievable.

Signal And Data Processing
Improvements in speed of data and
signal processors, as seen in 'tOday's
desktop computers, is another essential
technology development for an HTK
interceptor. The signal processor must
process raw seeker data consisting of
many mousands of pieces of data and
determine very accurately the location
and direction of me threat and where
to impact to destroy the payload. The
data processor uses seeker and LMU
data to determine the course
corrections needed to impact the
threat. These complex computations
require the processors to make tens of
millions of calculations per second
while updating me interceptor steering
commands at 50 to 100 times per
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second. This is well within today's
technology.

Inertial Measurement Units
The interceptor LMU provides
feedback to the interceptor data
processor regarding the interceptor's
attitude and velocity. This feedback is
necessary
so
that
guidance
computations can be made to
determine steering commands that will
cause precise impact with me threat
payload.
Data from the 1M are
provided 50 to 100 times per second
and must be very accurate. Great
advancements have been made in the
miniaturization and accuracy of LMUs.
IMUs tbat support today's HTK
weapon are about the same size as a
basebaU and can achieve an accuracy of
abom 1 degree per hour of gyro drift
rate. lwenty years ago, a similarly
capable lMU was about the size and
weight of a basketball filled with water.
This size reduction and accuracy was
essential to have reduced interceptor
size, weight, and cost.

Control Systems
Finally, tremendous progress has been
made
in
interceptor
actuator
technology, allowing the interceptor to
respond rapidly to steering commands
from me interceptor's data processor.
Interceptor actuators are small rocket
engines (thrusters) that are directed to
fire in response to the steering
commands. An HTK capability requires
me interceptor actuator to respond to
steering commands within 10 to 50
milliseconds, which is aclllevable with
current mruster technology.
In
addition, thruster technology advancements have resulted in miniarurization

of actuator systems mat have mrust-toweight ratios up to 1,000-to-1. These
rocket engines can operate equally well
in and outside the atmosphere,
allOWing HTK interceptors to make
intercepts at significantly higher
altitudes than those interceptors (such'
as the PATRIOT PAC-2) mat use the •
atmo phere for aerodynamic steering
using airvanes.

Conclusion
Since 1946 when Werner Von Braun
selected HuntsviUe, AL, as the site <
where he would continue his missile
development career, the U.S. Army has
led the nation in defenSive missile
developments. During the past 53
years, many air and missile defense
systems have been successfully\
developed and fielded by the U.S. Army.
Notable among these are the Hawk,
PATRIOT, and Stinger. These systems
provide me backbone of me free
world's existing air and missile defense
capability To provide the technology
for me next generation of HT"'"
weapons, the Army will continue to
lead the nation in defenSive missil~
development.
All of tile technologies to achieve HTK
interceprs have been developed and
demonstrated as a result of Strategic
Defense Initiative Organization!Ballistic
Missile Defense Organization-funded,
Army-managed programs during the"
past 15 years. Today's Army TBM
weapons, PATRJOT PAC·3 and THAAD,
incorporate stringent requirements for
HTK weapons to ensure a kill of the
highest qualiry.

ANTHONY W COSBY is the Chief"
Engineer for the u.s. Army
Program Executive Qffice for Ail"
and Missile Defense.
He has'
degrees in engineering physics,mathematics, computer science,
and accounting from
the L.
University ofAlabama.
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Applying Technology For
Better Force Protection

THEATER
HIGH
ALTITUDE
AREA
DEFENSE
Introduction
The threat posed by Tactical Ballistic
Missiles (TBMs) to U.S. forces and
,iilssets throughout the world has grown
steadily during the past decade. Many
.- nations now possess short- and
medium-range weapons capable of
targeting military and political assets of
our allies as well as U.S. forces
~ deployed to defend them.
TBM
development efforts are underway by
several other nations to enhance their
, military position. The e efforts include
the development of longer range
- missiles, indigenous mis ile production
capabilities, accurate delivery systems,
and warheads of mass destruction (i.e.,
> chemical, biological, and nuclear).
The documented increase in TBMs,
. coupled with an unpredictable and
• potentially hostile environment, represents a serious rhreat to .S. nauonaJ
security. TBMs are rapidly becoming th
"terrorist" weapon of choice. They inlliet
•• widespread damage without regard to
retaliation by a superior U.S. military
I- • force.
Widtin the decade, the United

•+

+

,
I

COL Louis P. Deeter

State could be held hostage by the
threatened use of these weapons.
Presently, the Phased Array Traclcing To
Intercept Of Thrget (pATRJ01) System
represents the only defense against this
rapidly growing threat.
Theater High Altitude Area Defense
(THAAD) not only bolsters our defense
against the TBM threat, but also
represents a more comprehensive
approach to theater air and missile
defense (TAMD). Whereas PATRIOT
focuses on defending individual assets
or small areas, THAAD is designed to
defend a large area containing many
assets. Indeed, the Army's approach to
fulfilling the THAAD mission is to
establish a tier of defense above that
provided by PATRIOT, thereby increasing the effectiveness and robustness of
current air and missile defenses. Th,s
approach will allow a key component

THAAD not only bolsters
our defense against
the tactical ballistic missile threat,
but also represents
a more comprehensive approach
to theater air and missile defense.
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ofArmy Vision 201o--Protect the Force.
The quality of kill characteristic of
THAAD further increases the effectiveness of current defenses by providing a
hard kill, virtually destroying delivery
systems and greatly reducing the
possihiLity of collateral damage to
de fended assets.

Operational Concept
The THAAO System will provide upper
tier intercept response for the Army's
two-tier TAMD concept. The higher
altitude and theaterwide protection
furnished by THAAD combines with
lower tier PATRIOT, Medjum Extended
Area Defense, and Navy areawide
systems to provide a near-leakproof air
and missile defense of critical and rughvalue assets. The THAAD System provides increased effectiveness over any
other upper tier system in development
because it intercepts enemy TBMs in
both the exoarmosphere and endoatmosphere. That capability allows
THAAD to destroy incoming TBMs at a
farther range from defended assets,
allows for multiple shot opporrunjties,
and minimizes the likelihood of
damage caused by weapons of mass
destruction and falling debris.

THAAD System Overview
"The THAAD Program wil1 be a
complete integrated weapon system
consisting of radars; battle management/command, control, communications, computers, and inteUigence
(BM/C4I) systems; launchers; and
missiles. Tbese elements are currently
being designed, developed and t~s~ed
during the THAAD Program Definmon
and Risk Reduction (PDRR) effort.
Radar. The THAAD radars developed

Annl/ RD&A
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Theater
High
Altitude
Area
Defense
test flight
at White Sands
Missile Range.
for the Army by the Raytheon Co. are
unique pieces of equipm nt. They are
unequaled in capabiliti or complexiry.
These state-or-the-an: radar.; represent
signif,cant advancements that incorporate multifunction or multitarget
operation, flexible data-driven oftware,
solid-state lrMlSmit/receive (TIR) modules, massively parallel signal processing, and road and air transportabiliry.
They are the first radars developed
specifically to meet the TBM defen e
mission, and are the first lar:ge, groundbased radars to use X-band TIR
modules. These radars were developed
on a very aggressive schedule, and
included production of more than
60,000 TIR modules in three separate
manufacturing facilities. The radars
have been successfully test d against
dedicated bam tic missile targets as well
a targets of opponuniry at both White
ands Missile Range (WSMR) and the
Kwajalcin Missile Range.
These radars excel in prcci ion track
and target discrimination capabilities at
long ranges. In eptember 1998, a ser
Operational Evaluation System (UOES)
radar succe sfully participated in a
ational Aeronautics and Space
12 Anti! RD&A

Administration (NASA) launch te t
(TerrierIBlack Brant) conducted at
WSM R. The THAAD radar tracked the
Black Brant missile throughout the
entire f1ightpath within the radar's field
of view and established some 180 tracks
on various mi sion payload objects as
well as large amounts of debris. The
colle ted data were so accurate that
A reque ted the impact points for
the 11 test objects dispensed during the
mission.

The two full-sized radars currently in
operation are part of the THAAD UOES.
They ar being operated in concert
With Raytheon by the 1st of the 6th Air
Defen e ArtiUery Battalion at WSMR as
part of the PURR phase of dle TllAAD
Program. The UOES radars will be
available for deployment widl l1-lAAD
at the conclusion of PDRR as an interim
capabiBry against TBMs.
The THAAD radar design prOVides
high-power output and exceptional
waveform agiliry to support the longrange functional requirements of the
TliAAD mission. The engineering and
manufacturing de,'elopment (EMD)
and objective THAAD radars currendy
being designed will incorporate

numerou improvements over the
PDRR version. The e include greater
performance, producibUry enhancements, inlproved reliability; improvedtransportabiliry, enhanced survivabiliry,
and ruggedization modification .
THAAD radar will perform functions
that include surveillance, target track,
mi i1e track, claSSification, discrimination, target object map, and kill
assessment. In addition, these radars <
provide in-flight uplink and downlink
communication to the missile. Radar
dara are uppBed to the BM/C41 to
UppOft engagement planning and
conduct. Radar dara may be provided
ro external users through BM/C41
external interfaces, and the ....dar may'
receive external data as well to enhance
target acquisition. The BM/C41 controls
operation of the radar through
premission initialization and real-time
sensor management.
BM/C4J »Is/em.
THMD command
and staff eLements use the BM/C4f'
system to execute TJiAAD battle."
command. Batde comm;md includes
batde management of the THAAD target
engagement process and command and
staff operations associated with the'"
planning and control of operations.
The
BM/C41
system
provide
connectiviry and is interope....ble with,
dle TAMD command and control
system elements and other Army and .
joint systems.
The BM/C41 system consists of
modular elements hou ed in standard
Army shelters mounted on High
Multipurpose
Wheeled.
Mobiliry
Vehicles (HMMWVs). The e shelters are
configured ro form tactical operation'
shelters (TOSS), launch control stations
(LC s), and communication relays. The
TOS contains computers and display ••
for command and raff personnel. The
LCS contain an exten ive suite of·
communication
equipment
and
associated processors to provide radio ,_
communication functions.
THAAD radars and launchers are
connected to tbe BM/C41 system to.
form a netted, distributed, and
replicated command and control l
system. The communications network~
has multiple connections between
components 0 that the loss of any
element will not isolate any other
element. The distribution of critical
BM/C41
oftware functions
and
hardware throughout the system'"
ensures that the loss of an element will ...
not result in system failure. This
architecture results in a highly
survivable and reliable system.
Marclt-A rill999
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The THAAD missile design
incorporates various technologies
developed in past
Ballistic Missile Defense Organization
Programs to achieve
hit-to-kill accuracy
and yet maintain
a small configuration well suited
to THAAD operational requirements.

Launcher. The THAAD launcher uses
the M1075 PaUetized Loading System
(PLS) truck. Both the launcber and
missile round pallet can be transported
on a single C-141 or larger aircraft.
Using its standard PLS, the launcher can
load the complete missile module
within minutes after arrival in theater.
Once emplaced, the launcher is
powered by a standard Army generator
mounted on the vehicle. The launcher
electronic package allows built-in teSt
c.apability and communication with the
command and control system. A Global
Positioning System receiver and
dynamic reference unit provides
location and azimuth data.
Missile. The THAAD missile design
incorporate
various technologies
developed in past Ballistic Missile
Defense Organization Programs to
achieve bit-to-kill accuracy and yet
maintain a small configuration well
suited to THAAD operational requirement . The missile consists of a singlestage solid rocket booster and a kill
vehicle (KV) that separates from the
booster prior to intercept.
The missile is protected prior to
launch by the missile canister. Eight
missile canisters will be fa tened
together on a missile round pall t Ulat
is transportable on C-141 or larger
transport aircraft and can be easily
bandied in the field by standard
ammunition resupply vehicles.
System Operation.
The THAAD
System elements work in concen to
detect, di criminate, assign, and
destroy incoming TBM. For each
engagement, the THAAD radar searches
for incoming targets. After acquisition,
the target is tracked and discriminated
to distinguish warheads from other
associated objects. The radar repOrts
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the detection and track data to the
BM/C41 sy tern, which correlates the
dara with Other track rues and develops
an engagement plan. The BM/C41
sy tern detemlines the weapon target
assignment
and
transmits
the
engagement message to the elected
launcher over the BM/C41 network. At
the appropriate tim , the missile is
launched and inenially guided to the
intercept point.
During missile flyout, the radar tracks
both the target and the missile. The
radar provides updated missile position
and predicted intercept point data to
the missile periodically throughout the
flight. Shortly before imercept, the
radar provides an updated target
position. The KY onboard processor
uses the seeker image data and radargenerated target image to determine
the de ired aim point. Final maneuvers
guide the KY to impact. The TBM
warhead is destroyed by the force of the
hypervelocity impact, without the use
of an explosive warhead.

THAAD Program
The T~IAAD Project Office and the
Program Executive Office for Air and
Missile Defen e. located in Huntsville,
AL, manage the THAAD Program. The
THAAD Project Oft1ce is developing the
design for the objective system and will
demonstrate the THAAD Sy tern
capability in a demanding test program.
The PDRR phase contract was
awarded to Lockheed Martin Mi sile
and Space Co. in eptember 1992 to
develop the sy tern and integrate the
radar being developed by Raytheon.
The PDRR flight test progrd.1J1 is being
conducted at WSMR to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the current system
design and to prepare for meeting

objective system requirements. Quality
assurance measures are currently being
implemented to allow THAAD flight test
personnel to demonstrate system
performance
and
satisfy
PORR
requirements prior to entering the
EMD phase of the progranl.
The THAAD UOES Program wiU salis.fy
congressional guidance to develop a
missile defense capability as soon as
technically feasible.
The UOES is
prototype equipment made available
after testing. Sufficient funCtionality
,vill be included in the UOE to fully
demonstrate system capabiUtie and
resolve technical issue to support
advanced developmeot.
Because the UOE launcher, BM/C4I,
and radars are currently in place and
being used by the UOES Battalion at
Fort Bliss, TX, the information learned
in the UOES design and development
process is being applied to the
objective system design effort and wiIJ
benefit the overall objective system
marurity.

Summary
The THAAD y tem will provide
critical wide-area coverage ro defend
large theater areas against an everproliferating threat of longer range
ballistic missiles. This capability will
complement PATRIOT's point defense
of high-value land areas. TJ-IAAD is an
optimized system that balances the
h.lOctionality of a world-class radar and
battle manager with an on board missiJe
processing capability to provide
uperior robustness and the greatest
confidence of threat missile interceprs_
THAAD's hit-to-kill missile ensures the
lethality required to defend ground
forces and civilians agaJnst weapons f
mass de truction. The near-term OE
capability has uccessfully integrared
oldiers into the early system
development and can provide a limited
defense in a national emergency, if
required, until rhe objective THAAD
System development is completed.

COL LOUiS P. DEETER is the
THAAD Project Manager at the
Program Erecutive Office, Air and
Missile Defense, Huntsville, AL. He
has an undergraduate degree
from. the University of Arkansas
and an M_ . degree from. the
Flon'da In titllte of Technology.
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PATRIOT:
COMBAT
PROVEN,
STILL
IMPROVING
COL Stephen J. Kuffner
and Dr. George A. Foust

Introduction
OrigiruLlly conceived in the late 1960s
to cou nter the massive Soviet bloc air
threat to central Europe, the Phased
Array Tracking To Intercept Of Target
(PATRJ01) missile was first fielded to
U.S. force in 1984. PATRIOT's long list
of fusts-ftrst totally software-driven
weapon system, first tactical use of a
phased array radar, fust "Track-Viaapplication-provided
a
Missile"
revolution in air and missile defense.
PATRIOT combined the functions of
surveillance,
acqui ition,
target
tracking, and missile tracking into a
single multifunction radar. Previous air
and missile defense systems had used
up to four separate radars for these
function.
Prior to PATRIOT, air and missile
defense philosophy was grounded in
the concept of one radar tracking one
target and engaging that one target with
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one or more missiles to intercept.
PATlUOT introduced the concept of
multiple simultaneou engagements
from its single multifunction radar, with
an ability to conduct more than six
separate engagements simultaneously.
PATRIOT ha been fielded to 10 U.S.
Active duty and 2 National Guard
banalion and 7 allied countries with
nearly 150 total firing batreries. A
continuous product improvement
program has kept the sy tem viable
against
emerging
threats
and
encouraging further international sales.

PAC-2
Shortly after PATRIOT' initial fielding,
efforts were initiated to develop an
antitactical ballistic missile (ATBM)
capability in PATRJOT. The value of a
software-driven sy tern was apparent
when an initial ATBM capability was
fielded in 1987 through software-only

changes. More extensive changes were
incorporated into a mi sile ATBM
modification (pATlUOT Advanced
Capabilities (PAC)-2) that increased
warhead fragment size and provided a
f..t5ter reacting fuze. These capabilities
were fielded as PATRIOT was bing
deployed in Operations Desert Shield
and Desert Storm.
PAC-2 was designed to be highly
effective against the Intermediate
Nuclear Forces (lNF) Treaty-compliant
Tactical Ballistic Missile (TBM) threat
likely to be encountered in a central
European environment. However, in
the Per ian Gulf conflict, PATRIOT faced
a far more stressing TBM threat when it
conducted the world's first ATBM
engagements. The Iraqi TBM threat,was fa ter than the INF-compliant TBM.
It had a maller warhead, executed
spiral maneuvers in the atmosphere,
and entered PATlUOT's coverage in a
debri -masking environment.

PAC-2 Improvement
Program
PATRIOT performed admirably in
Operation Desert Storm, achieving a
success rate of preventing damage to
tbe protected asset in 70 percent of its
engagement in Saudi Arabia and 40
percent in I mel. However, the Army
recognized through lessons learned
that improvements to the PATRJOT
were essential if PATRJOT were to fight
in future W'<irs outside of tJle central
European environment. In the Iraqi
conflict, the PATRJOT battJespace was
inadequate primarily because of
shortfalls in surveillance operation .
PATRIOT lethality was also insuflident
to ensure destruction of the Iraqi TBM
warhead
primarily
because
of
PATRIOT's too-slow fuZing, the endgame maneuver of the Iraqi TBM, and
the lack of fragment penetration
through dle steel-hardened Iraqi TBM
shell. Battlefield integration in
Operation Desert Storm was achieved
primarily through specially designed
interface boxes, slowi ng the reaction of
battle management
oftware and
human control of engagements.
These recognized shortfalls led to a
four-stage
product
improvement
program for the PATRIOT System. This
program wa designed to incrementally
field advanced capabilities into the
PATRIOT force. Soldier could then
reap increased prOtection again t air
and mis He threats in a timely manner
and without waiting until PAC·3 is
available to receive any increased
capability. The first stage was called the
Quick Response Program (QRP) , and
Marcl,-April1999

succeeding stages are called PAC-3
Configurations I, 2, and 3.
QRP fielding began in 1993. Today, ali
.5. PATRIOT units have fielded
capability through PAC-3 Configuration
• 2. A number of fielded improvements
have b en made to the PATRIOT since
Operation De ert torm.
This combination of ground system,
battlefield integration, and missile
improvements provides today's soldiers
with nearly loo-percent improvement in
capabilities to d feat the iraqi TBM-a
combination of better lethality (about
50-percent
improvement),
more
batde pace (greater than 250-percent
improvement), greater surveillance
(nearly GO-percent improvement), and
the incorporation of non-PATRIOT
sensor and intelligence data to reduce
d,e reaction time to counter an
incoming threat. AIL major end items
withln PATRIOT have
ignificamly
improved since Operation Desert Stonll.
The PAC-2 missile has further evolved
into the Guidance Enhancement Missile
(GEM). The GEM incorporates a low... noise receiver to enable better trdcking
against small signature targets and an
improved fuze that has a faster
respon e against fast TBM targets. This
fuze also enables the GEM to operate at
lower altitudes again t cwise missiles.
The GEM is the primary elemem in
achieving the 50-percem improvement
in PATRIOT lethality since Operation

De ert Storm by enabling smaller miss
distance. In addition, with the faster
responding fuze, it allows more
warhead fragments to impact the TBM
warhead.
An
"automated
emplacement"
capability has been incorporated into the
Launching Station and Radar Set (RS)
through the use of Global Po itioning
System downlinks and a north-seeking
gyro. Automared emplacement reduces
the reliance on field survey processes
when em pia ing fire units and
eliminate the opponunitie for human
error when inserting emplacement data
il1lo the weapon control computer.
RS improvements rhrough PAC-3
Configuration 2 also include an
improved low-nOise receiver and better
antenna sidelobe rejection to improve
detection, acquisition and tracking
capabilities against small-signature
targets.
When combined with
improved pulse Doppler processing,
the RS is significantly more capable
against low-altitude d,reats than the
version used during Operation Desert
Storm. Although PATRIOT was not
used to engage any low-altitude threats
in Operation Desert Storm, the United
States' success with Jow-altitude
Tomallawk cruise missiles did not go
unnoticed by other countries. Cruise
missiles may be a Significant threat to
U.S. forces in tbe next conflict.
The radar shroud proVided a means of

blocking spurious signals from entering
the RS backlobes. This elimlnated
purious targets caused by the e signals
and further increased the sensitivity of
the RS again t mali- ignature target .
Radar improvements coupled with a
new capability to displace launchers up
to 10 kilometers from their controlling
radar provided tile increased defended
area battlespace.
Interoperability
and
battlefi Id
integration
were
improved
by
providing improved communications
(Communications Enhancement (CE)
Phase I) and better integration of ali
command and control functions
(Tactical Command Set integration with
Information Coordination Central
(ICC»).
CE Phase I prOVided the
embedded communications, digital
switc1ling, and multiplexing equipment
to enable PATRIOT to link to the fl.llJ
spectrum of theater-level tactical
command and control systems and
information sources.
Data from
information sources are now fully
integrated
into
the
situational
awareness and engagement decision
processes in the ICC through the
Classification, Discrimination and
Identification Phase I logic. Improved
software-driven capabilities to withstand an antiradiation missile attack
have also been fielded. The lack of
high-fidelity data to verify PATRIOT
performance in Operation Desert
Storm led to improved recording
devices (optical disk and embedded
dara recorders). These data recorders
enable faster oftware transfer and
recording of all actions within the
PATRIOT control vans for pOStengagement assessments and playbacks,
both
to
understand
PATRIOT
performance and improve operator
training. The magnitude of software
changes required to upgrade the
PATRIOT of Operation Desert StOrm to a
full PAC-3 capability led to fielding of an
enhanced weapons control computer at
both battalion and battery levels.
Since Operation Desert Storm, all U.S.
PATIllOT battalions have seen nearly a
doubling of fielded capabilities. These
improved capabilities are also being
made to PATRIOT units owned by the
seven PATRIOT international partners.
However,
[he
most
significant
improvement to PATRIOT is still to come.

PAC·3

PAC-3 on
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a test bench.

PAC-3 Configuration 3, the final stage
in the time-phased incremental fielding
of PATRIOT improvements, will once
again touch every major PATRIOT end
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effective means of countering relatively
"soft-skinned" targets such as manned
aircraft. PAC-2 and GEM refined the use
of blast fragments to kill the much
harder skinned TBM threat, but te t
resul[S and analyses have conftrmed
that the chaJienge in achieving proper
fUZing and adequate penetration
against smalJ, fast, and "hard-skinned"
targets is daunting.
The Army therefore selected emerging
BTK technology as the basis for the
new PAC-3 mis Ue. The very highenergy COLI pling that occur when an ,
HTK missile impacts a target vehicle
virmally ensures destruction of tbe
target, irrespective of soft or hard skin.
HTK technology has been successfully
demonstrated
in
fli.ght
te t
demon rration programs, wher HTK
missile have uccessfully destroyed
targets six of seven times when tIle HTK
mi ile
uccessfully entered tbe
tenninal phase of guidance.

Conclusion
PAC-3 launcher.
item and wiU add a new technology
called "hit to kill" (IHK). All the
ground-system clemen[S for a PAC-3
capability have been fielded in a test
battalion at Fon Bliss, TX. OnJy' the
completl n of the new ml ile and
operatlomLl testing of the complete
configuration remain before soldiers
will see another quanrum Increase in
PATRIOT capabilltle .
The RS will ha e double I[S current
tim
power budget and improved
ignal proce sing to detect, acquire and
track . mailer targe[S farther out.
Communications
throughout
the
battaJion will be digitally multiplexed
and switched and will be fully
compatibLe ,vith a variety of theater
communications means: Army Common
User System, TropOSClltter Long Range
communicat.ions,
satellite
relay,
commerciaJ telephones, Joint Data
Nets, and tacticaJ intelligence broadcast
networks.
Classification, discrimination and
identification will b improved both by
extracting the data generated by
PATRIOT radars u ing mid- and highrange resolution waveforms and by
better exploitation of intelligence
sel"l7ices available within the theater.
Battlefield inregration will be fully
autOmated through improved communications processing and better
Tactical Data Information Link message
16 Anny RD&A

sets.
Interoperability with Army (Theater
High Altitlld Area Defense) and other
Services' systems (such a A gis with
Navy Area Defen e capabi.lities) will be
achieved by encoding detailed interfdce
control plans and exploitation of tIle
Joint Data Net. Enhanced launcher
el ctronics will provide Aexihility,
improved functionaJity, and greater
reliability of launchers. Launchers C,ill
then be deployed more than 25
kuom ter from controlling radars.
The net result of these improvement
will be better than a sevenfold
improvement in battle pace and a 75percent improvement in lethality
compared to the PATRIOT tl,at fOllght
in Operation Desert Storm.

Hit To Kill
OnLy completion of PAC-3 missile
development remains for soldiers to
reaJize this tremendous improvement
in fielded PiITRJOT capabilities. The
PAC-3 mis He will enable PATRIOT to
claim another in its long list of firststhe fir t tacticalJy deployed HTK ai.r and
mis He defense system.
Other air and missile defense
terns
a. well as tlle earlier PATRIOT Systems
rely 011
orne form of a blast
fragmentation warhead to ensure a
"kill" of the threatening target. Bla t
fragmentation has proven to be an

Compared to the capabilities available
during Operation De ert Storm, the "
PATRTOT Y tern currently fielded with
Ollr soldiers has a banlcspace more
than 250 percent larger, and the flnaJ
l'AC-3 Configuration 3 will provide our
soldiers witIl more than a sevenfold
increas in battlespace. PATRIOT was
indeed
combat
proven
during
Operation De en Storm and continue
to improve.
Fielding of the PAC-3 Conliguration 3
system witIl its new HTI< missile should
commence in early !'YOO, following
perationaJ te ring in FY99.

COL STEPHEN J KUFFNER is tbe
PATRIOT Project Managel:
He
graduated from tbe u.s. Military •
Academy and holds an MS degree,
in chemical engineering fron! tbe
University of'Jlashington, Seattle, WA l
DR. GEORGE A FOUST is Vice
President for TechnicaL Activities at
Q\S Inc. He bas a Doctor ofScience
in engineering from Century +
University. Fie has 20 years of
experience in aLI aspects of the
PATRIOTSystem.
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Introduction
In 2010, d,e United States will protect
deployed farces with the Medium
Extended Air Defense ystem (MEADS).
Roll-onlroll-off deployable from a C-130
aircraft, MEADS will provide airfields
and deploying a sets with 360-degree
protection against the full spectrum of
air and missile threats: short-range
ballistic missiles, low-altitude cruise
missiles, unmanned aerial vehicles,
large-caliber rockets, and fixed- and
rotary-winged manned platforms.
Once MEADS is deployed, the theater
strike force is under a continuous
"blanket" of air and missile defense
(AMD).
This protection is provided by a
tailored MEADS task force consisting of
the "right" mix of surveillance and fLIe
control sensors, missile launchers, and
r fully netted and distributed battle
management/command, control, communications, computers and intelligence (BM/C4J) elements.
The
accompanying figure highlights the key
MEADS components.
As the Department of Defense steps
into tile 21st century and begins
implementing Army Vision 2010,
MEAD will be a critical enabler for the
protection of modern corps operations.
MEADS is designed witll the strategic
deployability to get to the fight and
establish tile AMD necessary for theater
force buildup and to provide sufficient
tactical mobility to continuously
protect the joint Army and Marine
Corps maneuver forces.
It is fully
modular, allOWing the commander to
tailor the AM D task force for each
mission.
For example, early entry
minimum engagement, fixed-asset
protection, and maneuver force
protection are aU different missions and
are most efficiently addressed with
different numbers and type
of
equipment.
Minimum engagement
may include a single launcher, a single
flre comrol radar, and a BM/C41
(element. Add a surveillance radar and
additional launchers, and a robust
fi.xed-asset defense is available.
Maneuver force protection requires
additional radars and BM/C41 elements
so tIlat seamless, continuous coverage
is maintained despite the "leapfrog"
movement of the maneuver force
during deployment along a maneuver
corridor. This modular approacll and a
desire for flexible mission coverage is
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causing the Army's AMD commurutles
La
critically examine traditional
organizational structures to best use
this capability.

Multinational Program
MEADS is a multinational cooperative
development program with Germany
and Italy participating as full
government and industrial partners.
MEADS evolved from the corps surfaceto-air missile requirement validated in
1994.
A major success of the
international
program
is
fully
harmonized system requirements
common to all three nations as well as
two U.S. Services.
For the United
Slates, MEADS initially fills the AMD gap
between theater and corps assets
(Theater High AltiUlde Air Defense
(THAAD) and the Phased Array Tracking

(PATRIOT)
To Intercept Of Target
missile) and Short-range divisional
assets consi ting primarily of the
Sentinel radar and a variety of tinger
missile-based platforms. When MEADS
is fielded, it will displace PATRIOT units
and may ultimately replace the entire
PATRIOT force.
Germany plans to replace its aged
Hawk missile systems with MEADS
while Italy plans to replace legacy NrKEHercules systems. All MEAD unit are
reqUired to be interoperable among the
combined forces of allied nations as
well as with their nationally unique
systems.
The MEADS Program is chartered by
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) and directed by a trinational
steering committee. The program was
established under a memorandum of
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understanding (MOll) signed by each
nation's national annaments director.
fn the United States, this is the Under
ecretary of Defense for Acquisition and
Technology.
The Program Executive Officer for Air
and Missile Defense represents the
niled States on the steering
committee. The U.S. MEADS ProducI
Manager reports directly to the Program
Executive Officer for Air and Missile
Defense and is responsible for the
design, development, production.
fielding, and su tainment of MEADS in
the nited States. Germany and Italy
also maintain product offices to execute
their national programs. Management
of the overall program is accomplished
under tbe auspices of the NATO MEADS
Management Agency reporting directly
to the MEADS Steering Committee. This
agency is the first of its kind in tile
United States.
The MEADS Progranl completed the
first phase of dev lopment, Project

Definition/Validation (PDIY) (similar to
Concept Definition in a U.S. program),
during FY98.
Two tran -Atlantic
indu trial entitie (TAlEs) competed for
selection as the contractor team to go
forward into the next phase, Design
and Development (0&0). Each TAlE
consists of a major U.S. contractor
teamed with a consortium of European
contractor for the MEAD
PD;V
competition.
Prior to POlY, a
competition resulted in narrowing
prospective U.S. offerors from five to
two. 0&0 proposals are the product or
deliverable of the PD;V competition.
0&0 combines the U.. Program
Definition and Risk Reduction and
Engineering
and
Manufacturing
Development phases into a single
phase similar 10 a typical European
program structure.
The MEADS Steering Committee is
currently evaluating the PD;V source
selection findings, deliberating the
program structure for the next phase to

satisfY national decision processes, and
preparing an MO for D&O. A major
benefit of this international program is
the shared finandal contribution by
each nation in the development
process. PD;V was funded 60 percent
by the nited States and 40 percent by
the European partners. D&O funding
hares are being negotiated, but once
decided will be carried over inlo
production work shares.
MEADS is a critical component of the
Balli tic Missile Defense Organization's
family of systems approach to providing
a near-leakproof capability again t a
broad pectrum of AMD threats.

Capabilities
Like PATRIOT, in a mature theater,
MEAD is a lower tier sy tern that will
defend again t threats piercing the
upper tier that is protected by 'HlAAD
or the Navy Area Defense SySt m.,
M.EADS will also defend against airbreathing threats (unmanned aerial

MEADS will include a highly capable, 360-degree coverage radar system; a lethal, extended-range missile; launchers
capable of cross-country mobility and rapid emplacement; and a robust BM/C41 element that ties the components
together and is interoperable with other Army, joint, and combined AMD systems.
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vehicle , and fLXed- and rorarywinged aircraft) that upper tier
systems are not intended to handle.
Becau e MEADS only requires the
C-130 or the comparable ATO
C-160 airlift, it frees up other airlifts
for the theater commander-in-chief
(CINC) to apply to other critical
elements, or to bring even more air
defense to the tbeater on fewer sorties.
MEADS will require, for example.
approximately 50 percem of the C-5
sorties nece ary to move a similar
contingent of PATRIOTs. MEADS can
also be transported by ship or be
carried by all u.S. heavy-lift
helicopters such as the CH-47 and
CH-53.
MEAD is also capable of the crosscountry mobility necessary to keep up
widl the modern rapidly maneuvering
corps while also providing continuous
coverage of that force and such critical
assets as fonvard refueling and
ammunition pOints, forward-operating
aviation
bases,
and
potemial
chokepoints.
Employed forward, MEADS protects
against the threat spectrum in
conjunction with the Bradley Linebacker, Avenger, and other hort-range
air defense ( HORAD) capabilities. Its
long-range en ors support forward
engagement of me threat, often over
hostile territory or before a carrier
platform releases its weapons. In a
typical deployment, MEADS will have
the unique capability to classify,
discriminate, and identify porential
threats at extended ranges to provide
cueing information to other systems or
provide engagement options with the
most cost-effective AMD asset.
Admiral Harold W Gehman Jr., the
Supreme Allied Commander, Atlantic,
Commander-in-Chief, U.S. Atlantic
Command, recently described information superiority as the most critical
aspect ofJoint Ytsion 2010. The MEADS
architecture enable tlle Army's AMD
contribution to this tenet by supporting
I the concept of information dominance
as described in Army Vision 2010.
Employing the next generation
BM/C41, MEADS is joint and allied
interoperable and incorporates a
netted and distributed architecture that
eliminates the traditional air defense
~, artillery reliance on unit-centered
operations and deployment.
The BM/C41 design allows MEAD
elements to "plug and fight" similar to
the "plug-and-play" capability of
Marclr-April1999

MEADS' forward-deployed,
long-range sensors provide
quality intelligence
well forward of
friendly deployments.

modern computers. It does not rely
on specific shooter-sensor-command
couplings
and
eliminates
the
vulnerability of critical BM/C4J nodes.
MEADS' forward-deployed, longrange
sensors
provide
quality
intelligence well forward of friendly
deployments.
This is especially
important given the anticipated use of
weapons of mass destruction and the
desire to successfully engage these
threats over hostile territory. A key
elemem in the desire for information
dominance is development of a joint
theater ingle Integrated Air Picture
(SlAP).
MEADS will be a significant contributor to me envisioned lAP. Its netted
and distributed architecrure results in
an integrated air picrure imernal to the
MEADS force. That is, all MEADS
elements share the same target
infomlation and can create a compoSite
t.-dck for fire comrol nor dependent on
individual acquisition and tracking by a
unique sensor.
MEADS' forward-deployed, longrange sensors will provide early inputs
to the SlAP and forward-deployed
SHORAD units.
Enabling a SlAP
provides the opportunity to develop
and share among shooters fire comrol
data that are of sufficient accuracy and
update rate to free weapons from
reliance on organic sensors and permit
engagemems independent of the data
source.
At tile theater level, SlAP can tailor
engagements by specific platforms and
provide multiple shot opportunities to
engage along tlle entire flightpath of a
threat.
The MEADS' integrated air picrure
allows it to conduct complex battle
management procedures such as early
engagements of targets "over the hill"

using target tracks pas ed from
sen or
that have visibility
(engage-on-remote data).
Another MEADS capability is
"forward-pass" operation: the
missile is launched on air picrure
data and "handed off"' to a forward
sensor for midcourse correction
and guidance to the target. Again at
the theater level, MEADS is required
to accept fire control data from any
available external asset. With a SlAP,
therefore, MEADS functions as the
land-based component of an airdirected surface-to-air mis ile
engagement where me mjssiJe is
launched and directed from
external aerial source data.

Conclusion
MEADS represents the future for Army
air and missile defense. It not only
provides a robust capability against
rapidly proliferating and advancing air
and missile threats, including weapons
of rna de truction, but also serves a
the air defense artillery technology
carrier for the 21st cenmry.
To achieve the goals in Joint Ytsion
2010, the United States must
modernize its air defense artillery
forces with systems such a MEADS.
The six patterns of operation described
in Army Vision 2010 that support
attainment of Joint Ytsion 2010 are
Information Dominance, Project the
Force, Protect the Force, Shape me
Batdespace, Decisive Operations, and
Sustain the Force. The Army Air and
Missile Defense Master Plan describes
MEADS as a critical link and enabler to
support the air defense artillery's
contribution to Joint Vision 2010.

LTC RiCHARD P DE FArrA is the
Product Manager for MEADS He
has a B.S degree in engineering
from the US Military Acaden~y, an
M.S. degree in laser physics from
the Air Force Institute of
Technology, and an M.S degree in
systems management .from the
FlO/ida Institute ofTechnology. He
is also a graduate of the Advanced
Program Management Course at
the Defense Systems Management
College.
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THE JOINT TACTICAL
GROUND STATION
AS A JOINT SERVICE MODEL
Background
In 1988, the U.S. Army Strategic Defense
Command initialed a study to determine if

satellite early warning system observations
could be used to detect mctical ballistic
missile (fBM) launche . Based on positive
results, a T.'lctical Surveillance Demonstration System was successfully tested at
White Sand Missile Range, NM, in August
1992. The system was composed primarily
of commercial off-the·shelf (COT)
hardware integrated with legacy soliware.
The system successfully received data from
rwo Defense Supporr Progr'd1l1 (DSP)
satellites and quickly passed this data to a
Phased Array Tracking To intercept Of
Target (pATRIO'1) fLte control system. A
follow-on enhanced system incorporated
hardware and software for processing dara
from three D P sateLlites, provided
improved communications, and added
mobility. A tr'J.(\sportable prototype system
incotporating the e enhancements was
delivered and successfully demonstrared in
late 1993.
Based on the immense success of rhe
rechnology demon rrations, the Army Vice
Chief of Staff directed thilt rhe Army
"aggres jvely pursue acqui ition and nearterm lielding of a deployable JTAGS [joint
tacrieal grou nd station] capability." To
comply with this direction, JTAGS
transitioned from an Army technology
demonstration program to a formal
Acquisition Category (ACAJ) III program in
May 1994.
Because of real·world ev nts and the
growing theater missile threat, the
technology prorotypes were forward
deployed to silCS in European Command
(EUCOM) and Pacific Command (pACOM)
and remained operational until tactical
JTAGS unlts replaced them in ntid-1997.
Data gained from rhe prototypes fed real·
world experiences into the development
program and provided Significant influence
on system design.

Overview
JTAGS was developed to resolve
deficiencies in missile warnings idenrifi. d
during Operation Desert Storm. J11l.GS
provides the theater commander-in-chief
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(CIl'IC) a deployable in-theater capability to
receive and process space-based infrared
data on TBM Launches and disseminate
warning, alerting and cueing infonnation
to lhe warfighter. The currendy fielded
JTAG is d,e SOurce of d,eater missile
defense (TMD) warning for d,eater ClNCs
around the world.
Nor only was JTAGS developed and
fielded in less d1:ln 5 years, it was
accomplished al1ead of chedule and below
cose. GEN Dennis Rein1er, Army Chief of
talI, stated at the JTAGS prototype delivery
in May 199-, "I'm lnlck by how fit t we've
brought it on ... maybe here's a model we
ought to build on."
JTAG is an exceptionaL example of rapid
program acquisition using num rous
initiatives resulting from acquisition
reform. JTAGS was acquired under a
nondevelopmenral
irem
acqui ition
strategy promoting maximum use of COTS
and government olf-dle-shelf hardware and
software. Government specificatiOns aod
standards were deleted from the
production contract. Legac)' oftware from
prior prOtotype systems formed the
software ba eline and a preplan ned
product

improvement

program

was

developed early in the life cycle to maintain
coexistence wim other evolving systems.
JTAGS current and future application to
joint S n~ce needs MIS validated by its
selection as the basellne for the remote
tem1inals component of the Space Based
Infrared ystem (SBU~) Program. SBffiS
satellites are being developed by the Alr
Force to replace d,e aging Defense Suppon
Program (OS!') satellltes that now supply
space·based dat.'l to JUGS. This transition
is planned for the early 21st century

Joint Service Collaboration
JTAGS atisfies both Army and Navy
Operational Requirement Documents and
was therefore established as a joint interest

program under Army leadership. A 1992
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) signed
by the two Services documented this
agreement. The Navy participated in the
JTAGS development and fielding process as
members of review forums and provided
personnel to oversee the JTAGS unirs
fielded outside me continental United
Slates. The Navy also provided critical
support within the Deparrment of Defense
(DOD) in defen e of the dleater CINC'
retention of the direct downlink capability. ,
The JTAGS Produci Oftke supports Navy
operational requirements to perform early
boost phase detection and to develop the
capabiliry to provide warning to Navy
tactical forces.
JTAGS also provides
assi rance to d,e Navy in demonstrating
and evaluating archjtecrures to proVide
DSP data for avy shipboard operations.
As a result of threat growth, exi ting
satellite system limitations and the
proliferation of proposed new sensors,
Congress direcred in the early 1990 that
develop
a
dIe
Service
jointly
complemenlary suite of satellltes and
sensors. An Office of the Secretary of
Defense study, undertaken in mld-1994,
defined an approacll for the new
satellite/sensor system.
The study
recommended that the DSP constellation
of space·based ateUite be replaced with
new sateUites called the SBIRS.
11,e new
tern provides an integrated
ground and space architecture of
geosynchronous orbit satellites, highly
elliptical orbit satellites, and low earth orbit
satellites. The Air Force was designated
lead ervice for this effort. During S'BffiS
pre-engineering
and
manllrncturing
development (EMD), an Army JTAGS unit
demon rrated the capability of existing
ground processors to potentially meet the .
SBm
mobile
ground
processing
requirement. Demonstr'dtion of JTAGS
capabilities captured the concept of a
highly integrated and mobile processor
meeting all mobile mission requirements.
This led the acquisition executives of all
ervices to sign an MOA in September 1996
agreeing 10 pursue use of JTAG as the
baseline for the SBIRS mobile ground
proce or.
The SBIRS contractors
SUbsequently proposed systems d,at used
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Deployed JTAGS system consisting of a standard military
shelter containing three operator consoles and related
processing equipment.
]TAGS as the SHOO Multi-Mission Mobile
Processor (M3P) baseline. 'J1le M3l~ as one
mobile configuration, will perform Lhe
Army in-theater missile warning and
defense mis ions and we Air Force trategic
unOmle and endurable mobile missions.
This integrated ground concept resulted in
elimination of seven mobile processors
from the original baseline and ignificam
cost avings at the DOD level.
The Army subsequently altered Lheir
pL..m ned upgrade of j'lJl.GS to operale with
SBiltS satellites from a single ervice
acquisition to a joint acqui»ition with t1le Air
Force. The ]TAGS Product Office will
manage the upgrade of five Army ]TAGS
units to M3Ps and we procurement of four
M3Ps for Air Force use. In addition to
significant •t savings, this unique alliance
ensures that the JIAGS upgrade is integrated
imo the Nr F-orce SBlRS EMO contract.

Current Status
]TAGS units deployed in 1997 are
currendy performing their joint Sen'i es
role worldwide. The Army force structure
of fi"" st:<:tiun.> (one: JTAG shelter and
as oaated equipment per section)
provides coverage for two major regional
conflicts plu one contingency sectioll. As
part of a deployment to a major regional
onfli t, a detachment with a headquarters
element and two ]1Jl.GS sections provide
tile required 24-hour wartime operational
availability.
For peacetime fonvard
deployment of Anny forces, a detachment
headquarters and one section are deployed
in both EUCOM and P COM. The two
remaining detachment sections are at tile
U.S. Anny Space Command Headquarters
in Col rado Springs, CO, while tile
contingency section is located ar
Vandenberg AFB, CA, supporting the
training base. The e units will remain
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Operators monitoring situational awareness inside
JTAGS shelter.

operational into tile early 21 t century
when tiley will be replaced by M3Ps.
As a component to Commander-in-Cbie~
pace. Anny ]TAGS units are available and
prepared to suppon regional conflicts
tilroughout tile "arid. In tile theaters. ilie
units are fully integrated into operations
with tileater communications and TMD
systems. Operational pLlllS are in place,
fully trained Army and avy penoonn I
opera.te the systems, and tile logi ric
suppOrt base is in place, fully stocked and
operational. Use of contractor logistical
support for all logistics above organization
level lowers operating costs and improves
response cinle to enhance system
readiness. JTAGS, witil its joint ervice
interfaces and indu trial partners, is now
aVdHable to support warfigluers throughout
tile world.

Future Plans
Effort

is

ongoing

[0

evaluare

new

proposals that will continue to k"Verage oIT
the design and operational capabilities of
]TAGS units and M3P. In we near teml,
the JTAGS omcc is working closely wiLh [he
Army and other 0 0 organiz.uions to
inlprove eommunkations, processing, and
fusion with other sensors. Addirional
operational concepts using the M3P may
lead to the early retirement of older Air
Fo,'ce mobile ground stations required to
maintain tile OSP survi....a ble link during tile
(fallSition from OSP to SBI RS satellites.
The Army continues to pursue tllese
opportunities and challenges and to
suppon all areas of TMD development and
operation . Cooperation between the Army
and ilie Navy continues to support botil the
JIJl.GS and M31' ProgranlS via participation
on review forums and joint operations lor
FAGS taclie:t! units. The j'IAGS Producr
OOke will al 0 continue to support the

Navy in evaluaring sea-based Y<lfiants of
]TAGS for use on ship and provide
integrarion of ]TAG dam and messages to
remore processors and theater ta tical
operation centers throughout the world.

Conclusion
JIAG . is a proven joint Service model of
deveLopment and utiliz..~tion across many
mission areas prOViding a "system of
ground processors for all Services." The
basic j'IAGS (supported by OSP satellites)
and the next gener'.llion of M3Ps (to be
supported by ssm
satellites) bave
significantly reduced rotal cOSts of
ownership for mobile ground proc 'ors in
u e throughout the world.
These
processors, originating from an Army ACAT
III Program, are now serving as the baseline
for oilier Service ACAT 10 ground
processors involVing tri-Servlce coordination lind integration. JTAGS is truly a
meaningful example of joint Service
c..-ooperative eITons al their finest.

CHARLES E RAYNER is Director of
thej7J1..GS Product Office. He holds a
8.S. degree from the Unive~"'ity of
Te:xa at EI RAso.
LTC DONAW A GUTKNECHT, the
Deputy Director of the jTAGS
Product Office, i a graduate of the
Army Commalld and GeneraL Stet/!
College and the Defense Systems
Management CoLlege. lie also holds
a 8.S. degree from the University of
Wisco1/.Sin-LaCrosse and an MB.A
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Secretary Of The Army
Awards Presented . ..

ARMY
CONVENES
1998 CONTRACTING
CONFERENCE
Sandra R. Marks,
Army RO&A Staff
Referencing the Army Acquisition
to continuously innovate and
Vision
improve proce5SeStO get the latest and
best technology, goods and services, on
time and at the lowest cost for our
Soldiers," Dr. Kenneth J. Oscar, Deputy
Assistant Secretary of the Army for
Procurement, opened the 1998 Army
Contracting Conference held Dec. 13-15,
1998, in Arlington, VA. The conference,
which formally convened Dec. 14,
induded a contracting workshop
comprised of the Principal Assistants
Responsible for Contracting (PARCs) and
a Contracting and Acquisition Career
Program Advisory Council (CACPAC)
workshop. Collectively, these workshops
provided a forum for the discussion of
key issues impacting the contracting
The conference was
community.
highlighted by a Secretary of the Army
Awards for Excellence in Contracting
luncheon ceremony, which was held to
honor individuals, units and tearns for
contracting accomplishments.
(ee
accompanying article on Page 26.)
The conference agenda reflected
u •••
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recent accomplishments and ntture
efforts needed to support the soldier and
ti,e nation in the 21st century: Opening
day activities included briefings by
severaJ members of the Army acquisition
leadership on current issues aJfecti.ng
the Army contracting community.
Distinguished speakers included MG RL
"Van" VanAntwerp, then Director for
Competitive ourcing, HQDA, who
addre ed the issue of competitive
sourcing and privatization. He noted
that in the absence of common
guidelines,
several
commands-including the U.S. Army Training and
Doctrine Command (I'RADOC)-have
tailored dleir own approach to
implement outsourcing. For example,
acquisition planning and
ource
selection are being done at installations
other man where the competitive
sourcing process is taking place. Other
commands are doing it at individual
installations. He also addressed the issue
of small disadvantaged business
opportunities.
Esther Morse, a Senior Procurement

Analyst in the Office of the
Assi tant
ecretary of the Army
Development
and
(Research,
Acquisition) (OASARDA) and Army
Policy Member on the Defen e
Acquisition Regulations (DAR) Coundl,
examined trends and issues in
procurement poUdes found in current
updates to the Federal Acquisition
Reg1.1lations (fftR) and the Defense
Federal Acquisition Regulations System
(DFARS). Sh also identified key players
in the DAR
tern, outlining the
a qui ition rulemaking process by
concentrating on individual and agency
recommendations recently submined for
potential incorporation into the FAR
ystem. In addition Morse provided a
legislative update. Language was recently
incorporated into tlle FAR that more
clearly defines year 2000 compliance
regarding nonstandard warranty c.Iauses
and certifications. Other issues Morse
addressed were contract bundling,
modu1'tt contracting, very small business
concerns,
and
contracting
for
commercial construction.
Morse identified 4 FAR cases and 13
OFARS cases currendy being addressed
by the DAR Council in connection with
FY99 Oeparunem of Defense (DOD)
Appropriation and Authorization Acts.
Shordy, the FAR cases are expected to
result in some proposed new rules. TI,e
OFARS cases are primarily cleanup
actions. Relative to upcoming legislation,
five major areas were identified:
civll/military integration, the international arena, the small business arena,
multiple award task order contracts, and
other transactions where Congress will
aMess how DOD has 1I ed its
discretionary authority and determine
whether to e>:tend it. Today, Morse says,
indll try plays a greater role than ever
before in the FAR process.
LTC(P) (now COL) Bill PhiUips,
Director, lnfonnation Management and
Assessment, Office of the DeputyAssistant
Secretary of the Army (procurement)
(ODASAP), gave an update on the Army's
effort to eliminate paper tran actions
within the Army contracting process by
Oct. 31, 1999. One of the ongoing
processe PhiUips addressed was the
tandard Procurement ysleffi (SI'S), an
electronic method of requirements'
handoff and Contract closeout that
features electronic commerce and
electronic filing capabilities, document
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MG R.L. "Van" VanAntwerp.
• routing, and access to all the library tools
and electronic forms required by a
contract specialist or contracting office.
Phillips credits much of the Army's
success with SPS to the accomplishments
of the Space and Mis i1e Defense
Corrunand (SMDC); U.S. Army, Pacific; the
U. . Army Medical Command; and
TRADOC. For example, in the taU of 1998,
SMDC became the first DOD organization
to declare full operational capability ",~th
SPS, and li:rmly established the Army as
the leading Service in the race to
paperless contracting.
COL Robert
Brown,
Director,
Acquisition Reform, ODASAP, discussed
the importance of acquisition reform and
how it fits into the continuous
improvement philosophy. In referencing
several current initiatives and goals,
Brown noted that the pace of technology
will drive us to do business differendy in
the future.
As these enabling
technologies develop during the next
few years, the challenge to the
acquisition community, he said, will be to
capitalize on them. Brown was joined by
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two members of his acquisition team,
Gregory Doyle and Geneva Halloran
both from ODASAP. Doyle outlined
current legislative and executive brandl
acquisition reform initiatives. Acquisition
reform is real, and the Army leadership
undel1ltands dlat it must respond to the
needs of the people in the field, said
Doyle. Halloran oudined the current
Procurement Management Assistance
Program (pMAP) Mdlin the Army to lend
field problem·solving assi:>tanet: on
reform initiatives.
Carol E. Lowman, Staff Member, PARC
Office, Forces Command (FORSCOM),
presented an overview on FORSCOM's
efforts in marke~ re earch training.
Lessons learned from the field during
contract management reviews indicate
that much of the market research being
done is often insuffident and unfocused.
In response to requests for market
research training, the proliferation of
technology such as dle Internet, and
databases that have provided tools to
improve market research, FORSCOM
developed a course to team the

Dr. Kenneth J. Oscar.
AcqUisition Wbrkforce how to use market
research to explore the marketplace and
make smart dedsions about me goods
and services needed by FORSCOM.
Dr. James H. Edgar, Director,
Contracting Career Program Office,
ODASAP, led off the CACPAC workshop
MID a discussion ofmange management
and a new transformational leadership
paradigm to ensure that Army
contracting continues to deliver quality
service in the 21st century. The Army
contracting mission is growing in
importanCe and the CACPAC must
articulate a strategic vision for the
contracting community. The contracting
commwlity's role is also changing, Edgar
said, and it should not be viewed as just
another part of the organizational
structure. Edgar added that contracting is
a strategic force multiplier for the
military, particularly as me Anny
continues to conunerdrnlize and
privatize. The CACPAC needs to give our
professional workforce me tools they
need to meet mis challenge.
Edgar concluded Mth an analysis of
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current effortS to apply Defense Refoml
initiative Directive 20 (DRJD-20), Review
oflnherendy GovenunentaJ Functions, as
a baseline to ensure dlat each milllJX>weI"
authorization in tl1 > DOD has t til a
function t'Ode and a reason code. He
emphasized the Army's JX>Sition dlat
contracting is an inherently goverom ntaJ
fun<.'tion.
Keidl harle, dl Deputy Assi'tanl
SecreL,U)' of the Arm)' (plans, Programs
and Policy) and the Deputy Director
for Acquisition Career Management
(DDA M), OASARD
discu sed the
proactive agenda advocated in the career
deveLopment arena. He oudin d tbe
latest career devel pment initiati
of
dle Army A guisition orp uch as the
aval Po tgraduate Sdlool Regional
Program For ivilians, offering an M.S. in
program managemenr; Civilian Trainin
Wim lndusrry; a modified
q Eligible
( E) Program now open to all qualiJied
civilian AmlY employees regard]
of
grade; a modified
mpetitive Development Group Program to indud G5-l2
and -13 CE applicants; and more furl'eadling
operational
experience
as ignments to allow the civilian
workforce better opportunities to see
what tbe real Amly does.
harks re·examined the continuing
importance of completing Acquisition
CivWan Record Briefs (A 'RBs) and
hldividual Dt->velopment Plans (lOP).
These documents help a quisition career
manag mem pel'onnel
tabl.ish tile
types of train ing, education, and
experi 'nee necessary for dle Acquisition
Workforce to succeed. In summarizing
future goals. Charles called for a
·common language" in the civilian
structure to link function such as
contmcting, resource man,lgemem,
program managemcnr, 10gL~tics, ,md
quality assu,...dJ1ce.
MAJ Mike WiJljamson, Chie~ Infomlation lech.nology and
naLysis,
Aequ' ition Career Managen1ent ffi
OASARDA, briefed on th relationship of
ACRBs to lOPs and ho\ tiley hdp identitY
skills sets of the population available to fill
po irion requirementS.
Additional
briefings were prer nred by Don lucker,
Procuremenr Analyst in charge of tile
Competitive Professional Development
(CPD) Program, HQDA, and by 10m
Crean, President, Defense Acquisition
niversiry. Tucker called the Cpo] CPD
Program one of the bes£-k pt secrets in
Army contracting and ooe of the leasl
utilizt:rI.
Thcker outlined 'el'ecal
outstanding profeSSional development
opporrunitie, including university
24 Army RD&A

will a1ft:ct tile way dle Army does

Esther Morse.

training, devel pmclltaJ assignments,
Training With Industry, acquisilion
rcfoml train.ing, and managenlenrl
ecutive training.
Edgar .upplt:mt:nted Thcker's briefing
with mention of other long-teon training
initiatives: the
loan MlT FeUol
Program, Lhe Anny
ongre' ional
F 110\ .hip Program,and the Secreraryof
til Army Resc.>arch FeU wship.
In his briefing, Crean detailed specilics
on a pilot offering of a new executive
education progl"'.l/11 at the Darden
Gmduate School of Business, niversity
of Virginia, intended 10 provide insigh
on how cutting-edge business p......ctic

LTC(P) (now COL) Bill Phil/ips.

business in tile 21 t century
Edgar concluded the day' presentations underscoring the oeed 10
undersr.::md dle CP-l trategic PllUJ and
professi nal development models. He
outlined the stl"'dtegic planning framework and sJX>ke aboul goal setting,
planning strnregies, and in tinlting action.
TIle concluding day of til mnferenct:
was highlighted by six. working groups
tilal t:xamined major issues and problem
areas. Inspired by Dr. Oscar' appeal to
provide conferees with feedback and
recommendation' to key issues of
concern, the workgroups were the
Profe ional Devel pmenr Committe",
(pDC), the Program Effectiveness
ComJlliut:e (PE ), the AmlY Civilian
CaJ=r Evaluation System (A ES) Re·
Engineering Process ction Team (PXJ),
tile P-14 Imem Re·Engineering PAr, tile
FA97 tatusll ues working group, and
the Acquisition Refoml Advocat
working group.
Prior to outbrielS by working group
leaders, Director of Defense Procuremt:nl Elt:anor Sp<.-ct:or presented me
keynore address at tile concluding day"
luncheon. Introduced by Oscar ,IS a
"true
pert in contracting," Spet:tor
concentrated on current goal anrl
initiatives
her
organization
is
undertaking that may translate into
polity benelleial to the workforce.
Spector specifically I.Il'gt:d successful
deployment of tile 51 with tile ultim.ate
goal of a paperJ
ntraeting ;ystem.
The government purchase card has been
a revolution in the way we buy, pector
sai(~ urging its t:xplU1ded use.
peelor
advOC'dted
removing barriers to
participati n b)' traditionally non-DOD
commercial
'uppliers
in
DOD
pnx.'Urement, facilitation of international
cooperation and competition in 000
procurement, and m reduction in tile
arlminL~tratil'e burden often associated
wi til doing husines
with the
government. In acknowledging the
inundation of reforms in the last several
years
peetor called for expanded
training of tilt: p£OCuremt:nt workforce
to t'.ike advanlage of the flexibility
permitted by acquisition reform. he
also urged govclllmem teaming with the
private ector in developm.ent of
procurement rel"tdations, and ensuring
mat regulation encourage greater
participation of mall, disadvantaged
businesses. Specror praised the DOD
procu.remeOl workforce as the fuirest,
be !-trained contracting workforce in
the world
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Keith Charles.

Eleanor Spector.

Afternoon working group ourbriefs
began
with
Principal
Assistant
Responsible for Contracting at dle
.5. Anny Communications-Electronics
Command Ed Elgart speaking on behalf
of the POCo Elgart discussed an array of
training opportunities that may be useful
in formulating professional development
plans. These include cross-functionaJ
training with other agencie, more
commercially oriented broad-based
training progran1S, university training,
partnering with industry, certification
training, and leadership training.
Mark Lumer, Principal Assistant
Responsible for Contracting at the Anny
Materiel Command (AMC), spoke on
behalf of the PEe. He warned about
some of the deficiencies in current
databases. He noted that inaccurate and
missing data have created gap in the
ability to define the workforce and
develop recommendations or validate
performance goals.
Steve Bachhuber, Principal Assistant
Responsible for Contracting, Defense
Supply ervice-washington, addressed
the current perception that the ACCES is
outdated and inadequate for today's
career progranl needs. It is felt that an
alternative or replacement system is
needed that provides a vacancy
announcement system, an employee
registration system, and a referral
module or component. The ACCES PAT
will conduct a comprehensive review of
existing central referra] progran1S and
recommend policies, procedures, and
goals for matters relating to vacancy
announcements, position availabiJjty
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postings, and a registration and referral
prograo1 for CP-I .
Emily Clark, Procurement Analyst at
HQ AMC, outbriefed on the concerns
about the CP-14 Intern Progr'<II1J. Clark
noted that as the Anny continues to
downsize and age, it is imperative that an
elfective intern prograo1 be maintain.ee1
that brings weU-educated and motivated
individuals into dle contracting career
field. Her PAT plans to address dle typeS
of incentives needed to retain interns
and how best to advertise positions to
reduce competition from industry and
other agencies o(lce they complete
career prograo1S.
COL Ed Cerutti, Director of the
Acquisition Career Management Office,
addressed several FA97 issues induding
conunand opportunities, contingency
contracting, the Officer Personnel
Management ystem for the 21st century,
and low 0-6 retention fates.
Contingen<.y contracting, Cerutti said, is
a tremendous success story for the Army.
Gregory Doyle, OASARDA, reported on
his group's discu ion about acquisition
refonn advocacy l11e group conduded
dlat dlere is a need to better define what
acquisition advocacy means and improve
field level input into acquisition reform
initiati . There is also a continuing
need for strong leadership to make
acquisition refoffil an integrated Army
initiative, not just a contracting or an
The
acquisition refoml initiative.
acquisition reform vision, as viewed by
Doyle's working group, is to build a.n
advocacy network, through cross·
functional training, cross-functional

awareness, and teaming.
[n his closing remarks, Oscar noted dle
increased recognition of the Army's
contracting people and contracting
function. In particular, Oscar cited dle
presentation of Secretary of the Army
awards,
greater
awareness
of
contingency contracting, and getting
sergeants involved in d1is career l:ield as
part of the continuing "campaign" to
inCfe'dSe knowledge of the inlportance of
AnnY contracting. In addition, training
and career development u1itiatives wiU
help improve the professionalism of dle
c:onrra<.ting workforce. Relative to issues
addressed in the breakout sessions,
Oscar c:omplimented the Army for ilS
effons in paperless contracting, calling it
"the wave of the fu lU re." He called for
prioritization of c:ontinued long-range
training initia.tives and urged the use of
database information to conduct
analyses. Oscar said automation will not
only make the Army more efficient, but
will reduce the bill paid to dle Defense
Finance and Accounting Service.
Finally, Osalt stated dlat dle conference
helped reinforce the notion that HQDA
should nOt develop policies and reforms
in a vacuum. Rather, the Army shouLd
gather valuable U1PUt from numerous
sources such as electronic mail from the
field, conferences, a.nd integrated
product teams. He termed the
conference a tremendous success and
thanked all attendees for their
participation and endlusiasm.
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Army Contracting Conference Ceremony

SECRETARY OF THE ARMY
PRESENTS AWARDS
FOR EXCELLENCE
IN CONTRACTING
Presentation of Secretary of the Army
Awards for ExceUence in Contracting
highlighted the 1998 Army Contracting
Conference Dec. 13-15 in Arlington, VA. The
awards luncheon, held Dcr. 14 to honor
units, leams, and individuals for outstanding
contracting accomplishments during FY97,
was hosled by Dr. Kenneth J. Oscar, Deputy
Assistant Secretary of the Army for
Procurement, and featured a keynote address
by Secretary of the Army Louis Caldera.
Cilldera praised current acquisition reform
efforts and the contributions made by the
award winners to their various organizations.
"'raday's awardees are public servants who
have given much of themselves for the
benefit of others. They put in long hours,
persisled in overcoming obstacles, and found
creative solutions 10 complex problems-all
for the benefit of our Army and our nation,"
Caldera said.

Background
The Secrelary of the Arm.y Awards for
ExceUence in Contra.cting Program was
established in 1997 to recognize outstanding
contracting accomplishments. Units, teams,
and individuals may be nominated for
consideration. An explanation of the award
categories and a list of the award recipients
and their achievements foUow.
Editor's Note: Several of the award
recipients listed in this article are rw (ongEII'
seroing at the organi=tions indicated.

Unit/feam Awards
There are three categories of unit awards:
Installation-Level Contracting Unit, Systems
Contracting Utllt,
and Specialized
Contracting Unit. Criteria for nomination for
all three include demonstrated customer
support, reducing contracting costs, human
resource management including certification
of the workforce and personnel training, and
contracting innovation and process
improvement including implementation of
acquisition reform and streamlining!
reducing cycle times and nonvalue added
processes.
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Sandra R. Marks,
Army RD&A Staff
Installation-Level ContractinfJ Unit. Awards
in this category are divided into two
subcategories: outstanding installation-level
contracting centers and instaUation-1 vel
contracting satellites.
UnitfTeam Award Fo" lnstal/ation-Level
Contracting Center
Army Atlanta Contracting Center, U.S.
Army Forces Command was recognized for
demonstrated customer focu and reduced
contracting costs.
UnitfTeam Award For Installation-Level
Contracting Satellite
Fort Campbell Kentucky's Directorate
of Contracting, U.S. Army Forces
Command was recognized for its mission
accomplishment, customer support, and
contracting efficiency.
Systems Contracting Unit. Thi category
applies to contracting organizations or tearns
that support systems acquisition. This may
include upport to program and project
managers in. program executive offices or
major subordinate commlU1ds of the Army
Materie.l Command Army Space and Missile
Defense Command and the Army Medical
Research and Materiel Command.
UnitfIeam Award Fo,. Systems Contracting
The 2.75" HYDRA Rocket Acquisition
Team, Industrial Operations Command,
U.S. Army Materiel Command was
recognized for its open and innovative
approach to contracting for the HYDRA
Rocket System which resulted in notable
program sucres . Team members are Richard
Burns, Marshall CoUlns, Julie Coughlin,
Sandra Crisp, Mark Haldeman, Wanda
Malvik, Pat Martel, Charles Smi.th, and Chris
Thompson.

Spedalfzed Contractil1fJ Unit. This category
applies to buying offices or teams with a .
prim.:uy mission 10 provide unique upport
in other than installation-level or systems
contI"dcting. It can include contracting in
support of science and teclmology (S&T)
programs, command or Armywide support
functions such lIS transportation services,
construction perfonned by the Army Corps '..
ofEngineers, or organization with a mission
to buy nonstandard supplies and services.
UnitfTeam
Award For
Specialized
Contracting
The Defense Thavel System Contracting
Team, Military 1raffic Management
Command was commended for exceptiOnal
performance of duties in suppo.rt to the DOD
Re-engineecing Travel Transition Initiative.
Team members are Francis A. Giordano, LTC
Phyllis R Cokley (U.S. Air Force), Kathleen T.
Love, Carol J. Byrd, Joyce Grudzinski,
Jacqueline C. WOod on, Douglas W. Packard,
Susan Staats, l.auris Eek ill, Anwar AU, Daniel
Carslens, Lexine V. Arthur, Norma Sue Kinsey,
Mary Ann Weber, Unhui Young, Misuk Cox,
and Cathy Golden.

Outstanding Contracting
Officers
A total of 10 awards may be presented in
this category including outstanding
contracting officer for each of the four unit
levels to include both centers and satellites.
There are also two awards for outstanding
contingency contracting officer (military and
dvilian). This applies to contracting officers
assigned to deployable contracting positions ).
or to those deployed in support of an
operation during the.fiscal year. Performance
by both military and dviJiao contracting
officers is recognized in each category. ~
Individual achievement is considered for aU
awards. Criteria include timeliness and
quality of customer support, procurement •
integrity, innovation and entrepreneurship,
In addition,
and self-development.
integration of contracting into the logistics
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requirement process is considered for
contingency contra.cting officers.
Outstanding Contracting Officer (Civilian)
At Installation-Level Center
Regina K Miller, Chief; Acquisition Division,
Directorate of Contracting, Anny forces
Command, fOf! Drum, NY, for commitment
and dedication to timeliness and quality of
customer support, procurement integrity,
innovation, and entrepreneurship.
Outstanding Contracting Officer (Military)
At Installation-Level Center
SFC Jerry A. Bost, Fort Hood Directorate of
Contracting, Army Forces Command, was
recogniZed for demonstrated exceptional
customer support and selfless service in daily
operations.
Outstanding Contracting Officer (Civilian)
At Installation-Leuelsatellite

James M. Mack, Contracting Specialist, Osan
Contracting Office, U.S. Army Contracting
Command Korea, was recognized for
extraordinary initiative, innovation, and
consistent exercise of sound business
practices, which greatly enhanced customer
satismction.
Outstanding Contracting Officer (Military)
At Installation-Level Satellite
MAJ Yewston N. Myers ill, Chief; Osan

Contracting Office, U.S. Army Contracting
Command Korea, was praised for superb
leadership, which helped the Osan
Contracting Office set the standard for
efficiency, innovation, and customer
satisfaction.
OutstanditJg Contracting Officer (CIVilian)
In Systems Contracting
Allen J. Hale, Chie~ Small Arms and Aircraft
Armament Division, U.S. Army Tankautomotive and Armaments Command, won
the award for demonstrated excellence and
professionali m in conrracting.
His
contributions have allowed the U.S. Army to
procure items berter, faster, and cheaper for
the soldier in the field.
Outstanding Contracting Officer (Military)
In Systems Contracting
MAJ Sean P. O'Day, Competition Advocate,
U.S. Army Soldier Systems Command, U.S.
. Anny Mareriel Command, was recognized for
- outstanding achievements in innovative
acqui ition planning and procurement policy
improvement as a Contracting Officer.
Outstanding Contracting Officer (Civilum)
In Specialized Contracting
Kevin Loesch, Contracting Officer, Army
Communications-Electronics
Command
Acquisition Cemer, was cited for outstanding
performance,
dedication,
innovation,
competence and management.
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Outstanding Contracting Officer (Military)
In Specialized Contracting
LTC Russell A. Catalano, Supervisory
Contract Specialist, U.S. Property and Fiscal
Office, New York National Guard, received
the a\v.u-d for innovative and exemplary
management of resources, integrity,
perseverance, and keen foreSight related to
his Organization'S contracting workload.
Outstanding Contracting Officer (Military)
In Contingency Contracting
CPT(p) William M. Boruff, Contingency
Contracting Officer, XVIll Airborne Corps,
fort Bragg, NC, U.S. AnnyForces Command,
was recognized for demonstrated customer
support,
innovation,
initiative,
and
integration of contracting in to the logistical
requirement process.
Outstanding Contracting Officer (Civilian)
In Contingency Contracting
Mark C. Coniglio, Contingency Contracting
Officer, U.s. Army Contracting Command
Korea, was praised for his innovation,
detlication, and selfl.ess upport in obtJlining
supplies and services for customers.

Secretary Of The Army
ProfessionaUsm In Contracting
Award
One civilian and one military awardee may
receive this honor.
Criteria include
achievements in support of mission
accomplishment during the fiscal year,
to
contracting
innovative solutions
challenges, demonstrated professionalism
during one's career, contributions to
professionalism of others, and actions to
improve the contracting profession.
Secreulry Of The Army Professionalism In
Contracting Awm-d (Military)
MAJ Richard C3tignani, Chie~ Division
Contingency
Contracting
Section,
Directorate of Contracting, Army forces
Command, was c,ited for unequaled
performance of durY while serving as the
Chief of the 10 l~t Airborne Division
Contingency Contracting Section.
His
conlJibutions include the establishment of
FORSCOM's first coqsolidated Contingency
Section at installati0'1level and reviraJization
of Fort Campbell' unique Division Ordering
Officer Training Program,
Secretary Of The Army Pmfessionalisrn In
Contracting Award (Civilian)
Toni M. Gaines, Chief, Contracting Division
and Army Forces Command's Principal
Assistant Responsible for Contracting, was
recognized for selfless leadership in
fORSCOM's contracting mission, innovation
and enhancement of the contracting
profession, and mentorship.

Defense Certificate Of
Recognition For Acquisition
Innovation
In addition to Secretary of the Army Awards
for Excellence in Contracting, Defense
Certificates of Recognition for Acquisition
Innovation were presented. These awards
recogniZe outstanding, innovative acquisition
practices that improve acquisition and
logistics support systems. The following
individuals and teams were recognized,
Beverly Y Thomas, Supervisory Procurement Analyst, Army Forces Command, was
recognized for leadership and management
related to effective use of high-performance
teaming.
Michael R. Keleman, Deputy Director for
and
Business
Contract
Operations
Managemenr, Army CommunicationsElectronics Command Acquisition Center,
was recogniZed for initiating training and
educational programs that resulted in an
and
extremely proficient,
effiCient,
professional workforce.
Ruth Anne Ijames, Chief, Contracting
Division, Sacramento District, Army Corps of
Engineers, was praised for her initiative in
providing emergency contracting support for
the repair of flood damaged conrrollevees in
northern and central California and Nevada,
and for significantly improving contracting
professionalism in her organization,
John A. Culmer, Adminstrative Contracting
Officer Team and Leader, Contract
u.s. Army
Administration
Branch,
Contracting Command Korea, was credited
with demonstrating superb contract
administration skills on complex contracts,
which supported the soldier and saved the
government thousands of dollars.
Georg Hoes!, Contract Specialist, Chief of
Construction Branch, Grafeuwoebr Regional
Contracting Office, U.S Army Contracting
Command Europe, was recognized for
outstanding management and implementation of acquisition reform efforts
which has incteased productivity and
customer support.
Carol C. Rivard, Senior Contract Specialist,
Artillery and Mortar Division, Armament and
Chemical AcqUisition and Logistics Activity,
Rock Lsland, IL, was credited for effons in
reducing contracting and production lead
times in the acquisition of critical spares to
support the MI19 Howitzer, the M198
Howi=, and various mortar systems.
LTC Daniel J. Gallagher, Chief, Joint
Contracting Center Croatia, was recogniZed
for remarkabLe performance in support of
Operation]oim Endeavor,
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MAJ Mark A. Hicks, Headquarters and
Headquarters Company, Division Support
Command, r'Ort Drum, NY, Anny Forces
Command, was recognized for outstanding
work as the Deputy Chief of Contrncl.ing in
the unique environment of Qatar. His
ing nUity, elfl
service, and tireless effortS
provided remarkable contrncting support.
Neill G. Kro t,

hid, Construction and
Overbaul llranch, Contrnet Operations
Dh<ision, U.S. Anny Contrncting Command
Korea, was recognized for developing
innovative techniques used in electronic
contracting and best value source selection to
streamline the contrncting process. (fIIote:
Kmst was not present at the awards
ceremony.)

Principal Assistant Responsible for
Contracting (PARC), U.S. Army Forces
Command was recognized for self-directed
professionalism, acquisition expertise and
innovative ynergy to carry FORSCOM
contrncting and th U.. Anny into the 21st
cenouy.
U.S. Army Contracting Command Korea
was cited for developing a superb progrnm

for electronic contrncting that greatly
in.creased efficiency, expanded competition,
and saved millions of dollars.
Directorate of Contracting, Fort Drum,
NY, was recognized for delivering timely,
quality and profe sional support to all ilS
customers.
Directorate of Contracting, Fort Sill, OK,
was recognized for provirling consistently

outst;mding mission support and service 10
ilS co tom rs through innovati\7C contrneting
initiatives and dedicated professionalism.
Huntsville Energy Savings Perfonoance
Contracting Team, Army Engineering and
Support Center, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers was recogniz d for developing
innovative multiyear Indefinite delivery/
indefinite quantity contf'dcts for energy
conservation projectS.
Medical Acquisition Team, U.S. Army
Engineering and Support Center, U.S.
AnDy Corps of Engineers was credited with
providing remarkable upport to the Artny
and Air Force Surgeon Gene.ral in the
delivery of unique fast-track f:lcility suppan

and complex medical equipment.
Defense Snpply Service - Washington
(DSS-W) was recognized for outstanding and
innovative contracting service and customer
support in a complex and demanding
environment, and for implementing
acquisition reform initiatives.
Defense Acquisition Executive Certificate
or Achievement
This award recognizes inrlividuals, groups,
and teams tJlat have made exceptional
contributiOns to impacting liIe-cycJ co ts
ancVor the acquisition process through
innovative management techniques.
The
Regional Cnntracting Office
Seckenheim was recognized for estabLishing
the Cu tomer, ContrdCting and Commerce
(C3) process. Bill Mysliwiec, Steve Potoski,
and Ron Thdor were specifically cited for
creating and successfully implementing dle
new C3 process that bas resulted in increased
contrncting efficiency, reduced cootrncting
costs,
improved
human
resource
management, and enbanced customer
support.

EXCELLENCE IN CONTRACTING AWARD RECIPIENTS
Editorial Note: ShoUn/. on the extrente left and extreme right of each photo below are Secretary of the Army Louis
Caldera (left) and Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army (procw'ement) Dr. Kenneth j. Oscar. The photos show
reCipients of Secretary of the Army Awards for Excellence in Contracting and tbeir sponsors.

UNIT!
TEAM
AWARDS
Recipient Ron Howell and Sponsor
MG Robert D. Shadley.
(Howell
accepted the award on behalf of the
Army Atlanta Contracting Center,
U.S. Army Forces Command.)
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Recipient Carl Heckmann and
Sponsor MG Robert D. Shadley.
(Heckmann accepted the award on
behalf of Fort Campbell Kentucky's
Directorate of Contracting, U.S. Army
Forces Command.)
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Recipient MAJ Dennis Bateman and
Sponsor Sandra S. Crisp. (Bateman
accepted the award on behalf of the
2.75" HYDRA Rocket Acquisition
Team.
Industrial
Operations
Command, U.S. Army Materiel
Command.)

Recipient Francis A. Giordano and
Sponsor LTC Brenda R. JacksonSewell (U.S. Air Force). (Giordano
accepted the award on behalf of the
Defense Travel System Contracting
Team, Military Traffic Management
Command.)

Individual Awards

Recipient Regina K. Miller and
Sponsor MG Robert D. Shadley.

Recipient SFC Jerry A. Bost and
Sponsor MG Robert D. Shadley.

Recipient James M. Mack and
Sponsor LTC John A. Econom.
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Recipient MAJ Yews ton N. Myers III
and Sponsor LTC John A. Econom.
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Recipient AI/en J. Hale and Sponsor
MG Roy Beauchamp.
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Recipient MAJ Sean P O'Dayand
Sponsor Cheryl A. DeLuca.
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Recipient Kevin Loesch and Sponsor
Edward G. Elgart.

Recipient LTC Russell A. Catalano
and Sponsor Dr. Thomas H. Kennedy.
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Recipient CPT(P) William M. Boruff
and Sponsor MG Robert D. Shadley.

Recipient Mark C. Coniglio and
Sponsor MAJ Michael E Schaller.

Recipient MAJ Richard Catignani
and Sponsor MG Robert D. Shadley.

Recipient Toni M. Gaines and
Sponsor MG Robert D. Shadley.
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FORSCOM
CONTINGENCY
CONTRACTING
WORKSHOP
LTC John L. Clemons and
CPT Jeffrey Peters

Introduction
The 1998 U.S. Anny Forces Command
(FORSCOM) Contingency Contracting
Workshop was held late last year at Fort
Bragg, NC.
An annual event, the workshop was
hosted by the xvm Airborne Corps
Contingency Contracting Section,
which is headed by LTC George Slagle.
The purpose was to develop a plan for
supporting FORSCOM's contingency
contracting (CC) mission in FY99 and
to discuss the latest changes in Cc.
Attendees included personnel from
FORSCOM; U.S. Anny Pacific Command
(USARPAC); Third Anny; Office of the
Assistant Secretary of the Army for
Research, Development and Acquisition
(OASARDA); and the Total Army
Personnel Command's (PERSCOM's)
Acquisition Management Branch.

Snpport For The 21st
Century
The keynote speaker was LTG Paul J.
Kern, the Military Deputy to the
Assistant Secretary of the Army for
Research, Development and Acqui.
sition, and the Director of the Army
f- Acquisition Corps. He discussed CC
support for the 21St century, and
emphasized the Army's acqUisition
~ vision:
'l'\ dynamic organization which
provides the warfighter affordable
...
world·doss weapon systems and
servicesyears before any adlJerS(./ry
can acquire comparable technological capability. Systems are
continuously modernized and the
cost of ownerShip drastically
reduced em.:h year. Quality people,
teamwork and caring leadership
March-April 1999

are the heart of the Army
acquisition organization. ..
Kern also talked about the changing
geostrategic environment and how the
Army Acquisition Workforce (MW) will
meet these changes.
Military
contracting needs, said Kern, are being
tailored for an increase in deployments
and to support operations other than
war.
He added that a continuous
transformation
is
needed
for
contracting to remain relevant in the
ever·changing strategic environment.
For example, the power projection
Army of today is moving to the flexible
Army ofthe 21st century and the Army
After Next (AAN). The AAN, he noted,
will be more lethal, have greater
mobility and agility, and will sustain
fewer casualties than today's Army.
This, he said, will be accomplished by
investing today for tomorrow'
capabilities, thereby creating an
adaptable and logistically unencum·
bered support base for tomorrow's
forces.
Kern emphasized that the initiative to
include noncommi ioned officers
(NCO ), warrant officers, civilians, and
supporting Reservists in the contracting
pool will increase the number of
available contingency contracting
personnel.
Kern also discussed plans for
developing a contracting Military
Occupational Specialty for NCOs (ES·
E9), and the assignment of either a Skill
Qualification Identifier or Additional
Skill Identifier (ASn for both warrant
officers and NCOs. In addition, he
addressed the new doctrine for the
contracting community, Contracting on
the Battlefield (FM 100-1O-XX). (At the

time this article was written, this
doctrine was scheduled for release in
December 1998.) Kern concluded his
remarks by stating that the AAW must
understand the Anny's vision of the
furure, focus on supporting the
warfighter, understand acquisition,
create major changes, and make a
difference. The bottom line, he said, is
"Soldiers are our customers."

FORSCOM's Perspective
LTC John L. Clemons, a member of the
Principal Assistant Respon ible for
Contracting (pARC) staff, provided
FORSCOM's perspective on contingency
contracting and presented an overview
of FORSCOM's mission, current
concerns, operational procedures,
organizations, and operational tempo
(OPTEMPO). Major areas that drew the
interest of the attendees were
OPTEMPO, ASls for NCOs, and the
future of the Command Designated
Position List (COPt) command positions
for FORSCOM contracting officers.
OPTEMPO, according to Clemons,
continues to be high at FORSCOM. In
fact, contingency contracting offkers
are deployed for nearly every opel ation
involving troops. In many cases, said
Clemons, CC personnel finish one
deployment, and then rum around and
deploy again. Thus, he noted, the need
for warranted contracting personnel is
high. Relative to the role of NCOs,
Clemons noted that they can assist in
decreasing the deployment frequency,
adding that since May 1998, the new
ASI G1 is available for NCOs who have
completed the CON 101, CO 104 and
CON 234 courses.
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FORSCOM continues to lead the Army
in contingency contracting,
providing the commanders of today,
and the future,
with critical and vital contracting support.

CLemons also discu sed th limited
number of lieutenant colonel command
positions within the Army. ontraCling
ommand
positions
have
been
approved for Fort Irwin, CA; Fort Hood,
TX· and the Wiesbaden, Germany,
Regional Contracting Center; and
additional lieutenant colonel command
positions are being soughI for locations
within and outside the continentaL
United tales.
COL Charles J. Guta, the FORSCOM
PARC, conducted a round-table
discu ion on FOR COM initiatives that
will impact all contingency contracting
officers. These initiatives include CDPL
commands for Fort liood and Fort
Lrwin, new doctrine release, and
centralization of the CC authority with
decentralized execution. Guta plan to
keep CC on the front burner.

Current And Proposed
Doctrine
A recurring topic of discussion during
the workshop was the need for
contracting doctrine. The lack of a
usable doctrine hinders the upported
commander's understanding of what
contracting personnel can do to
become the force multipliers for their
operation. LTC Cott Ris er, OASARDA,
briefed the current concept for CC
doctrine. The proposed doctrine, he
said, addresses echelons above corps
from two primary scenarios--the Army
Service Component Command and the
Theater Support Command. He also
discus ed the effort to physically move
contracting
officers
to
corps
installation versus consolidating the
CC control or authority at corp and
decentralizing the execution at division
levels and below. The dr-Aft doctrine
currently has the CC function
centraLiz d at corps level, givi ng the
corps responsibility for providing
re ources to accomplish the CC
mission. Most workshop participants
agreed that many of the current
32 Army RD&A

chaUenge facing
would be eased or
eliminated
by e tabli hing and
publishing usable doctrine.

Other Workshop Briefings
MAJ Phil Yacovoru Acqui ition Car er
Management Office Functional Are-J. 97
Proponency Officer, discus ed the
leadership development model thm
show
where officers enter tbe
Acquisition Corps and their path 10
profe ional development.
H al 0
de cribed the trdining and education
required for the variou level of
certifi ation (levels I, II, and 111), as well
as educational opportunities. One
additional topiC Yaco oni addre ed
was the approval of C
I Gl in May
1998. One of the main concerns NCOs
expressed
is
their
ability
to
permanently change station (PCS)
U ing the ASL
Most NCOs want to
conrinue working in contracting at
their next assignment but cannot
currently do '0 because PER OM
cannot cut PCS orders using the A J.
Thi is a major issue being addressed at
the Department of the Army (DA) level.
The A I has been approved, how v r,
and NCOs can now take Ihe required
Defen~e Acquisition Uni,'ersiry courses.
MAJ teve Leisenring, from PERSCOM's
cquisilion Management Branch, focused
on the perception that conting ney
contracting officers are nor favorably
considered for lieutenant colonel
command po ition. Mo t contingency
contracting officers ha eben told dlat
CC positions are fiUed with the Ann}"s
best officers. However, according to
Leisenring, many of dle officers elected
for mmand by the FY99 board had nOt
erved in a designated contingency
contracting po ition. He also stated thaI
the rno t important factor for any officer
is "manner of performance." Ofli ers, h
aid, should gain
perience in all
contracting areas, not jusl contingency
contracting.
MAJ Jon Campbell, assigned to the

.S. Army, Pacific, provided an overview
of
ARPAC' mi sion and idemifled
several
major
exercis s
or
contingencie
wher
U ARPA
i
involved.
He aI 0 di cussed the
Standard Procurement System ( PS) for
CC at
ARPAC, adding thaI the
Assi tant Secrclary of the Army for
Research D velopment and Acquisition
has designated USARPAC as th
proponent for testing the latest ver ion
of I'S. am pbell believes the SF is a
good,
user-friendly s tern that
enhances the contingency comTacting
officer' ability to do his or her job. The
DA expects the release of a stand-alone
version ometim in FY99.
An ther workshop feature wa the
display of a deployment kit used by
members of the XVIII Airborne Corp
Contingency Comrdcung Section. The
kit includes a wheeled carry-on size bag
containing blank contracting forms,
laptop computer, printer, cellular
phone, scanller, hand-held radio, video
camera, secd n manual, and federal
regulations. Contained in a bag, the kit
allows an officer to set up a functioning
contracting office upon arrival at his or
her d tination.

Conclusion
The workshop was lermed a "huge
ucce." In particular, participants
were extremely encouraged by LTG
Kern's efforts in cominuing to proVide
support to the contingency contracting
ommunity. FOR COM continues to
lead the Army in contingency
contracting, providing the commander
of today, and Ihe future, with critical
and vital contracting suPPOrt.

LTC JOHN L CLEMON is Cbiet
Contract Operations Division for
tbe PARe, Army Central Command
(ARCEN7), Atlanta, GA
He
manage colltingency contracting
support for N?Ch'NT's area of
responsibility. He bolds a B.A.
degree from
Albany State
University and an M . degree from
tbe University 0f1101lslon, 7X
CPT JEFFREY PETERS is a
Contingency Contracting Officer
and Team Leader witb 1 ! Corps
upport Command, XVllJ Airborne
Corps, Fort Bragg, NC He bas a
B.. degree from Iowa State
University.
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SPECIAL
OPERATIONS
FORCES
AND THE ARMY'S
TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
Michael R. Miller
Introduction
In April 1987, the U.S. SpeCial
Operations Command (SOCOM) was
established at MacDilI Air Force Base, FL,
and under .S. Code, Tide 10, was granted the authority to develop and acquire
equipment, materiel, suppUes, and services specific to Special Operations. In
1989, the Acting Secretary of Defense
assigned Major Force Program 11 (MFP-ll)
Program Objective Memorandum and
budget authority to SOCOM and, in
1992, the SOCOM appointed irs firsr
Special Operation Acquisition Executive
(SOAE) 1'0 execute SOCOM's acquisition
objectives and strategies. Today, SOCOM
is one of nine unified commands reporting to the Secretary of Defense through
the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff.
o OM's primary mission is to provide
combat-ready Special Operations Forces
(SOF) in peacetime and in war for
theater combatant commanders, U.S.
ambassadors and their country teams,
and other government agencies.

SOCOM Strategy
f-

J

Although the OCOM Commander-inChief was given these unique respons;biUties, congressional intent was to estabLish program audlOrity with only limited
funding and require the command to
compete for non-MFP-ll resources from
d,e Service ' and other government
agency t chnology programs. In 1992,
congres ional appropriations committees directed that SOCOM work with all
research activities to ensure that Special
Operations technology needs are con idered in the development of their technology base progranlS. To this end,
Congress reiterated that the unique mis-
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sions of SOF require leading edge technology and, therefore, expected the e
research activities "to expend an appropriate amount of dleir technology base
effort identifying and developing rechnologies that have Special Operations
potential." While SOCOM has a ervicelike responsibiLity for research, development, and acquisition, it is a user rather
than a developer of technology, and does
not have a dedicated la1Joratoty tructure as do me military departments.
SOCOM's technology strategy is to monitor emerging tecllnology relevant to SOF
tecllnology development objectives, and
execute selected, high-priority projects
to exploit emerging technology for nearterm SOF appUcation.

New Process
This article describes how the current
.S. Army Materiel Command-Field
Assistance in Science and Technology
(AMC-FAST) Science Advisor as igned to
SOCOM, using coogressional direction
as general guidance and with me support
of bom the SOCOM Commander-inChief and d,e SOAE, initiated and executed a process that will assist SOCOM in
fulfilling th is congressional mandate.
Through me efforts of me AMC-FAST
Science Advisor assigned to SOCOM, a
cooperative initiative has started, and is
being institutionalized wimin bom me
Army research and development (R&D)
community and SOCOM in pursuit of
technologies of mutual value to both the
Army and SOE When fully institutionalized, this initiative should prOvide considerable benefit to both AMC and
SOCOM as both organizations move into
the 21st centuty faced with a declining

R&D budget and an increase in soldier
and materiel deployments mroughout
the world.

Implem.entation
In 1995 and 1996, the AMC-FAST
Science Advisor worked on developing a
process and a support structure for
OCOM to play a formal role in the
Army's teclmology planning and development program. Efforts included the
following:
• EstabUsbing and coordinating operational criteria;
• Developing a memodology for SOF to
use in their assessment ofthe value of the
Army's technology projects or work
pack..'1ge for solving their materiel needs;
• Forming an assessment team comprised of representatives from the
requirements, technology, and program
executive office elements of the command, and operator representatives from
each of OCOM's four components;
• EstabUshing a point of contact at each
Army organization to coordinate work
package issues and scheduling; and
• Testing the process with two of me
directorates in the Army Research
laboratoty (ARL) to ensure that the key
steps were executable and responsive.
For the criteria, a set of functionaL capabilities was estabUsh d from capability
needs contained in two SOCOM requirements reports, and then aligned with the
command's 11 prioritized technology
development objectives (TDOs). Some
of the most relevant TDOs examined to
date are individual survivability; sensors;
mobility platfornlS; command, control,
COnlnlunications,
computers,
and
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While SOCOM has a Service-like responsibility
for research, development, and acquisition,
it is a user rather than a developer
of technology, and does not have
a dedicated laboratory structure
as do the military departments.

intelligence; and weapons and munitions. Each TOO contains 7 to 11 functional capabilities.
This concept was then briefed to the
following senior leaders in the SOF and
acquisition communities for their comments and concurrence: Commander-inChie~
SOCOM; the SOAE; the
Commanding General of the U.S. Army
Special Operations Command; Office of
the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the
Army (Research and Technology); both
the Principal Deputy for Technology and
the Deputy Chief of Staff; Research,
Development and Acquisition at AMC;
and the Director of the ARL All concurred with this effort and, in 1997, this
process was successfully implemented
within the Natick Research Development
and Engineering (RD&E) Center and the
four technology directorates of ARL:
Human Research and Engineering
(HR&E), Information Science and
Technology (lS&T), Sensors and Electron
Devices (S&ED) , and Weapons and
Materials Research (W&MR).

Project AsseSS01ent
The AMC-FAST Science Advisor then
assessed the research projects of these
organizations. identified those projects
important for resolving SOP materiel
shortcomings and, during March-June
1997, briefed the directors and staff of
these organizations. The briefing covered the prioritized results of the assessment, a description of the methodology
used in establishing the prioritization,
the specific SOF capability that each of
the identified projects will improve, and
proposed new technology projects
important to SOP that are currently not
in the organizations' technology base
program but are in their area of technical
expertise. Some of the most important
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research projects SOF con idered were
S&ED's RF Imaging Technology, W&MR's
Inenial Reticle Technology and Weapons
Technology for Light Forces, IS&T's
Protocol Specifications for Digital
Communications on the Battlefield,
HR&E's VR Research and Intelligent User
Intemces, and Natick RD&E Center's
Airdrop Systems Technology. In addition, soldier improvement projects such
as Countermeasures to Battlefield
Sensors, Ballistic and Laser Eye
Protection, Integrated Headgear, Warrior
Performance and Endurance Enhancements, and future Warrior Technologies
were highly rated. Of these 14 research
projects, 5 are part of the Army's Science
and Technology Objectives (STO)
Progratn. and represent major technology advancements to the Army. In addition to these projects, the AMC-FAST
Science Advisor identified to the senior
staff of the above organizations approximately 35 additional Army projects that
were of interest to OF.

Future Actions
During meetings with these Army
organizations, the AMC-FAST Science
Advisor recommended numerous foUowon actions that will continue to strengthen this joint technology endeavor. These
actions include formally identifying
SOCOM as a proponent in the format of
the highly rated research projects,
describing this effort and its res'ults in the
Army Science and Technology Master
Plan (ASTMP), developing potential transition strategies for these technologies,
and working with the U.S. Army Training
and Doctrine Command's Battle labs
and gaining their support for the projects
most important to SOP and others.

Conclusion
While one of the principal goals of this
initiative is to fonnally establish
SOCOM's role in the Army's technology
development planning, several other
advantages will be gained through continued implementation of this process.
For the Army, this effort provides the
research community with a continual
update of SOP missions and operational
capability needs, as weU as enhancing
communications among the technology
communities, increasing the customer
base of select Army technologies, and
increasing the potential for developing
For
furure partnership venrures.
SOCOM. the endeavor will help ensure
that SOP forces will continue to operate
with leading edge technology capabilities
by keeping them informed of promising
technology breakthroughs. Concurrently,
this initiative is a key step in fulfilling the
1992 congressional mandate to leverage
the Services' technology resources. A
summary of this total effort is described
in Annex F, Volume II, of the FY98
ASTMP.

MICHAEL R. MiLLER was the AMCFAST Science Advisor at the u.s.
Special Operations Command when
he wrote this article. He is now the
Deputy Program Executive Officer
for Special Programs at SOCOM. He
holds a B. . in mathematics, has
completed graduate cour es in
oper·ations research, and has
authored approximateLy 35 technicall'epons.
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IMPROVING
VEHICLE
SAFETY
Chuck Wullenjohn

Introduction.
With a large number of personnel
killed or injured in medium and heavy
tactical vehicle accidents each year,
truck safety is no laughing matter to the
U.S. Army. In response, a concerted
effort is being made to improve vehicle
safety by installing or improving safety
apparatus in truck cabs.
To address these concerns, personnel
at U.S. Army Yuma Proving Ground
have worked closely with engineers
from Simula Tecbnologies, Inc., of
Phoenix, AZ, to characterize the conditions of typical vehicle accidents.
Their intent is to generate scientific
data that documents what occurs during an accident.
In August 1998, two rests involving
the 22 l/2-ton Palletized Loading
System (PLS) truck took place at
Yuma Proving Ground's dynomometer
course. The asphalt dyno course is one

of 40-plus roadways designed for
tracked and wheeled vehicles on the
installation. The more than 200 miles
of courses traverse nearly every type of
terrain imaginable, from sandy valleys
to craggy ridges.

Crash Testing
The first of the two tests required that
a PLS truck be rolled over. This is not
normally done intentionally, therefore,
designing a ramp that would cause the
system to roll over as it would in an
actual accident was a particular challenge. Besides characterizing the accident, another purpose of the test was to
validate the ide-mounted air bag concept, which would dramatically
enhance the safety of occupants.
"No one had ever done this before,"
said AI Kelley, a Team Leader in Yuma
Proving Ground's Automotive Division.
"The PLS is a very stable vehicle, so it
was a real challenge to design a ramp

that would roll the truck on its side
realistically and consistently. We ended
up devising a two-pan 12,000-pound
steel ramp with 10,000 additional
pounds of ballast to hold it in place," he
added.
A wide variety of sophisticated instruments were installed in the cab of the
PLS prior to the te t. These included
accelerometers, position gyros, roll rate
gyros, and displacement transducers.
High-speed video and still cameras
were positioned alongside the track
and inside the vehicle to extract useful
data as the test was taking place. 1Wo
internally instrumented crash test dummies, worth more than S60,OOO each,
occupied the driver and passenger
sides of the truck's cab.
To conduct tbe test, the PLS truck was
accelerated from a stop position along a
260-foot steel guide rail. When it
reached 20 miles per hour (mph), it

With a large number of personnel
killed or injured
in medium and heavy
tactical vehicle accidents each year,
truck safety is no laughing matter
to the U.S. Army.
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Shown above is the PLS truck as it rolls over on a specially engineered ramp.
broke away from its towing appararu
and climbed the ramp, located on the
right·hand side of the vehicle. After the
PLS turned omo its side and ground 10
a halt, exuberant engineers and technicians de cended upon it making notes
and taking photograph . The hard data
attained wiu be used to develop computer models for future rollover tests
by simulation.
A second test on the PLS was conducted 2 days later. This time, the truck wa
accelerated to a speed of 24 mph and
crashed into the back of a second, stationary PLS truck. The test was conducted trictly to characterize the
effects of the crash-safety device
other than standard seatbelts were not
involved. The same crash test dummies
used in the earlier rollover were again
strapped into their cab positions and a
variety of data gathering devices and
video cameras were mounted on the
vehicle.
"We designed thiS to be a te t that was
urvivable for the occupants, which i
why the collision took place at 24 mph.
The way it turned out, however we may
have been wrong," said Kelley.
Both dummie received major darnage dUring the accident. The bed of tbe
trailer of the stationary PLS lifted during
36 AnnyRD&A

the colli ion, crashing through the
windshield of the oncoming truck. The
cab was seriously damaged and the
dashboard was cru hed. Lf it had been
real people, one person likely would
have been killed and the other would
have bad major, life-threatening
injuries.

Conclusion
"The value of these tests i that they
ultimately will ave lives. \Vith afety
modifications and enhancements 10 the
PL cab--elimination of angled corners, remounting of equipment in different area , the in tallation of front
and side air bags, that Oft of thingpeople could be able to walk away from
accidents like this. It's a very worth·
while goal to shoot for," Kelley state.
Future crash tests involving other military systems are scheduled at U.. Anny
'atma Proving Ground. Within a few
months, Kelley will begin working with
Simula Technologies on crash tests of
00-1 Huey hellcopters into bodies of
water.
Kelley conclude , "L love to do this
work. It' exciting, challenging and
very imeresting. I'm glad to be doing it,
for it could very well ave lives in the
furure."

CHUCK \VUUENjOHN is the
Public Affairs Officer at .5. Anny
Yuma Proving Ground, AZ He is a
graduate of Hwnbolt State
Univer ity, and has completed
postgraduate COU1"Ses at San jose
Slate Univer ity and Hayw01"d
State University. He is a frequent
conlribut01" to this magazine and
olher military publications. He is
also an Active Reservist in tbe U.
Coast Guard.
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SENTINEL
SYSTEM
SOFTWARE
CONVERSION
Figure 1.
Sentinel AN/MPQ-64 air defense radar.

Introduction
The AN/MPQ-64 eminel, dle Army's
• newest air defense radar (Figure 1),
provides air track data to the forwardace" air defense command and control
network and cues short-range air
defen e weapons. The system's mis-

LTC Tim R. McKaig,
Jerry Cox, and
Wes Wells

ion functions, main[enance functions ,

and external imerfaces are controlled
by software situated in the system'S signal/data proceS or (SOP). The SDP
consists of eight circuit card as 'embJie
in a Versa Modular European chassi
(Figure 2). The system" data processor
is contained in a standard Navy UYK-44
circuit card assembly that executes
most of the Sentind systcm oftwar.
. The UYK-44 and it' executable software
build onco early versions of the AmlY's
ANrrpQ-36 Firefmder mortar-Io ating
radar from which the entinel radar
was derived. A program was initiated in
1997 to convert the Sentinel ystem
software to C language, host tbe software on another circuit card a -embly.
and delete the UYK-44 from the
tem's configurdtion.

Objective
The
entinel Sy tern Software
Conversion Program has twO objective : reduce entinel Jjfe-L')'cle cOStS,
and
achieve
Joint
Techni al
Architecrure OTA)-Army compliance.
The Sentinel Product Office reviewed
the program office estimate for dle
entinel system's life-cycle co tS and
identified the tOP J 0 cost drivers. The
biggest cost drivers ere replenishment

spares and repair partS, whi h constitute 19.5 percent of the entine!' lifecycle cost estimate. Another cost driver
was contractor manufacturing, which
constirutes 15.5 percem of life-cycle
cost.
By deleting the UYK-44, contractor manufacturing and repleni hment spares and repair part cost will
be reduced. Although not overall progrdm cost drivers, costs associated with
initial spares fielded with systemS and
sofiv.'are maintenance wilL al 0 be
reduced. Additionally, the sy tern oftware conversion program affords
Sentind, which was initiated as a onDevelopmemal Item Program in 1991,
the opportuniry to become JTA-Army
ompliam ,,~th respect to the sy tern'
data processor programming language,
operating system, and interface protocols.

Approach
Currently, three Sentinel computer
system configurdtion items (CSCls) are
executed bv an appli ation-specific
integrated circuit processor residing on
the UYK 4 circuit card a sembly (CCA).
These C CIs, coded in the ULTRA-16
assembly language, include the Radar

Operational Program (Rap), maintenance aid (MAIDS), and antenna transceiver group fault isolation test
(ATGFlT). Rap is the heart of the
Sentinel radar. It executes system control, beam scheduling, and target tracking and reporting functions. MAlDS
and ATGFIT are off-line diagno tic
CSCls that support trouble hooting
and maintenance.
nder the Sentinel
System Software Conversion Program,
the e C Cis will be converted to C
language and rehosted on a Motorola
68040 processor residing on another
CCA in the SOl' Currently, this processor executes a fourth CSC!, the radar
control temlinal interface (RCfl). It is
loaded at 14-percent memory usage and
5-percent computational throughput.
When dle other thrce CSCls are cohostcd Mth RCTI, it is projected to be
loaded at 28-percent memory usage and
31-percent computational throughput.

Cost Reduction
Deleting the UYK-44 CCA will reduce
the eminel contractor manufacturing
unit cost 21,856 (FY98 constant). Of
208 systems planned for procurement,
62 have been procured with the UYK-44
in the system configuration.
The
remaining 146 systems not requiring
the UYK-44 wiU proVide a cost reduc·
tion of 3.6 million in contractor manufacturing. The UYK-4 deletion will
also reduce enrinel suStainment costs
by eliminating the requirement for
replenishment pares and repair parts
associated Mth the CCA
Army RD&A 37
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was selected. Task 3, the conversion of
CPU·dependent code and integration
and testing of the converted Sentinel
system software, began in early 1998.
Testing is almOSI exclusively simulationbased using a radio frequency target
inj ction unit to simulate multiple targets flying several baseline scenario .
Task 3 is planned to be complete by
mjd-1999.

Conclusion
Figure 2.
Soldiers
testing
Sentinel
signal/data
processor
circuit
card
assembly.
The Sentinel COSt estimate for replenishment spares and repair parts is calculated based on Department of the
Army guidance for estimating consumable and depot reparable pans. Factors
provided by the U.S. Army Aviation and
MissUe Command were used (0 construct a cost-estimating model. Based
on a 20-year life cycle, the model projects a total reduction of 4.9 million in
replenishment spares and repair pans
attributable to the UYK-44 deletion.
Once all 208 systems are fielded, the
annual cost reduction is projected (0
be approximately 250,000. An additional cost reduction will be realized
from the deletion of the UYK-44 from
the initial spares packages fielded with
systems. Of 45 planned SentineL fieldings, 11 will include UYK-44s in the initial spares packages. The remaining 34
fieldings will not require UYK-44s,
which will yield an expeCted cost
reduction of 855,900. The most ignlficant cost reduction will be in software maintenance.
The conversion of the ULTRA-16
assembly language to C third generation language will result in a substantial
reduction in the source lines of code
(SLOC) currently being maintained.
The reduction of SLOe is expected to
decrease the software maintenance by
33 percent, which will provide an estimated $6.4 million cost reduction over
the 2D-year life cycle. The investment
required to convert the Sentinel system
software is $6.4 million; therefore, the
net cost reduction for the program is
projected to be 9.3 million.

JTA-Army Compliance
Sentinel's System Software Conversion
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Program moves the Sentinel system
data processor into compliance with
the jTA·Army standards related to programming languages, operating systems, and use of standardized interface
protocols. The converted code will
adhere to the ISOIlEC 9899 standard
that defines C language. Compliance
with I OIlEC 9945, Portable Operating
System Interface for Computer
Environments (pOSIX) standards, wiU
be achieved by eliminating the contractor's proprietary operating ~l'stem and
replacing it with the commercial offthe-shelf (COTS) Vx Works operating
system.
The Vx Works operating system, with
its .restricted POSIX-compliant library,
will ensure that future rehosting of the
Sentinel system software to new hardware can be made without ofrware
changes. jTA-Army compliance for
interface protocols is being addressed
by implementing standard COTS software drivers for Ethernet, asynchronous and synchronous links, and internal processor-to-processor communications imerfaces.

Current Status
Sentinel's System Software Conversion
Program is being executed in three
tasks. Task 1, the conversion of central
processor unit (CPU) Independent
code, is complete. Task 2, a trade study
to determine which POSIX-compliant
operating system should be used,
examined two operating systems: Vx
Works and LYNX. Based on contractor
familiarity with Vx Works, the existence
of a board support package for the
680 0 CCA, and the operating system
services reqUired by Sentinel, Vx Works

The
entineJ System
oftware
Conversion Program supports two
important Army acquisitjon initiatives:
reduction of Iife-cycle costs and JTAArmy compliance. The progrdln will
delete 146 UYK-4 CCAs from systems
to be procured and 34 from spares
packages to be fielded with th systems.
Additional cost reductions wiU be
achieved by eliminating UYK-44 replenishment pares and repair parts and
decreasing software maintenance. The
program is expected to reduce
Sentinel's 20-year life-cycle costs by
$9.3 million. In addition, the program
ensures that the Sentinel system data
processor becomes JTA-Army compliant _
in several area .

LTC TIM R. MCKAIG was the
sentinel Product Manager in the
Program
Executive
Office,
Intelligence, Electronic Warfare
and Sensors when he wrote this
article. He has an undergraduate
degree from the U.S Milita1)1
Academy, West Point, NY, and an
M.S in physics from the Naval
Postgraduate School.
JERRY COX was the Chief of the
Program Management Division in .
the Sentinel Product Office when
he wrote this article_ He has a B..
degree in business administration
from Appalachian State University,
and an M.5. degree in systems
management from the University
ofSouthern California.
WES WELLS was the Technical
Director within the Sentinel'
Product Office when he wrote this •
article. He has a B.S. degree in
electrical
engineering from
Auburn University.
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MODERNIZAT ON
FUNDING
TRENDS:
THE PAST
AND THE FUTURE
Editor's Note: At the end of the
Program Budget Decision Cycle in
December 1998, the Department of
~ Defense provided Total Obligation
Authority plus·ups to all tbe Services.
The Army received more tban $17 bil·
lion distributed across tbe Futu,'e Years
~ Defense Program. More than $2.4 bi!" lion was allocated to modernization
efforts, with the bulk offunds (S2.2 bit·
• lion) distributed in FYs 04 and 05,

Introduction
The Department of the Army recently

LTG Ronald E. Adams,
Keith Charles,
and COL Houng Y. Soo
submitted to me Office of the Secretary
of Defense (OSD) its FYOO-05 Future
Years Defense Program (FYDP).
Difficult decisions were made by the
Army to meet both near· and long.term

readiness requirements in a can·
strained fiscal environment. The Army
funded readiness, me Department of
Defense's (DOD's) first priority, by distributing risk acro s all programs. More
than $7 billion of projected moderniza·
tion program content was reshaped.
This will have a tremendous impact on
all Army modernization programs. This
article summarizes bow me Army devel·
oped its FYOO-05 FYDp, describes the
Army Modernization Plan and how it
will guide Army modernization into the
21st century, and reviews what current
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Figure 1.
Final FYOO-05 FYDP.
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funding trends mean
modernjzation.

10

future Army

FYOO-05 FYDP

The greatest
challenge
facing the
total Army
as it moves
into the future
is balancing
today's readiness
and tomorrow's
modernization
requirements
with declining
resources.

Throughout the past decade, the Army
FYDI' decreased steadily-nearly 32
percent. During the same period, Army
research, development and acquisition
(ROA) funding declined approximately
35 percent. These reductions have
accumulated into long-term projection
thaI create a "bowwave" of demand for
procurement. In addition, these projecrions are conservative. They do not
allow for real program growth nor do
they ac ount for pro urement of addi·
tional systems.
Without additional
inve tmem resources, reducing the
bowwave will disrupt pllmned modern·
ization programs.
Ln ovember 1997, we began to devel·
op the moderniZation portion of the
upcoming FYOO-05 FYOH We used the
following as a conceptual frame~ ark:
• Addre
the Quadrennial Defen e
Review and ational Defen e Panel recommendations.
• Balance the six imperdtives of quality
people, doctrine, force mix, training, modem equipment, and leader development.

• Maintain the schedule for First
Digitized Divi ion by FYOO and First
Digimed Corps by FY04.
• Maintain the schedule to modernize
the light forces.
o Maintain tability in Reserve com ponent moderniZation.
• focus clence and technology ( &T)
on .leap-ahead technologies.
~
• Posture ourselves to accelerate the
Army After ext (AAN).
We were faced with a demand
bowwave of more than '6 billiOn in FYs ~
04 and 05. The que tion was: HO\ do
we reduce a bowwave of that magni·
tude without eriou Iy impacting Anny ..
modernization? To answer thi question, we performed a comprehensive
front-end analysis 10 establish an initial
solution list of trade·olE .
Formal FYOO-05 FYDP guidance was
issued in March 1998. The following
highlights were included:
• Preserve combat C'dpabili[ies.
• Establish a logical timeline for transition from current maneuver force platforms to next generation technol gy.
• Program command and control
"backbone" to total force a rapidly as
possible.

A PPBES Primer
The Future Years Od'nse Program (J:-l'OP) offici;,lIy summa·
rizes

the

programs

de\'clopccl

'within

the

PJal1l1ing~

Programming and Budgeting SyM'm and approvt:d by the
Secretary 01 Defense. The FYDP exists in a machine·readable
fonn that list resources by progranl clement. rc ource id mificarion code, fi,cal year, and value. The FYDP idemifies and
accounts for aU resource programmed by th Department of
Defense (000). Ir shows the current budger year ,md rhe following 5 years.
Wirhin the Depanmem of the Anny, Program Evaluali n
Gr ups (pEG) for mannin . equipping. ustaining. training and
organizing Ihe force, as wetl as for inSlallation management, per.
fonn the Planning, Programming, Budgeting and Execution
ystem (PPBE ) functions. The equipping PE is r .ponsible
for modernizing the Army. This PEG i co-chaired by the
Assisc.'Ull Deputy Chid of taff for Operations and Plans - Force
Development (We. 01' -FD) and the Deputy Assi,tanl Secret'lry
of the Army for Plans, Programs and Policy. Wilhin thi PEG,
there are 16 Budget Operaling Systems (BOSs) representing the
function:tl areas of aviation; flre support; maneuver; command
and control: combat sen';ce supporr; nuclear, biological or
chemical; horizontal !echnology integration; science and lech·
nology; ammunition; and air defen e. Each BOS has repre en·
lation from bOlh WC OP5-FD and ASARDA to ensure linkage of
operational requirementS and busines practi es.
The Army Program and Budget Committee (PBC), the
Pri rirization leering Group (PSG), the Anny Resources Board
upport Group (ARB G), and the Army Re ource Board (ARB)
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are the principal PPBES commilree·. The ('BC is co-chaired by
rhe Dire lOr, ['rogram Analysi and Evalualion (DPAB) and tht:
Dirt:ctor of the Army Budget (DAB). It serves in both a coordi",ning and executive advi ory role, oversees the programming
and budgeting phases. and prm';des a cOllllnuing forum in
which program and budget manag rs re ie\\, adjust and decide
i ues.
hair d b)' the 0 01', th l'
consistS of th primary Army
sraff principal with representation from the nny ecre13riat as
wetl as other key special tall The PSG resolves IMlIe on which
the PBC fails ro reach agreement, and revie\\ the Program
Objc th' Memorandum (POM) resource allocation, makes rec·
ommendations on unresourced program, and pr pose olE et·
ling decrementS.
The ARB G is chaired by the As islant Setre~'lry of lhe Army for
Financial Management and omptroller (A AFM& ). il consists
of the Assislant ecremries, General Counsel, DC P, pecial
As'; tanl FM&C, DAB. and OPAE. The ARBSG is the central
council for coordinating i 'ue for ARB consideration. It reviews
and prOvides recommendmions to ARB on Army gUidance,
resource allocalion, and pri ritie for alL pha e of the PPBES.
The ARB is the Army "board of directors," and i chaired by the
cretary of the Army and vice-chaired bl' the Chief of raff of the
Anny. Members include lhe ndersecretary of the Anny, the Vice
Chief of talI of the Army, M i mnt e rewie , OCSOP , and
other Army talf principals as required. The ARB provides topdown guidance in framing and as es ing alternative during all
phases of PPBES, and formulates final decisions.
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•

• Modernize the rest of the total Army
on a first-to-fight basis.
• Maintain S&T funding at the level of
the pre ident' FY99 budget.
• Reinvest funding of procurement
where ovemlatch exists to higher Army
priorities.
Army Ii cal guidance reflected the
need to balance near-term readiness,
quality of life, atld modernization. The
modernization account was reduced
nearly 1 biJJion between FYOO-03 to
meet near-term readiness requirements. This was in addition to the
bowwave reduction of more than 6
billion for FYs 04 and 0;.
Based on our extensive front-end
analysis, we presented programming
recommendation and trade-offs to the
Army Program and Budget Committee,
the Army Resources Board Support
Group, and the Army Re ources Board

• Maintained First Digitized DivisionIFirst Digitized
Corps Schedule
• Maintained Light Force Modernization Schedule
• Maintained Army Division Redesign Study Funding
• Maintained Ammunition to achieve C 1 for Training
(Tl) FYs 00 and 01
• Maintained Science & Technology at FY99 Level in
accordance with Defense Planning Guidance
• Supported Logistics Enablers

..

Figure 2.
FYOO-05 accomplishments.
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Army investment strategy.
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for approval. The Army leadership
made difficult decisions to maintain
balance, taking risks where prudent.
Figure 1 illustrates the final FYOO-05
FYDP and shows the difference as compared to the president'S FY99 budget
FYDP and FYs 04 and 05 requirements.
Program content of more than 7 bilJjon
was affected. More important, approximately 1 billion of program decrements were taken in FYOO-Q3. Figure 2
lists what we accomplished in the
FYOO-05 FYDp. The bonom line is that
we met OSD and Army gUidance,
reduced the bowwave, and maintained
momentum on a number of high-priority Army initiatives. However, we had to
make some tough choices to meet fiscal
constraints. We terminated 4 programs
and decreased program funding for 32
major systems.

Army Modernization Plan
The greatest challenge facing the total
Army as it moves into the future is balancing today's readiness and tomorrow's modernization reqUirements
with declining resources. Army modernization is critical to meet the
requirements of an uncertain future.
To maximize our ability to modernize,
we must have a modernization vision,
optimize congressional support, embrace acquisition reform initiatives, and
continue to make tough choices.
We have adopted a modernization
vision to guide us into the 21st century
and beyond: Enable Army VISion 2010

by eqUipping a capabilities-based Army
to achieve full-spectrum dominance in
conducting prompt, sustained joint
operations while protecting tbe essential elements of the S&T and industrial
bases. Embedded in that vision is a
strategy with five major goals:
o Have a networked and digitized
Army hy 2010.
o Maintain our present combat overmatch capabilities.
o Sustain essential research and development and focus S&T on leap-abead
technologies for the AAN.
o Recapitalize the Army.
o Better integrate the Active and
Reserve components.
To achieve this vision, the Army strate·
gy prioritizes investments throughout a
period of time. Figure 3 depicts how
the investment priorities subtly shift in
the near, mid, and far terms to synchronize modernization activities.
In the near term (FY00-05), the goal is
to gain information dominance. Nearterm priorities are to eqUip a digitized
division by FYOO and a digitized corps
by FY04, proVide the minimum funding
necessary to maintain the current
degree of capability overmatch, provide
funding for S&T efforts to develop technologies that guard against an uncertain future, and recapitalize essential
aging systems to extend their life and
increase their capabilities.
The midterm (FY05-1O) goal is to
achieve information dominance and
begin to attain the physical agility need-

ed to achieve full-spectrum dominance.
Midterm prioritie are to continue
emphasis on systems that provide information dominance capabilities, continue funding of reqUired overmatch capabilities, focus basic and early applied
re earch to enable AAN forces to
achieve full-spectrum dominance, and
recapitalize aging systems.
The far-term (FY1l-20) goal is full-spectrum dorninanc. The Army will have
synchronized and executed the modernization of planned and required capabilities to ensure a force that embodies
Joim Vi ion 2010 and Army Vision 2010
operational capabilities. Far-tenn priorities are to field overmatch systems with
information dominance embedded, sustain an information dominance capability, provide stable funding of S&T that
focuses applied research and advanced
technology developmem on AANrequired capabilities, and continue to
recapitalize the force.

Future Army Modernization
The Army RnA budget has consistently.....
been the smallest in DOD. lbday, Army
modernization investments account for
approximately 16 percent of all DOD
RDA. During the past 14 years, Army procurement has declined nearly 76
percent (from 25.5 bilJjon in FY85 to
$6.2 billion in FYOO). This decline in
funding has caused the Army to maintain procurement programs at minimum sustaining rates rather than more
efficient economic rates.
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Figure 4.
Army RDA funding.
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Each year, the Army leadership has
testified to Congress that a modernization backlog of . 3-5 billion exists and
..- needs to "g t fixed" for the Army to
continue co modernize. Congress has
responded
generously,
providing
increases co the Army RDA account to
sustain the modernization rate. Figure 4
reflects the impact of congressional
additions to the Army RDA Program in
recent years. However, the extent that
Congress can continue to help is
everely limited by the 1998 balanced
budget agreement. In the FY99 budget,
Congress was bound by the balanced
budget resolution to cap Defense
spending. As a result, they were only
.. able to add $612.5 million to the
Army's RDA account, significantly less
than the $1-2 billion of previous years.
Unfortunately, we can no longer rely on
congre siona! plus-ups to supplement
our modernization accounts.
To mitigate the impact of decreasing
RDA resources, the Army is committed
to becoming the most efficient organization possible through efficiencies and
I reforms.
The Army leads DOD in
implementing acquisition reform initiatives. We are aggressively pursuing a
_ number of innovative initiatives to
become more efficient and reduce the
cost of doing bu iness. An example is
the initiative to reduce a system's total
ownership cost (TOC).
TOC is associated with acquiring,
operating, modifying, maintaining, supplying, and disposing of weapon systems. Reducing TOC not only decreas• es fiscal demands on the operational
commander, but also generates savings
for reinvestment in suppon of Force
r XXI modernization objectives.
For
example, our second generation Forward
Looking Infrared (FUR) Horizontal
Technology Integration Program has
• allowed the Army to have one development program for multiple-system use.
This has given us economy of scale and
.. a single repair-parts suppon system.
(We estimate a cost savings of more than
$565 million.) We're currently investigating potential operations and support
- (0& ) savings for Apache FUR upgrade.
Other examples of ongbing TOC initiatives are as follows:
I • Top 10 Cost Drivers Plan. The program executive officer or program man... ager identifies cost drivers and devel• ops plans to reduce and track O&S savings, reduce nonessential costs and
- ineffiCient practices, and develop lifecycle cost management templates.
" • Program Objective Memorandum
(POM) investment initiative. This is a
disciplined process to identitY and fund
• investment initiatives in the POM. (For
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example, more than 60 initiatives have
been processed; 4 have been funded
and 17 have been shifted co other Army
cost-reduction programs.)
• Modernization Through Spares. This
strategy applies technology insertion;
and the use of commercial products,
processes, and practices co extend a system's useful life.
The Army must maintain the momentum to continuously evaluate the way
we conduct business and to implement
necessary reforms and initiatives to
achieve our goal: the warfighter receiving state-ofthe-at·t equipment at minimum cost to dominate the batttefietd
under all operational and environmentat conditions. Although we have
made great progress toward improving
the way we conduct business, these initiatives will not go far enough to meet
essential Army requirements.
What the future ponends is more hard
choices because there has been no substantial increase in Army Total
Obligation Authority (TOA). The Army
must continue to balance quality of life
(base operations and pay), readiness
(training), and modernization. Clearly,
Army modernization will benefit from
the DOD objective to increase procurement to $60 billion by FYOl. However,
there are many competing demands
that continue to challenge our ability to
modernize at a steady pace. We have to
recapitalize those weapon systems that
we successfully used in Desert
Shield/Desert Storm-the M1 Abrams
tank, the M2 Bradley infantry fighting
vehicle, the AH64 Apache attack helicopter, the 0060 Blackhawk utility helicopter, and the Multiple Launch Rocket
System M270 Launcher, which were all
procured in the 1980s.
We have two major weapon systems
approaching production deCiSions,
Comanche and Crusader, and a number
of others in various stages that will
compete for resourcing.
We have
requirements to modernize the Army
tactical wheel vehicle fleet. We need to
procure training ammunition that will
allow the Army [0 train to standard.
Additionally, we need to restock our
war reserve ammunition with modernized munitions. We are working to
achieve information dominance by
equipping a digitized division in FYOO
and a digitized corps in FY04. We are
trying to accelerate the AAN to define
the future force through a series of
Army Warfighting Experiments. All of
these compete for scarce resources.
Without an increase in Army TOA, we
will continue to be forced to make hard
choices in the future.

Conclusion
Today's modernization is tomorrow's
readiness. Our goal is to maintain balance among the Army's competencies,
achieve the objectives of Joint Vision
2010 and Army Vision 2010, and follow
the Army modernization investment
strategy. Without adequate mode.rnization funding, we risk sending our soldiers into an uncenain future without
the technological edge necessary for
them to accompUsh their mission and
return home safely.
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Acquisition Reform ...
"

A-MART:
ARMY
SHOPPING
ONLINE

l

,

Jodi Santamaria
I call upon all Internet usersboth in government and In tbe
private sector-to join me III
seeking global consensus .", so
that we may enter tbe new
millennium ready to reap the
benefits
of the
emerging
electronic age of commerce.
-Wtlliam J. Clinton
President
United States of
America

e tablishment of a DOD Electronic MaU
(E-Mail) to empower our buyers to
make decisions and facilitate online
ordering and purchasing with a
government purchase card. Buyers can
focu their resources on their priorities,
such as modernization, while the
experri e of contractmg personnel can
be focused on providing value-added
support to our ultimate customer, the
soldier.

Introduction
Thi excerpt was taken from the
pre ident's message to Jnternet users
on july 7, 1997 and underscores the
ongoing acquisition reform movement
in the Department of Defense (DOD).
On May 21, 1997, Dr. john j. Hamre,
Deputy Secretary of Defen e, issued
Management Reform Memorandum #2
directing DOD to "undertake a
revolution in busine s practices in
conjunction with the Quadrennial
Defense Review."
The mandate
stipulates that DOD adopt a paperless
contracting proce s by jan. 1, 2000. It
was followed by an addendum
directing a completely paperless
acquisition process by 2002, and
requesting support from the logistics
community.
To achieve these goals, the Services
have initiated paperless project to
addre s the different contracting
processes. One such iJUtiative is the
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A-Mart is
the Army's door
to the DOD E-Mail
and is a critical part
of the Army's vision
for acquiring supplies
and services
that are necessary
to support
Army Vision 2010
and Force XXI.

DOD E-Mall
To aid in the implementation of the
paperfree contracting Defense reform
initiative, the Army is partidpatmg with
its sister Service, agencies, and the
joint Electronic Commerce Program ~
Office in constructing the DOD E-Mall.
E-Mall shoppers will be able to browse
through the Commodities Corridor.
sponsored by the Defense Logistics
Agency (DLA) to find DLA inventory
items, products available through the
Army Tank-automotive and Armaments
Command' Direct Vendor Delivery
System, items made under Federal
Prison Industries Corporate Contract~.
with the Army CommunicationsElectronics Command (CECOM), or clotb..ing from the Defense Supply
Center
Philadelphia's Automated ~
ystem of Catalogs and Orders for "Textiles.
Ln addition, shoppers can
search for information technology~
products in the Information Technology
OT) Corridor run by d,e Navy, induding
the joint Technical Architecture-Army",+
compliant IT products offered by the
A.rmy Small Computer Program"
(http://pmscp.moomouth.army.mill.
hoppers seeking services or con-··
srruction information can review lists of
services and con truction contracts in
the
Services
and
Construction,_
Corridors buill by the Army in
partner hip widl the Air Force.
~
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A-Mart
Electronic malls and catalogs
are an excellent way for us to
take full adlJamage of the
efficiency offered by electronic
commerce technologies, while
prOlJiding better and faster
acquisition support for (he
wa/fighter:
-COL Bill Phillips

Director, Information
Management and
Assessment, Office of
tile Deputy Assistant
Secretary of ti,e Army
for Procurement

I'

A-Man is the Army' door to the DOD
, E-MaU and i a critical pan of the Army's
vision for acquiring supplies and
elvice that are necessary to support
Army Vision 2010 and Force XXI.
1..- TedlJlically, it is the front page for Army
u ers of the E-Mail. It contains the
~ search engine for the Service and
_ Con truction Corridors, as well as links
to the corridors for commodities, IT
product , health products, and office
products.
A-Mart makes use of cutting-edge
commercial web technology by
providing acce s to governmentawarded indefinite delivery contracts,
blanket purchase agreements, and
• vendor catalogs in an online, paperle s
medium. Army u ers worldwide can
conduct market research quickly and
... easily by brow ing among products and
comparing features and prices. Buyers
... can initiate electronic order processing
and payment with their government
• purchase card throughout the E-Mall.
or ia a traditional DOD Milirary
~
tandard Requisitioning and Issue
.. Procedure
requisition
in
the
Commodities Corridor.
Real-time
.., tatus of the order can then be tracked
online.
- Although
the initial operating
.. capability for the DOD E·Mall is
targeted for the end of the second
_~.rquarter FY99, A-Marl became fully
operational during the first quarter of
~

FY99.

.. Benefits
_

-

The Army is committed to
building Cl more versatfle,
deployable, and powerful 21st
century force.
... Only hy
enhancing current equipment
with advanced technology and
Marclr-Apri11999

Access to A-Mart
is access to
competition and
real-time pricing.
It provides users
with multiple
choices of
suppliers and
a source of
information
on available
products
and services.

providing high-quality soldiers
wilh state-ofthe-art weapons
systems can the Army build a full
spectrum force capable of
fulfilling America's security
needs well into the next century.
-Army Posture
Statement

The Army is also i mprOlJing its
informalion injraslrllcl ure at
installations with advanced
cOlnnlunications, which increas-

es total asset visibility and
logistical efficiency and allows
(he Army to manage distribution
from factory to foxhole.
-Army Posture
StatClnent
(FY98)

A-Mart
help
produce
better
decisionmakers who can then place
orders from existing COntracts and
under existing agreements, thereby
drastically reducing the administrative
costs of issuing new contract.
Decisionmakers can refer to the realtime, online order status to update
their readiness po ture. To ensure
responsiveness 10 users, tl1e DOD
E-MaU will incorporate links to Army
supply systems.
Most important, howe er, is a
reduction in cyde time. By hortening
acqui ition lead time and ordering
items from government stock, soldier
will receive products and services faster
than ever before.

Conclusion
Soldiers are our Anny. A-Mart is a way
empower our Army with the tools
neces ary to sustain our forces and
meet the challenges of the future.
Register today at hrtp://armysarda.
elpress.com.
10

(FY98)
In addition

to its commitnlent "to

building a more versatile, deployable,
and powerful 21st century force," the
Army is commined to providing the
tools nece sary t<;> sustain that force .
We must use technology to be effective
and efficient.
oldier need acce s to
the latest technology, as well as a mean
by which to acquire it rapidly.
A·Mart increases visibility into what
contmct vehicles currently exist and
gives decisionmaking authority to the
buyer.
With this lOol, users can
leverage the purd1asing power of the
Army and that of DOD to ensure that
they are getting tbe best prices for the
items and services they need. Access to
A-Man i acces to competition and
r al-time pricing. lt provides users with
multiple choices of suppliers and a
source of information on available
products and services.

JODi SANTAMARiA is a Contract
Specialist with the CECOM
Acquisition Center and is cunently
on a yearlong developmental
assignment at HQDA in the
Paperless Contracting Program
Managemenl Office, Office of the
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the
Army (Procurement). Sbe is also
tbe Project Leader for A-Mart and
the Army's Single Face 10 industl}1
for new business opportunities.
For more information 0/7 A-Mart,
conlact ber bye-mail at
santa@sarda.army.mil.
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THE BATTLEFIELD
INTEROPERABILITY PROGRAM:
A UNIQUE INITIATIVE
TO RESOLVE
MULTINATIONAL
INTEROPERABILITY
PROBLEMS
Introduction
With the growing involvement of U.S.
forces in multinational coalition
operatiOns, interoperability among the
participating nations' command and
control (C2) systems is crucial to
mission success. Both technical and
operational
incompatibilities
hav
hindered imeroperability among national
C2 systems. Incompatibilities include
different C2 system hardware and
software, message sets and formats,
communication protocols, operational
procedures, and military conceptS and
prinCiples.
Additionally,
different
languages and cultural attitudes further
complicate
interoperability
among
multinational forces. Even when the
infonnation in a message from one nation
is transmitted, convened and translated
into an equivalent message set used by
another nation, significant concerns still
remain. For example, has the receiving
nation "fully understood" the tactical
intent of the sending nation's me sage
and will the receiving nation's response
be in accordance with the expectations of
the sending nation's operationai doctrine?
ThiS is a critical point because the
operational doctrine implemented by
nations is different and, thus, could
potentially produce different resultS for
the same set of orders. For that reason, it
is
extremely important tllat in
multinational operations, the tactical
intent of the information exchange
among nations is correctly conveyed and
understood.
To resolve these interoperability

-
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Dr. Dirk R. Klose,
Gunther Kainz, and
Hobbie Negaran
problems, the U.S. Army Communica·
tions-Electronics. Command (CECOM)
Research, Development and Engineering
Center's Command and Control
Direcwrate (C2D) , together with the
Army Digitization Office and the Mounted
Maneuver Battlespace Lab (MMBL) at Fort
Knox, initiated the Battlefield Interoperability Program (BIP) in 1994 with
the Federal Republic of Germany. France
joined the BIP initiative later that year, and
the United Kingdom was admitted in
1996. The goal of the BLP was to develop
and demonstrate a capability that
permitted the partiCipating nations' C2
systems to interoperate seamlessly. A
fundamental tenet of the BLP was to
demonstrate this interoperabiJity using
the national C2 systems, radios, protocols,
message sets, languages, etc., of the
participants. The BlP focused on evolving
digitized battalion- and regimentlevel C2 systems: for France, the
Systeme d'Information Regimentaire; for
Germany, the Gefechtsfeld Fuehrungs
System; for the United Kingdom, the
BOWMAN C2 System; and for the United
States, tbe Force Battle Command
Battalion and Below/Applique/Maneuver
Control System.

The Technical Solution

-.
i

....

The CECOM C2D technical team, under
the leadership of Dr. Dirk Klose, the U.S. ~
BLP Program Manager, was responsible for
all technical aspects of the BlP, including
the design, implementation and testing of
the required technical solution. Togetller
with MMBL personnel at Fort Knox, the
CECOM technical team selected and
defined the message text formatS used by ~
the United States and also supported all
technical aspects of the fmal field'
experinlent.
The MMBL, representing the user, was
responsible for the operational, tactical ...
and procedural aspects of the BlP
Working with the C2D technical teanl, ...
MMBL researchers defined the common
BLP messages and determined the
information exchange requirementS. They
designed
and
implemented
the
operationai scenarios and vignett and ..
conducted all operational aspects of the
field experiment, including aIJ data
collection and analysis. Additionally, they _
provided the military personnel required
for tile field experiment.
The basic concept for the technical
solution for the BlP was to agree on a ~
Local Area Network (IAN) witb
commercial standards as the common
communication interface, and to execute ~
the radio portion of the BIP using each
nations' own radios with their respective protocols. Each nation mapped its
respective radio protocols to the commo • -!AN protocol. Each nation wa ;
responsible for implementing and testing
its own technical interface for its ...
Marcll-Apri/1999
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and
System Management
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Figure 1.
U.S. MEl architecture.
representations between several message
and data formats. The MEl software
parsed incoming BIP message headers
received, for example, by the Uniled
States, via the Single Channel Ground and
Airborne Radio System (SINCGARS). The
MEl then translated the message content
of the sending nation into the appropriate
Uniled States Message Text Format or
variable Message Forma[, which could be
understood and displayed by the U.S.
MCS. Thus the MEl, together with the
respective radio (see Figure 2), erved as
an intelligenl galeway translating data
formats, message formats and languages
among the four national C2 systems.

r pective national radio. This was
accomplished througlJ a series of joint
technical tests designed to incrementally
build, test, and validate the necessary
hardware and software. Using this
common test methodology, the four
nations implemented and tested the
~ reqUired technical solution among their
respective C2 systems. The initial series of
~ tests took place in a simulated operational
environment using the Internet to link dle
- four national C2 systems.
The implemented technical solution,
called a Me sage Exchange Interface
(MEl) (see Figure 1), automatically
converted and translated information
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Three basic configurations were used
during the BIP technical tests and the field
experiment: centralized, decentralized,
and hybrid. Each configuration tested the
technical stability of the hardware and
software associated with messageexchange capabilities for each of the four
national participants. Each configuration
contributed certain operational and
technical merits.
Each nation was responsible for
implementing irs own MEl. Additionally,
each nation integrated irs MEl into its
respective tactical operations center
(fOC) vehicle and also into a second
vehicle as determined by the BIP
configurations. This IWO-vehicle implementation led to the distinction of a "TOC
MEl" and a "remote MEl."
The TOC MEl imerfaced to its
corresponding national C2 system. The
remote MEl was responsible for routing
messages to or from irs TOC MEl. The
permutations of the differem communication paths (IAN or radio) between the
national remote MEls and between a
remote MEl and its TOC MEl generally
defined the BIP configurations.
The centralized configuration is
characterized by the clustered position of
d'e nations' MEl vehicles housing the
MEl and national radios. These MEl

Remote Procedure Call
System Improvement Program (wiUt Interface etwork
Controller)
Tran mission Contro. ProlocoJ!lntemet Protocol
Transmit Data Request

Figure 2.
MEl radio interface.
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The BIP demonstrated
close and constructive teamwork
among government and military personnel
and civilian contractors
residing in different nations
to successfully execute
a major effort.
vehicles are connected with the conunon
MEr lAN and are communicating with
their national TOCs via their own
national radios.
In the decentralized configuration, one
nation provides the MEl and n.~tional
radio installed in a vehicle for use by the
other participating nations. TI,e provided
vehicles are connected to d,e participating
nations via the common MEllAN and use
the prOvided radios to communicate
among themselves and widl the TOC of
the providing nation.
In the hybrid configuration, ti,e
centralized configuration i modified uch
that one nation'
MEl and radio
communicate not only with its TOC, but
also with an additional MEl and radio,
which then communicate with lUlOti,er
nation's MEl via the common MEr IAN.
lbese configurations as ume that each
nation's TOC is eqUipped with the
common ME! tAN interface and must
atL~ch at least one MEl vehicle to serve as
a gateway. To be fully mobile, the
decentralized configuration hould be
u ed with the other nations' TO s
capable of integrating ti,e providing
nations' communication equipment.

The BIP Field Experiment
The field experiment. code named
Concordia 97, was hosted by Germany
md held at ti,e General FellgiebeJ Kaseme,
Poecking, Gemlmy, a German army signal
school, from Oct. 27-Nov. 2], 1997.
111 purpose ofthe field experiment was
to validate the BIP t chnical solution in a
realistic op rational deployment. By
mutual agreement, only tile nllUleuver
battalion/regimental C2 systems of each
nation participated. In the field
experiment, BIP nations evaluated md
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demonstrat d SIP roes age exchmge in a
series of realistic scenarios and vignettes,
alternately using the d1ree different BIP
MEl configurations to exchange message
among the four participating nations.
To ev-aluate tile success and quality of
BlP infoffilation exchange, data collection
teams were established by each nation
and centrally coordinated. Following an
established data collection plan and
procedure, me sage data were collected
md analyzed during and after tile
experiment. everal different measures of
effectiveness and measure of perfOffilance were used to asse and evaluate tbe
mess.~ge exchange.
The analysis of ti,e experiment data
demonstrated extremely positive results.
Of tile 1,070 message sent, 960 were
uccessfully received by the addre see. Of
those received, tile receipt and
understanding rate varied from 88
percent to ]()() percent, witil a norm
above 90 percent. Of tile messages not
received, 7.4 percent were attributed to
sending system errors and the otiler 4.2
percent were attributed to receiving
system errors. Additional analysi
indicated that d,e error rate in
tnUlsmission and reception declined witil
time, indicating a user learning curve
during tile course of the field experiment.
As a result of tile success of the BIP md
tile field demonstration, the interopembUity capabilities developed are
being cran itioned to the Program
Man.~ger, Army Tactical Command and
Control System. Fielding is scheduled for
tile 1999-2000 timeframe. Additionally, a
proposal bas been maderor a follow-on
Command
aod
Control
Systems
InteroperabiLity Program Advanced
Concept Technology Demonstmtion,

building on tile foundations est"lblished
by the BIP. The demon tration would be
initiated and managed by the Program
Executive Office, Command, Control, and
Communication Systems.

Summary
'Ibe BIP was successful in demonstrating !
d,al mess.~ges in different fonnats can be
transmitted to other nations in a common
romlat and in IlUlguage understood by
every partidpating nation. Additionally, tile
BIP nations used tileir own national C2
syst.ems and mdios withou t any restrictions
or limitations. 'The BlP was executed in an
exceptionally shorr timespan from
conception to implementation to
functional verification. n,e BI.P used tile
Internet for initial technical tests md to L
coordinate and manage tile overall
progrdJl1. 11,e BIP demolli;tJ<ued close md
constructive teamwork among govern-\ment lUld military personnel and civilian
contractors residing in different nations to
successfully execute a major effort. Uistiy,
the BIP provided an impctu for the NATO ~
Armament Group . La.nd Group 1 to
expand its s<:ope and focus its efforts on
incorpomting tile results of the BIP in
NATO,
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ACTIVE
NOISE
REDUCTION
AND
NONLINEAR EARPLUGS
IMPJROVE
COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS
Georges R. Garinther,
Alan Dorney, and
B. Wayne Anderson
On modem day battlefieLds, soldiers and
their equipment are confronted with
many obstacles, but one of the most
I" potentially dang rous is simple noise.
Combined with the vast array of
battlefield ounds, the deep roar of highpowered annored vehicles and aircraft
can significantly inrerfere with verbal
.. communications between crewmembers
.. and contribute to hearing loss. Without
the abilJry to hear communications clearly,
• commanders and their crews are put in
great danger. Studies have shown that
poor communications increase fatigue,
reduce alertness, decrease combat
~ performance and, rno t imPOrtantly,
.. contribute to the loss of life and
equipment.
Attempting to improve communications
in battlefield vehides, Georges Garinther
I"
and Wayne Anderson, researchers in the
i-I {Human Research and Engineering
Directorate (HRED) at Aberdeen Proving
Ii>' Ground, along with the Bose Corp., have
been evaluating a technology known as
- active noise reduction (ANR). As part of
the new Vehicular Intercommunication
ystem (VIS), ANR adds an important new
...... dimension that improves hearing
protection and provides greater speech
.. intelligibiliry in combat vehicles. The ANR
electronics, installed in the tanker helmet,
, generate out-ofcphase "anrinoise" at low
~

1\,.,.....;,M.;..ar_c_h_-A..lp_n_·,_l_999
__

frequencies that reduce noise at the ear by
up to 13 decibels (dB) more tllan the
passive attenuation of the helmet.
The VlS ranker helmet reduces noise of
the Bradley Fighting Vehide from 115 dB
in the crew area to 83 dB at tlle ear. The
DH 132 helmet only reduces noise at the
ear to 100 dB. Tbe Army Surgeon
General' limit is 85 dB at the ear. 'Iliis is
a dmmatic improvement over conventional upassive" hearing protectors that

primarily block out high.frequency noise.
Conventional
hearing
protectors
provide passive attenuation of only 10 to
This
15 dB at low frequenCies.
attenuation is not sufficient to reduce the
characteristic low·frequency sound of
aircraft, :trmored vehicles and mher
background rumble to acceptable levels.
By using ANR to electronically c.lt1ce!
some of the noise in the low-frequency
range, soldiers can greatly improve their
hearing
protection
and
speech
intelligibiliry.
Studies of the VIS using
R have shown
an overall noise reduction of 30 dB
compared to only 15 dB for conventional
passive helmets. This 15-dB improvemenr
increases the allowable exposure time in
the Brddley Fighting Vehicle from 20
minutes per day to 12 hours per day. [n
addition, speech intelligibiliry scores of 89
percent can now be achieved in the

115-dB Bradley noise environment
compared to 68 percent using the
conventional helmet. ANR also reduces
voice levels at the ear and helps prevent
auditory damage caused by high voice
levels. In addition to ANR, the VIS helmet
includes digital circuitry, improved
electrical shielding, and a voice·activated
lip microphone.
The Army began fielding VIS in 1996,
electing the MIAI as the first armored
vehicle to receive it. Since tllat time, VIS
has been added to dIe Bradley Fighting
Vehicle,
the M109 self·propelled
Howitzer, and to otller vehicles. The VlS
was tl,e first large fielding of any military
communications system in the world that
included headsets with ANR.
Recently, the authors demonstrat.ed this
technology to aviation commanders to
solicit their feedback regarding potential
retrofits in existing aircraft and inclusion
in new systems such as the Comanche and
Virtual Cockpit Optimization Program.
The combination of ANR and three·
dimensional auditory virtual reality bas
the potential to significantly increase pilot
performance and effectiveness.
Garinther has also been working with
French researchers at the Institute of Saint
Loui on the development of a nonlinear
earplug.
This new device would
d.ramat.ically reduce hearing loss and
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improve speech intelligibility among
soldiers shooting rilles, mortarS, anillery,
and other impulse-producing weapons.
Since these personnel do not u e
electronic headsets equipped with ANR,
they need a imple mechanical device to
improve their hearing.
Although the concept of a nonlinear
earplug is not new, this technology has
been vastly improved so that voice
commands can now be heard while the
earplug provide excellent protection
against high-level impulse noise ranging
from 140 to 190 dB. This new earplug has
been constructed with a small plastic filter
irtserted in the middle of the plug. The
filter is a drum·like device, haped like a
small rube, with a small hole of precise
length and diameter in each end. This
allows the particle motion of low-level
sounds (speech, infiltration sounds, etc.)
to enter the ear through the sma.ll hole,
while creating turbulence that blocks the
passage of high-level impulse noise.
During the past 2 years, Garinther has
been involved in testing this device with
French soldiers firing the FAMAS
(equivalent to the M-l6) ata french Army
post at Nimes and frring mortars at
Canjuers, France. In both tests, fewer
errors and misunderstandings of
commands were made when wearing the
nonlinear earplug in comparison to the
standard earplug. Communication errors
decreased approximately 7; percent while
hearing protection nearly equaled the
standard earplug.
Testing in HREO's Hostile Environment
Simulator showed that the nonlinear
earplug lacked effectiveness in the highIeve! steady-state noise range (11; dB),
such as that produced by armored
vehicles. Therefore, it would be necessary
to also provide soldiers with standard
earplugs for operations in these
environments. Since two typeS ofearplugs
could create a burden on the inilividual,
two configurations of a nonlinear plug are
being considered. A valve capable of
closing the drum-like tube inside the
nonlinear earplug i being studied. A
reversible earplug with a nonlinear plug
on one end and a standard earplug on the
other end is also being evaluated.
During d,e development of this new
device, HRED has kept the Army medical
community aware of irs testing and
progress. Garinther suggests that the U.S.
Army consider using this nonlinear
earplug. Just like ANR, this earplug
provides a dramatic reduction in hearing
loss among soldiers, while allowing them
to hear voice commands and combatrelated sounds on the battlefield.
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An armored vehicle crewmember wearing a VIS helmet with active noise
reduction.
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electrical engineeringfrom Gannon
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Acoustical Society of America and
the Army Research Laboratory.
ALAN DORNEYis a Human Fac/ors
Engineer at the Human Research
and Engineering Directorate of the
Us. Army Research Laboratory. He

holds a B.s. degree in mecbanical
engineeringfrom lbejohns Hopkins
University and is a senior member of ~
Ihe American Society ofMechanical
Engineers.
B. WAmE ANDER ON is an j
Engineering Psychologist at the
CECOM Element of the Human
Research
and
Engineering
Directorate, u.s. Army Research
Laboratory. He holds an M.s. degree in experimental psychology from '"'
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The 1999 Army Acquisition Workforce (AAW)/Army
Acqui ition Corps (MC) Roadshow is well underway. 1
encourage you to consult the schedule in this section. of the
magazine to find out when it will be in your region. One of
the major areas of focus for this year's roadshow i the
importance of updating personnel files. The critical
components of your file are the Acqui ition Civilian Record
Brief (ACRB) for civilians, or the Officer Record Brief (ORB)
for militarx and the Individual Development Plan (lOP).
These components should be con tantly updated. They are
tools created for use by the AAW to certify their eligibility to
compete for career-enhancing opportunitie. The ACRB,
like the ORB, is an automated record that consolidates
personnel data, education, experience, certification level,
assignments, and training data. The lOP is an automated
document designed to reflect current and future training
requirements for a 5-year period. If the information on
your ACRB is not current, your ability to compete for
opportunities i restricted. If your IDI' is not current, and
is not certified and approved by your supervisor, your
training will not be authorized! The Mobile Acqui ition
Career Management Office is in place specifically to give
you the information needed to understand these important
records.
I also want to remind military Acquisition Workforce
members that under the Officer Personnel Management
System for the 21st Century (OPMS XXI), all acquisition
functional areas (FAs) will be managed under FA51. One
result of rhis change is that officers will be able to compete
for aLi acquisition leadership opportunities (program
management and acquisition command).
1 wane to take this opportunity to congratulate Materiel
Acqui ition Management Course graduates and the newly
accessed AAC members listed in this section of the magazine.
1 also refer you to the article that outlines statistics of the
Command and General Staff College selectees.
I hope to see you soon at a roadsbow near you, but don't
wait until then to contact the Acquisition Career
Management Office if you have a question about acquisition
career management. My office is always available to provide
information to assist you in advancing your acquisition
career goal . Our phone numbers can be found on the AAC
borne page at http://dacm.sarda.army.miljcontacts.
COL Edward Cerutti
Director
Acquisition Career
Management Office

Marcil-April 1999

Are career opportunities passing you by? Have you ever
applied for acqui ition courses or other training
opportunitie to keep you competitive but were not
selected? Do you know how the Army fills current and
future product and project manager (PM) positions?
Are you aware of the following:
• By FY01, acquisition officers will bold the designator
51Z, and FunctionalAreas 97 and 53 will be discontinued.
• What the Single Functional Initiative means to your
career.
• The Acquisition Civilian Record Brief (ACRB) is used by
Army selection boards to fill PM positions and to select
personnel for long-term training opportunities such as
Senior Service College and other career enhancement
opportunities.
• All your current and future training requirements must
now be listed in your Individual Development Plan (lDP)
and be approved by your supervisor before your training
will be processed.
• If your offiCial personnel file is not current, your career
in tbe Army Acquisition Workforce (AAW)/Army Acquisition
Corps (MC) could be impacted.
Would you like to know more? If you are a member of the
AAW. you are invited to attend the roadshow briefing
scheduled throughout the country this year.
Keith Charles, Deputy Director for Acquisition Career
Management, kicked off this year's roadshow Jan. 21, 1999,
at Fort Belvoir, VA. Charles discus ed the progress that the
Army acquisition community has made in the past, and
de cribed new initiatives for 1999.
The road hows will again be followed by a visit from the
Mobile Acquisition Career Management Office, a team of
experts from the Acquisition Career Management Office.
The team is prepared to provide assistance to AAW
members, including help with updating your ACRBs and
lOPs.
Following the January kickoff in the ational Capitol
Region, the Road how visited the U.S. Army Simulation
Training and Instrumentation Command, Orlando, FL,
Feb. 9-11. The remaining schedule is a follows:
Army Forces Command, AtLanta, GA
April 15-16
Fort MonroeIFort Lee/Fort Eustis
April 28-29
Fort Monmouth, ]
May 3-5
Picatinny Arsenal, NJ
May 4-6
Fort Bragg, NC
May 19-20
Rock Island, IL
June 8-9
Warren, MI
June 15-16
Europe (Germany)
July 10-14
England
July 12-13
atick MA
Aug. 10-12
Huntsville, Ai
Aug. 24-25
Edgewood/Aberdeen Proving Ground
Sept. 14-17
YUma, AZ
Oct. 5-6
Fort Huachuca, AZ
OCl. 6-8
Hawaii
OCt. 25-27
Don t miss the opportunity to hear first hand what the
AAC is doing to enhance your career opportunitie !
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ACMO Hosts Third Annual
Acquisition Career Management
Workshop
The Acquisition Career Management Office (ACMO) hosted
the third annual Army Acquisition Career Management
Workshop Nov: 30, 1998, through Dec. 3, 1998. The theme
of the workshop, "Soldier are our Customers," was
addressed in the three major componenrs of the workshop:
an Army Acquisition Corp (MC) update, leadership
experience workgroups, and discussions of operational
experience opportunities.
Preceding the formal opening of the workshop, Keith
Charles, the Anny's Deputy Director for Acquisition Career
Management, gave individual briefings to Acquisition Career
Management Advocates, Acquisition Workforce upport
pecialists, Competitive Development Group members, and
program management interns and their sponsors. Charles
discus ed program management as a career field, re ult of
the regional training initiative, and workloads of those
supporting the Anny Acquisition Workforce (AAW).
Charles also provided introductory remarks for the
workshop, and introduced COL Ed Cerutti, ACMO Director,
and Mary Thomas, ACMO Deputy Director. Thoma
provided an MC update by reviewing the evolving MC focu
during the last everal years. She stated that the MC vision
has remained constant, while the view of the vision has b en
expanded by progressive developments. Th MC focus
began with devising a vi ion, and is no, centered on
e tabli hing strategic goals to maximize each MW member'
potential, staying connected and relevant to the oldier and
helping the AAW take "early ownership" of their c~er
progression. Cerutti was called on to relate hi experience
with the leadership competencies (executive core
qualifications (ECQs» prescribed by the Office of Personnel
Management. He emphasized that the ability to lead change
has been crucial to success in three of his key assignments:
the AAC Reengineering Team; Commander, Defense Contract
Management Command Raytheon; and ACMO Dir ctor.
Charles foUowed Cerutti with do ing comments, assUring
the anendee that wbat they do early in their career counts
and encouraging them to take the opportunity to lead.
Charles then introduced Stephen French, Director of
Personnel, United Kingdom Ministry of Defence. French is
the team leader for th Smart Procurement Implementation
ub Team of Personnel and Training. He noted the similar
dlallenges faced by the United Kingdom and the U.. Army
to improve their acquisition proce ses. French stated that
acquisition career management work mu t support the goals
of the armed forces if it is to be of value. Similar to the Army
acquisition career management changes implemented as a
result of the Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement
Act, the United Kingdom is r ponding to reconunendation
from a Strategic Defence Review. Frenm identified initiatives
uch as the Integrated Product Team (IPT) concept, clear
identification and knowledge of the cu tomer, tr anilining
the acquisition approval proces, and encouraging
commonality He also emphasized the need for cultural
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mange and improving the range of taff quality acros career
fields. Uke Charle, French stressed that acquisition
professional cannot be afraid to lead mange, stating that "a
sen ible idea always Hnd its time." He do ed by providing
a list of accomplishments to date and goal for 1999 that
include development of a dear personnel model; increased
awarenes training for acquisition personnel; IPT training;
and establishment of mentors and coache , and other
developmental experiences.
Following French, Barry Berglund from the Center for
Creative I.eadership offered a presentation entitled
"Learning From Your Own Lesson of Experience..:
Berglund noted that effecth'e leaders enable others to ream
their potential, and stressed the importance of managing
one' own career. As such, he recommended that
individuals choo e their career path, prevent "derailment,"
and use their strengths to overcome failures. Berglund
provided several criteria on the qualities of leaders, key
reasons for a leader's derailment, and a di cussion of other
re earch on leadership success and failure. Berglund's
presentation preceded the workshops, whidl were designed
to idcntil)' key experiences contributing to the development
ofE Qs.
All attendees were assigned to workgroups led by
facilitators. The goal of each workgroup was to make a list
ofgeneral experiences that would contribute to a given ECQ
(leading dlange, leading peopl , results driven, business
acumen, and building coalitions/communication). The
follomng day; workgroup were organized by career field
and tasked with generating a list of specific experiences
within their fields that would contribute to eadl ECQ. The
results of eam group were reported on the final day of the
workshop.
The third component of the workshop, operational
experience opportunitie , was conducted in a panel format. '
Various peakers presented information on current
operational experience opportunitie and an wered
que tions from the audience. These opportunities can be
found in the updated training catalog online at
bttp://dacm.sarda.army.mil/careerdevelopment.
The workshop was deemed a succe s because of the •
unique opportunity for acquisition professional from a
variety of career fields and organizations and with varying
levels of experience to hare their thoughts. The topi
•
pr ented in the workshop were highly informative, and
attendee left with infonnation they can hare with coworkers ubordinates or supervi ors.

Attention All
Army Acquisition Corps Members
The Acqui ition Career Management Office requests
that all MC members contact their Functional Acquisition
peciali t (FAS) as soon as possible to update or provide
their e-rnall addresses. To identify your FAS, consult the
contact ection of the Army Acquisition Corps home page
at .bttp;//dacm.sarda.army..m.il. E·mail is becoming the
pnmary means for communicating with the AcqUisition
Workforce, and we want to be sure you get the
infonnation you need!
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MAM Course Now Includes
Modeling And Simulation
Instruction
Private indu try is increasing its use of modeling and
simulation (M&S) in product design and manufacturing.
imultaneously, Defense and Army policymakers have
embmced M&S as a valuable tool for new a.cquisition
programs. To reflect sucb widespread adoption of this tool,
the Army logistics Management College bas added M&S
in trUction to its Materiel Acquisition Management (MAM)
Course curriculum.
Today, the Army encoumges the widest use of M&S in new
acquisition progmms. Any office may incorporate M&S in
determi11ing program requirements, developing d,reat
scenarios, designing software and hardware, conducting
component and system te ting, and in production.
The potential benefits of M&S indude ensuring realistic
threat scenarios, saving time and money throughout the
program, and gaining more confidence from test results.
During this era of funding and personnel shonage , along
with rapidly changing tecbnology, potential benefits of M&S
should be considered in every program.
Members of the Army Model and Simulation Office are
providing instructional assistance.
Their website is
www.amso.army.IDi.I.

30 Graduate From MAM Course
Thirty students graduated in December 1998 from the
Materiel AcqUisition Management (MAM) Course, Class 99001, beld at the .S. Army Logistics Management College,
Fort Lee, VA. The graduates included one allied officer from
Greece. The Distinguished Graduate Award was presented to
• MAj joseph M. Taylor, assigned to the Florida In tirute of
Technology, Fort Lee VA.
The 7-week MAM Course provides a broad knowledge of the
materiel acquisition process.
Course areas include
acquisition concepts and policies; re earch, development,
test and evaluation; financial and cost management;
integrated logistic support; force modernization; producrion
management; and coo tract management. Empha is i on
developing midlevel managers who can effectively participate
in the management of the acquisition process.
Researcll and development, testing, contracting,
requirements generation, logi ticS, and production
management are examples of the materiel acquisition work
assignments offered to these graduates.
MAM Graduates
Allen, Steven L.
Bodrick, Morris L.
.' Brandenburg, john
Buhl, Harold A. Jr.
Burnet, Patrick A.
Card, Ro e K.
Chinowsky, Lary E.
Daile}l Jamie J.
Delaney, James P.
Dupont, Joseph P.
Eggen, Jobn M.
Faieta, Phillip J.
Field, William E.
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Franks, Gregory e.
Haines, Allen L.
Hossaci4 Timothy C.
jackson, Alfred E.
Kim, Yu Shik
KoIUhoff, Joy .
Kranjc, Joze{
Orange, Terry M.
Pace, Ronald R.
Peterson, Samuel L.
Redfield, Daniel W. Jr.
Riley, Donald D.
Smith, Mark A.
Soefer, Harvey G.
Swisher, Eugene F.
Taylor, joseph M.
Tisdale, Steven R.

PERSCOM Notes

Results Of The PERSCOM
Acquisition Candidate
Accession Board
The annual .. Total Army Personnel Command (PERSCOM)
Acquisition Candidate Accession Board (PACAB) was held
Dec. 1-4, 1998, to review the personnel records of officers
from Year Group (YG) 92 and earlier for accession into the
Army Acquisition Corps (MG). The board reviewed 116
records from YG92 and 59 record from YG91 and earLier. The
PAGAn recommended 94 officers from YG92 and 56 officers
from YG91 and earlier for acce sian into the Me.
The Director of the Officer Personnel Management
Directorale approved the recommendation of the PACAB, and
the following officers were accessed into the MC from the YGs
indicated. All officers are captains unless marked with an
asterisk (*), which indicates the officer is a major.
Basic
Year
Branch
Grouo
~
Anderson, lisa L.
AG
92
Bailey, Michelle M.
AV
91
Baker, ShelWood P. II
Ml
92
Ml
92
Barker, Wayne E.
'Barmclough, Brett A.
LN
86
Bassen, Thomas C.
TC
92
Bentzel, Thomas F.
AR
92
AV
92
Blomquisl, Micllael D.
Bristol, David P.
AV
91
Britt, Arthur L.
MI
91
Buonamia, ViClOr L.
00
91
00
92
Burdene, Brian L.
Cahill, Michael S.
Ml
92
Carter, Don C.
CM
92
C1ady, john E. II
AV
89
Clark, Sleven B.
AV
92
Cleveland. Gregory ).
FA
92
00
92
Ciomera, Arthur B.
MI
92
Coile, Gregory H.
Collins, Roben M.
SC
92
Conaway, rephen J.
AD
92
Coombs, john L.
CM
92
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Cooper, Willie J. Jr.
Creech, Gregory S.
Davidson, Paul G.
-Dennis, Michael L.
Dilullo, Jeffrey J.
Dimant, Gal
Duchemin, Edgar R.
Evans, Mark M.
Fischer, William D.
Foster, Michael E. Sr.
Furber, Daniel L
Gacdunia, Craig R.
Geisbert, Kevin L.
Gray, Mich:el G.
Greig, Scot William
*Grigsby; Robert E.
Grosenheider, Susan M.
Grzybowski, Gregory H.
Hackett, Christine A.
Hagenston, Marty G.
Harmon, Eene t . Jr.
H"rp, Daryl M.
Harris, Terrece B.
Hawkins, Jon
Heck, Jo eph D. Jr.
Hilton, William M.
*Himiak, Justin A.
Hollis, Fredrick C.
Homan, Larry L
*Howell, John P
Hudson, Chri topher S.
Huff, Michael A.
Hughes, Frederick]. IV
Humer, Michael D.
Iglesiascruz, Gregorio
Jennings, Marvin R.
Jeter, William G.
Johnson, Mark A.
King, Federica L.
Knight, Jeffrey T.
Kreun, David R.
Landry, Paul D.
Larkin, Kevin L
Lauro, Paul M.
Lee, William E. JIJ
Limberg, David G.
Lind, Susan M.
MacCready, Howard V.
MacFarlane, Bruce A.
Mallory, David S. Jr.
Martinez, Raben A.
Matlock, John W Jr.
Matthews, John C.
May; Charles H.
McCaa, Ramona M.
McGurk, Michael K.
McNalr, Lonnie]. Jr.
McNair, Roben L Jr.
McRae, Timothy R.
Mentzer, Rodney A.
Miceli, Roben J.
Micklewright, cott D.
Miller, Laney D.
Milner, Michael W
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IN
MI
SC
AV
I

AR
SC
AR
TC
FA
FA
QM
AR

AV
IN
AV
AD

MI
aD
MJ
MI
SC
MJ

MI
FA
AV
IN
AG
AV

00
Ml
AD

QM
CM
QM
MI

AV
AR

AG
AR
MJ

00
FA
EN
FA
AV
AV
MI

AV
E
AV
IN
AV
EN
MI
MJ
AD

FA
MI
FA
AG
aD
IN

AR

92
88
92
85
91
5t2
92
92
89
92
92
92
92
92
92
88
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
91
92
92
87
92
90
87
92
88
92
91
92
91
91
92
92
88
91
92
92
92
92
92
90
90
92
92
92
89
89
91
91
92
92
89
92
88
92
92
90
91

Morris Stephen S.
Moses, Kathaleen D.
Muhammad, Hakeem A.
Myers, Vernon L.
Myles, Robert W Jr.
athan, lloyd M. Sr.
euwirth, Joseph P.
Nieto, Edward D.
Noe, Steven M.
Odurn, Marcus J.
Okeefe, Dewander L.
Oneill, John B.
Overbey; Gerard J.
Padilla, George
Pearson, Wtlliam E. Jr.
Perry, Christopher D.
Powell, Shawn B.
Raines, Jane M.
Rannow Eric C.
Ravenell, Craig M.
Reddick, Jeffrey E.
Rickey, Jon K.
Rivera, Erwin
Roberson, Aaron D.
Robinson, Kelvin L
Rodriguez, Michael L
Ross, Pete A.
Ryder, Ronald L
Satterfield, Anthon)' JSeay, Arnold
Shadrick, Keith D.
Sherrill, Tommie L.
Shuler, Paul D.
Sieber. Anthony J.
kinner, Jame T.
Smalls, Douglas E.
Smallwood, Phillip E.
-Smith, James H.
Smith,Je eW
Smith, Raben S.
Stewart, Joyce B.
Stone, Daniel L
* weat, Kenneth F.
Tasca, Adam R.
Taylor, Michael W
Theall, Debora L
Thome James M.
Thorpe, con
Thorsrud, Derek R.
Topinka Tom T.
Tracy, Larry A. Jr.
Traxler, Michael E.
Vanriper, Steven G.
Vinson, Timothy].
Volkin, Ronald S.
Warren, Thomas Edward Jr.
Wilhide, Donald B.
Williams, Rodney V.
Wolons, David S.
Woodman, Richard F.
Worshim, Charles Ul
Yates, Emmen M.
Zachary, Bernard Jr.
Zbaeren, Willard G.

CM
AD
TC
I
iN

MI
IN

AD
aD
Ml
AG
AV

00
MP
AV
AV
AV
QM
FA
FA
MJ

IN

00
FA
QM
MI
AV
AV
AV
AD
QM
MJ

QM
AV
SC
MP
AV
I
Ml
MJ
MI

00
I
FA
IN
QM

00
AV
AV
C
AD

00
AV
AV
AV
AV
TC
QM
AV
SC
AD
IN

CM
SF

90
91
92
92
88
89
89
92
88
92
90
91
92
92
92
89
91
92
92
92
90
89
91
92
89
91
92
92
92
90
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

86
92
92
92
92
86
92
90
89
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
90
92
92
92
89
89
92
92
89
92
88
March-April 1999
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Army Acquisition Corps
FY98 Resident
Command And General Staff College
Selection Results
The FY98 Command and General Staff College Selection Board
results for Academic Year 99/00 were released on Dec. 17, 1998.
fifty-five Army Acquisition Corps (AAC) officers were elected for
resident attendance, and 39 MC officers were revalidated for
resident attendance. Shown below is statistical information on
the 55 officers selected for the first time by year group and
functional area.

STATISTICS FOR SELECTED OFFICERS
Year Group
85

No. Selected

86
88

8
21
22

89

1

.I11.1nctional Area
51

3

87

No. Selected

30

53
97

12

13

Year Group Command and General Staff CoUege Selection Status

Year
Group

Popula-

uon

Total to
Select

% Tmal
to

Select

Previous
Selected

FY98
Selection

Current
Total

To
Select

Current

FY99

Proj«ted"
FYOO

FY01

% Selected

Selection

Selection

Selection

0

0
0

Functional Area 51
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989""

83
64
66
55

1985
1986
1987
1988

27
18
21
33

1985
1986
1987
1988

32
20
29
27

42
32
33
28

50.6
50.0
50.0
50.9

41
26
16
1

1
5

12
11

42
31
28
12

0

100
96.9
84.8
42.9

1
4

0

11

100
88.9
81.8
41.2

0
1
2
6

0

1
2
10

0
0
3

0
0
0
1

0
1
3
7

100
90
80
50

0

0
0
1
1

0
0
0
1

1

5
16

0
1
4

0

1

1

Functional Area 53
51.9
50.0
52.4
51.5

13

16
10

50.0

IS

51.7
51.9

15
7
7
2

14

9
11

17

7
5
1

1
1
4
6

14
8
9
7

0

Functional Area 97

14

50.0

1
2
5

5

16
9
12
7

1
2
5

• The projected number of selections for FY99, FYOO, and FYOI are subject 10 change within the Total to Select ceilings.
•• Below Zone selects.
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NEWS BRIEFS

White Sands Hosts
Army's largest
Y2K Demonstration
Late last year at White Sands Missile Range, NM, tile Army
conducted what is believed to be its largest Y2K sensor-to-shooter
demonstration.
The exhibition proved that in the new
millennium, the AH-64A Apache, the AH-64D Longbow Apache,
and the OH-58D Kiowa Warrior will be able to designate, identi1Y
and attack targets with their missile systems and communicate with
the Advanced Field Artillery Tactical Data System (AFATOS) to
direct a Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS) attack.
"This clearly shows dlat we are ready to be deployed rapidly and that
we will be able to do our job," said Miriam F. Browning, the Director
for lnfOlmation Management, Office of the Director of Information
vsterns for Command, Control, Communications and Computers,
and the Y2K Coordinator for the Department of the Army.
To begin dle demon rration, teellnidans and soldiers moved all
system clocks abead to Dec. 31, 1999, ju t before the new year.
ext, the Apache, Longbow Apache and Kiowa Warrior each fired a
Hellfire missile at an armored target. The Kiowa Warrior, still in
1999, then fired an air-to-air Stinger missile at an aerial target. All
system clocks roDed over naturally to Jan. 1, 2000, and eacll aircraft
repeated the firing sequence. Finally, each aircraft crew transmitted
digital or voice commands for fire support to an AFATDS, whIch
passed the fire order to an MLRS battery. The MLRS crew then fired
six rockets at the target area identified by the aircraft.
"The real purpose of this denlOnsrration," said COL Craig
Madden, Commander, 4th Brigade, 4dl infumry Division, Fort
Hood, TIC, "was to prove to our soldiers that their equipment will
be ready after the year 2000 arrives."
Many Army organizations worked behind the scenes to ensure
the demonsrration was a uccess. The 4th Infuntry Division
provided the soldiers and most of the system used in the
demonsrration. Odler organizations that participated were the
Army Aviation and Missile Command (Kiowa w.uTIor and Stinger
missile); the Program Executive Office (PEO), Aviation (Apache and
Longbow Apache); and the PEO, Thctical Missiles (MlJlS and the
Hellfire missile) (all from Redstone Arsenal, AL); as weD as tile PEO,
Command, Control and Conullunications Systems (AFAIDS and
Single Channel Ground and Airborne Radio System), Fort
Monmouth, ~.

CASCOM
Acquisition liaison Office
Established
A new Acquisition Uaison Office (ALO) has been established at the
Combined Arms Support Command (CASCOM), Fort Lee, VA, as a
result of a memorandum of agreement between the Deputy Director
for Acquisition Career Management in the Office of the Assistant
Secretary of the Army for Research, Development and Acquisition
(OASARDA) and the Commanding General, CASCOM. "lhis small,
hybrid office is staffed by both CASCOM and the Army Acquisition
Executive upport Agency, including a dvilian chief, two lieutenant
colonels (Functional Areas 51 and 97) and a dvilian secretary.
Gordon L. Campbell, Chief of the ALO, serves in a dual-hatted
po ition. He represents the ASARDA, who is also the Army
Acquisition Executive. His principle responsibilities in this
position include the fonnulation and publication of doctrine
regarding the Army Acquisition Workforce. The purpose of the
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acquisition doctrine is to explain the missions, roles and function
of the Army Acquisition Corps during both wartime and
contingency-type operations.
Additionally, Campbell is the Prindpal Deputy to the CASCOM
Commanding General (CG) for Acquisition. 10 this capacity, he
serves as the CG's senior acquisition advisor with overall
responsibility for supervising the coordinated development of
acquisition and logistics doctrine, as well as acquisition and
logistics concepts, plans, polides, programs, systems, procedures,
and standards.
in summary, the new ALO is re ponsr.'l: to requirements of both
Army Acquisition Heform and the Revolution of Military Logistics.
The ultimate concern of the office is tracking the impact each area
has on the other so that acquisition and logistics docoine is clearly
and coherently melded to best support the warfigbter. Current
examples of proposed acquisition and logistics docttine include the
final draft of FM-100-1()"2, Contracting Support on the Battlefield;
the pending initial draft release of FM-100-xx, Contractors on the
Battlefield; as well as the implications of the recent white paper, An
ACLjuisiti.oll Concept for "Cradle to Grave" furtnersbips ll:iltb
Industry; and the work of the Project 912 study groups.
AcqUisition Uaison Office staff members and their e-mail
addresses are as follows:
Gordon L. Campbell, Principal Deputy to the CASCOM CG for
Acquisition, campbellg@lee-dns1.army.mil
LTC William R. Sarvay, Acquisition Liaison Officer,
sarvayw@lee-dnsl.army.mi1
LTC Thurston Van Hom, Acquisition Liaison Officer,
vanhomt@lee-dnsl_army.mil
Faye Hudson, Secretary, hudsonf@lee-dnsl.army.mil.

Supportability Engineering
Exchange Symposium
Call For Papers
A call for papers has been issued for proposed briefings at the
12t1l Annual Department of Defense Governmenr/lndustry
Supportability Engineering Exchange Symposium, June 16-18,
1999, in the parkman Auditorium, Redstone Arsenal, AL. All
industry and government personnel are invited to submit an
absrrace and a summary of a proposed briefing by April 16, 1999,
to Commander, USAMC Logistics Support Activity, ATfN: AMXJ..SAt, (Em rson McAfee), Sparkman Circle, Bldg. 5307, Redstone
Arsenal, AL 35898-7466; e-mail: em.cafee@logsa.army..mil; fax:
OS 645-9865 or (256) 955-9865.
Abstracts should be 50..75 words and describe a best practice or
lesson learned by your organization in process inlprovement of
inlplementing logistics engineering. If selected for presentation,
the ab tract will be placed online for prospective attendees to
review. Summaries should be 300-400 words long and describe
the proposed presentation.
The symposium will be hosted by the U.S. Army Materiel
Command (USAMC) Logistics Support Activity, and co-hosted by
the international Society of Logistics, Tenne e Valley Chapter.
An open forum format will allow participants from each of tile
Services, the Department of Defense (DOD) and odler federal
agencies, indusny, and allied nations to share ideas relating to best
practices, lessons learned, process improvements, and new
techniques in the logistics acquisition arena. in addition speakers
will provide insight regarding new and changing, higb-Ievel
DOD rvice policies.
To obtain any additional infonnation about the symposium,
contact Emerson McAfee at OS 645-9830 or (256) 955-9830.
Marcl.-April1999

NEWS BRIEFS

ATe Honors Ward
For Mechanical
Hand Grenade Launcher
John P. Ward, a Mechanical Engineering Technician at
Aberdeen Test Center (ATC) was recendy recognized for
'inventing a mechanical hand grenade launcher, for which
. he earned a patent. Ward, a lO-year Test Director assigned
co ATC's Firepower Core, was praised by ATC Commander
{;OL Andrew G. Ellis during a safety meeting. Ward said he
was simply trying to figure oue how to remotely throw a
stun hand grenade into an enclosed room. Although the
patent is in Ward's name, he assigned it to the Army.
Ward also received a congratulatory letter on his
accomplishments from MG Edward L. Andrews,
Commander of the Test and Evaluation Command. "This
·patem is a significant milestone in your career and is
recognition of your technical competence and innovation,"
Andrews said. "Your prestigious achievement reflects great
credit on you, ATC, and the Test and Evaluation Command."
Ward said his objective was CO provide a low-cose, safe,
·easy.to-operate, remote mechanical launching device that

reduces the chances of injuries or the effects of an
exploding grenade.
"Stun hand grenades are usually
thrown by hand into the target area, which is not ideal for
test purposes. If d,e person throwing the grenade is close
co the grenade explosion, the individual may be injured or
suffer the same effects as the intended target," Ward said.
"Before the invention, ATe used a focrure in the form of a
bombproof," Ward said, describing the "bombproof" as a
three-sided metal shield used co protect testers.
"It
obviously was too large to use for the test that I needed to
conduct."
The mechanical hand grenade launcher con ists of a metal
canister, plunger, plunger handle, internal spring and two
lanyards. The device also fits into a briefcase.

The preceding article was written by Lena Goodman,
Public Affairs Specialist at the u.s. Army Aberdeen Test Cenle';
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD.

LETTERS
Dear Sir,

Reference is made to the article 'fumy
Researchers Develop Fibrin Bandage" by
COL John R. Hess (page 49, ovemberDecember 1998, Army RD&A). This is a
very interesting development, bue the
length of the item did not provide much
depth into a subject that concerns all
soldiers and, in reality, all injured
persons worldwide. If the research
group has not considered other forms of
packaging, perhaps they should. Several
interesting methods are probably worth
investigating:
• Fibrin powder in a unit dose "shaker"
that could be sprinkled on a wound or
exi ting bandage (similar to the use of
Sulfa powder during the Korean War).
• Fibrin pa te (non-water based) in a
unit dose plastic tube d,at can be issued
as a supplement to d,e existing field
pressure dressing and applied to the
bandage inunediately prior to use.
• Fibrin paste (non-water based) in a
metal collapsible tube (non-unit dose)
for use at aid stations and by unit
medical personnel. Its use is similar to
d,e fibrin paste, however, since the rube
musr be squeezed and then recapped,
no air (and no warer) wouLd be

'0
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introduced inlO the tube. The product
should keep and a quantity for 10 doses
could be issued this way.
• Fibrin fOanl (non-water based) in a
spray can ( Oft of like shaving creme).
Its use i obvious.
• Any of the above with other additives
(antibiotics, antisepticS, vitanlin Ie, etc.).
When the fibrin bandage is approved
by the FDA, it will become the new
standard of care in this country. The
demand for this product will be
tremendous because of the liability
issue. if an emergency medical service
fails to use this product once it is
available and a patient dies, then a
lawsuit for negligence could easily be
ftIed and won.
Accordingly, all
emergency services in the U.S. and the
militaty will need this product. The
same could be said for industrial first aid
kits in factories. This new product will
be the standard of care for the fu lUre.
Hopefully, a large manufacturing partner
will be found and ule product (in one or
more delivery methods) will be available
in less than three years.

MAJ Niels). Zuzzblatt
U.S.Anny
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Top Dollar Contracting Award
The U.S. Air Force Europe (USAFE) conducted its annual lop
Dollar field contracting and finance competition at Ramstein Air
Base, Germany, July 12-16, 1998. USAFE invited the U.S. Army
Contracting Command Europe (USACCE) to enter an Army
contracting officer as a member of the Air Force contracting
team from Rhein Ordnance Barracks. The competition
simulates an early-stage deployment into Africa, and includes
weapons firing, reaction to a chemical attack, and either an
obstacle course or te,lfll run (weather dependent). USACCE
selected Kennith Robinson, a civilian contracting officer, to
compete because of his physical conditioning and contingency
contracting skills. Robin on works at the Wiesbaden Regional
Contracting Center and was deployed as a contingency
contracting officer to Croatia in support of Operation Joint
Endeavor from December 1995 through June 1996.
During the competition, Robinson served as the Contracting
Team Chief, and although his team did not win the overall
competition, they won the key element, contracting. The team
took everyone by surprise, particularly becau e Robinson is a
civilian, and military contracting personnel led all the other
teams. Tnis was the first time a contracting officer from outside
the Air Force has won a Top Dollar Best Contracting Crew
Award. Together, USACCE and USAFE are striving to put "teeth"
into working jointly. This is a good example of that effort.
Point of comact for tilis article is COL Yates, Commander,
SACCE, 011 49621 487-320l.

AN/PRD-12 Modernization Through Spares
The ANIPRD-12 is a lightweight, man-transportable radio
direction fmding system used in mctical signals intelligence.
The ANIPRD-12 is an indispensable source of information on
the battlefield becau e it pinpoints the enemy's location
through hisJher tran mis ions and communications. One of it
major components, the Control Display Unit (CDU) , ba'
experienced high failure rates because its liqUid crystal display
is vulnerable to cold weather solidification and front panel
br'eakage under field conditiOns. In addition, the liquid crystal
displays for this product are teclmologically obsolete, and no
manufacturer could be found to produce tilem.
ill June 1997, an illtegrated Product Team (fPT) based at tile
U.S. Army Communications-Electronic Command (CECOM)
developed a performance specification for a ne\v, more durable
CDU. Through the use of Operations and Maintenance Army
funds from our Operations and SuppOrt Cost Reduction
Program, a prototype CDU was developed. Tbe redesigned
CDU incorporated the newest, lightest, most durable liquid
crystal display from sinlUar components used in today's
commercial products such as cell phones. An impressive aspect
of this project is tilat tile upgraded component prototype was
developed and system tested in just 5 months. l1li exemplifies
me good working relationship among members of the IPT
including the contractor, Value Systems Engineering. B;
January 1998, a production contract was awarded. The first
58 Army RD&A

new CDUs were delivered in August 1998 to Army militarYL
intelligence battalions and the U.S. Marine Corps. What's even
more exCiting is mat tllese replacement CDUs are acquired
through the Army's supply system using Army working capital
funds. Soldiers want this product, and the marketplace has
provid d th resources to ensure succes .
Tbe new CDU costs about 13,000, less than half the original
unit cost of nearly $28,000, and is much lighter, 18 ounces'
versus 40 ounces. It consumes one·sixth the battery power of
the old units, tilereby contributing to efficient power
management and lower operating costs. This new CDU can
also be repaired in the field \vitll modular partS. The old one
reqUired depot-level maintenance and repair. In addition, it is .
guaranteed to operate at minus 30 degrees CelsiUS, has mucl"\
stronger cover glass, and an easier to read screen. The borrom
line is that tile Army reduced operating and sustainment costs,
improved reliability, and provided our soldiers an information
advantage, all at the same time.
This IPT's success represents me teamwork needed among
researchers, users, materiel developers, logisticians, and
industry partners to provide our soldiers with the besr,..
equipment available. It is also an excellent example of
applying our Modernization Through Spares strategy as an
effecti.ve tooJ in tile management of Army programs.
Point of contract for this article is Beth Sparandera CECOM"
(732) 532-9935, e-mail: leshick@doim6.monmouth.~y.mil~

Contracting Training At The
National Training Center
Forces Command (FORSCOM) requires units rotating
througb tile National Training Center (NTC) to deploy \vim
contingency contracting personnel from their divisional
contracting section. Ln the past, these personnel were Limited
to executing delivery orders against existing Fort Irwin, CA,
basic ordering agreements. LTC Mike Henry, Director of
Contracting at Fort Irwin, revamped his operations during tile
past year to afford contingency contracting personnel at tile
NTC better training by allowing them ro solicit and award
purchase orders and contracts for goods and services their
unitS require.
At FORSCOM's recent Contingency Contracting Worksbop,
COL Charles Guta, FORSCOM's Principal Assistant Responsible
for Contracting, proposed additional training for contingency,
contracting per onnel while their units conduct maneuvers at
the NTC. Contingency contracting per onnel support tileir
units before and after this maneuver period, with a 2-week
period available for additional training. The Deputy Assistant'
Secretary of the Army for Procurement (DASAP) collected
contracting scenarios from the U.S. Air Force's lbp Dollar
comp titions and me U.S. Army Contracting Command
Korea's external evaluation and forwarded tilem to FORSCOM.
Using these scenarios, Henry is developing a 2-week, scenariobased contracting ~ining program as part of NTC rotation~.
With me cooperauon of the DASAP, the Air Force, and the
Army's Contracting Command Korea, FORSCOM will provide
another superb training opportunity for our young
contingency contracting officers and noncommissionel1l
officers during th.e 2nd quarter of .FY99.
Point of contact fur tllis article is LTC Ken Cobb, DSN:"
367-5510 or (404) 464-5510, e-mail: cobbk@forscom.anny..mil. 4
For additional infonna/ion on acquisition t'ejonn, con/acl LTC
Daniel j. Gallagher in the Acquisition Rejonn Qffice at DSN 7619479 or (703) 681-9479, e-mail: gallagbd@sarda.army.mil.
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Generals In Khaki

similar book on generals of the Civil War inspired Davi to write
thi book. Gell~rals ill Khaki will appeal to librarians. military
historians, genealogists, and anyone with an imere t in the
leaders of World War L

By Henry Blaine Davis Jr.,
Pentland Press Inc. 1998
Reviewed by Cynthia Hermes, Managing Editor,
,Army RD&A Magazine.
Henry Blaine Davis' 4ll-page book, GenPrals ill Khaki, is a
catalogue of the 473 active U.S. generals who erved during World
War t, as well as three other generals whose names were mentioned
elsewhere in the book and whose stories he felt were too intere ting
to pass up.
In the Preface, Davis explains that he chose this title because
j<haki was the coLor of the service uniform of the U.S. Army during
World War I. The Preface also includes historical background,
military terminology, and interesting facts regarding the Army
during that period.
The names of the generals in this book are arranged alphabetically.
Their biograpbies are accompanied by photograph and include
details of their military career and summaries of their civilian life.
An essay by Elbert Hubbard entitled '"A Me sage to Garcia" follow
ine biographical section. Thi is included because Davis feels that it
helps illuminate the character and guiding beliefs of tile generals in
the book: stiff spines that caused them to be loyal to tile truSt placed
ill tllem and to act promptly, concentrating their energies on
accomplishing their missions.
• The book has !WO appendices. Appendix A provides interesting
data on the generals, such as who among them were siblings or
ere commis ioned directly from civilian life. Appendix B is a
listing of where each general attended college. The final eclion of
the book is a biography of published sources.
Davi spent 12 years researching U.S. Army generals of WOrlU
War I for Gellerals ill Khaki. A former officer himseU; he pent
,many years as a curdtor of military museums across the country. A

Army Acquisition Corps
Reading list
LTG Paul). Kern, Military Depury 10 the Assistant Secretary oftbe
Army for Re carch, Development and Acquisition, and DireclOr of
the Army Acquisition Corps (MC), recommends the reading Ii t
shown below for MC members. The Army RD&A editorial office
welcomes book reviews on these publications. Please note that we
have already received a review of Hope Is Not a Method: Wb.,t
Business Leaders Can LeaI'll From America's Army, by Gordon
Sullivan and Michael V. Harper. To preclude duplicat submissions,
coma t the Army RD&A editorial office prior to sending your book
review. The phone number is (703) 805-1035 or DSN 655-1035.
The e-mail addressisbleicheh@aaesa.belvoir.army.miI.
• Beillg Digital, ichoLas egroponte and Marry Asher, Random
House, January 1995
• Built To Last: Successful Habits of Visionary Comp.mies, James
C. CoUins and Jerry L Porras, HarperCoilins, January 1994
• Hope Is Not a Method: What Business Leaders Can Lear" From
America's Army, Gordon Sullivan and Michael V. Harper,
Broadway Books, October 1997
• Leading Challge, John P. Kotter. Boston: Harvard Business
chaol Press. AuguSt 1996
• Sacred Cows Make The Best Hamburger, JoAnn Roberts, Warner
Books, January 1993
• U"leashing The Killer App: Digital Strategies For Market
Dominance, Larry Downes and Chunka Mui, BoslOn: Harvard
Business School Press, April 1998
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ARMY RD&A WRITER'S GUIDELINES
About Army RD&A
AfTTlY RD&A is a bimonthly professional development magazine published by the Office of the Assistant Secretary of
the Army (Research, Development and Acquisition). The address for the Editorial Office is: DEPARTMENT OF THE
ARMY, ARMY RD&A, 9900 BELVOIR RD, SUITE 101, FT BELVOIR VA 22060-5567. Phone numbers and e-mail
addresses for the editorial staff are as follows:
Harvey L. Bleicher, Ed~or-in-Chief
Debbie Fischer, Executive Editor
Cynthia Hennes, Managing Ed~or
Hennan L. Su~es, Assistant Editor
Sandra R. Marks, Technical Review

bleicheh@aaesa.belvoir.army.mil
fischerd@aaesa.belvoir.army.mil
hermesC@aaesa.belvoir.anny.mil

(703)805-1035IOSN 655-1035
(703)805-1038IOSN 655-1038
(703)805-1034IOSN 655-1034
su~esh@aaesa.belvoir.army.mil
(703)805-1036IOSN 655-1036
markss@aaesa.belvoir.army.mil
(703)805-1007IOSN 655-1007
Dalafax: (703)80542181DSN 6554218

Purpose
To instruct members of the RD&A community relative to RD&A processes, procedures, techniques and management
philosophy and to disseminate other information pertinent to the professional development of the Army Acquisition
Workforce.
Subject Matter
Subjects may include, but are not restricted to, professional development of the Army's AcqUisition Workforce, RD&A
program accomplishments, technology developments, policy guidance, information technology, and acquisition reform
initiatives. Articles containing footnotes are not acceptable. Acronyms used in manuscripts and with photos must be
kept to a minimum and must be defined on first reference.
Length of Articles
Articles should be approximately 1,500 to 1,600 words in length. This equates to approximateiy 8 double-spaced
typed pages, using a 20-line page. Do not submit articles in a layout format.
Photos and Illustrations
A maximum of 3 photos or illustrations, or a combination of both, may accompany each article. Photos may be black
and white or color. Illustrations must be black and white, in PowerPoint, and must not contain any shading,
screens or tints. Not all photos and/or illustrations may be used and they will not be returned unless requested.
Biographical Sketch
Include a short biographical sketch of the author/so This should include the author's educational background and
current position.
Clearance
All articles must be cleared by the author's securily/OPSEC office and public affairs office prior to submission. The
cover letter accompanying the article must state \hat these clearances have been obtained and that the article has
command approval for open pUblication.
Offices and individuals submitting articles that report AfTTlY cost savings must be prepared to quickly provide detailed
documentation upon request that (1) verifies the cost savings; and (2) shows where the savings were reinvested.
Organizations should be prepared to defend these monies in the event higher headquarters have a higher priority use
for these savings. All Anny RD&A articles are cleared through SARD-ZAC. SARD-ZAC will clear all articles reporting
cost savings through SARD-RI. Questions regarding this guideline can be directed to SARD-ZAC, Acquisition Cereer
Management Office, (703)604-7103, DSN 664-7103.
Submission Dates
Issue
Author's Deadline
January-February
15 October
March-April
15 December
May-June
15 February
July-August
15 April
September-October
15 June
November-December
15 August
Submission Procedures
Article manuscripts (in MS Word) and illustrations (in PowerPoint) may be submitted via e-mail to
bleicheh@aaesa.belvoir.anny.mil, or on a 3 112-inch floppy disk via U.S. mail to DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY,
ARMY RD&A, 9900 BELVOIR RD, SUITE 101, FT BELVOIR VA 22060-5567. Photos may be e-mailed for review
purposes only, but glossy prints must be sent via the U.S. mail. All submissions must include the author's mailing
address, office phone number (DSN and commercial), and a typed, self-adhesive return address label.
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Hoeper Receives Painting
During a ceremony in hi office, Assistanr Secretary
of the Army (Research, Developmenr and
Acquisition) Paul J. Hoeper (right) was recently
presented with the original painting that is
iCeproduced on the cover of the 1999 Weapon
Systems Handbook. Shown (left) are Don Vogus and
Kristin Wilson, employees of Science Applications
~ International Corporation (SAlC). The painting,
which is the work of C. Michael Dudash, a nationally
renowned artist, offers a vision of the power of
mental agility and information dominance in the
force. The soldier in the painting is the focal point of
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the network links represented by the rays of light.
This depiction highlights tlle vitali ty and success of
the individual soldier. The situational information
flows across the network, directing the firepower of
the combat platforms, and directing the delivery of
support assets and materiel. Every system and every
information link supports the individual soldier.
A printed version of the 1999 Weapon Systems
Handbook may be obtained by calling LTC Charles
Coutteau at (703) 614-4363 or DS 225-4363. The
handbook is also on the SARDA home page at
http://www.sarda.anny.mil.
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